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A bstract
The first chapter of this thesis is an introduction to the field of high energy physics, 
concentrating on the physics of electron-positron colliders. The historical development of 
electron beam colliders is discussed, culminating in the LEP and SLC accelerators. The 
principles behind the various techniques used in high energy particle detectors are discussed. 
A survey of the physics results so far obtained by the ALEPH collaboration is presented.
The next chapter is an overview of the principles of operation of calorimeter devices. 
The practical implementation of many varieties of calorimeter at accelerator facilities is 
discussed.
In the third chapter, the LEP accelerator complex at CERN and the four detectors in 
operation a t LEP are briefly described. All parts of the ALEPH appara tus  are described 
in detail.
The fourth chapter concerns the software implemented by the ALEPH collaboration 
for on-line da ta  collection, reconstruction of events and Monte Carlo simulation. Emphasis 
is made on the aspects relevant to the electromagnetic calorimeter.
The next chapter is concerned with the design, construction, calibration and operation 
of the  ALEPH electromagnetic calorimeter, concentrating on the end-cap  segments. The 
various methods used to test and calibrate the device prior to its installation at the ALEPH 
experimental site and during data  taking are discussed. The m ethods used to measure the 
uniformity of response of the end-cap segments are described. The thesis presents the 
analysis of the results of several different techniques which aimed to measure and m ap the 
uniformity of response of the calorimeter modules and to calibrate their response prior to 
LEP da ta  taking. The calorimeter has an energy resolution of 17% / \ /Ë .  and the uniformity 
is measured to be at the level of ~  2%,. The original design concept of the calorimeter is 
shown to be sound. The device is demonstrated to be an admirable instrument, capable of 
taking da ta  at the current LEP accelerator and at higher energy and higher luminosity in 
the future.
The final chapter of the thesis presents an analysis of the reconstruction of 7r° mesons 
using the electromagnetic calorimeter. The inclusive momentum spectrum is measured 
and is compared with the Lund fragmentation model and the results from the competing 
L3 experiment.
IV
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Chapter 1. 
The Development of Particle Physics
Maybe I  didn’t love you quite as often as I could have 
Little things I should have said and done 
I  just never took the time -  The King
1 .1 . T h e  S ta n d a r d  M o d e l
There are known to he four fundamental forces in nature: gravitational, electromag­
netic, weak and strong. Gravity is tlie force which acts between all bodies in the universe. 
The gravitational force is unimpoiTant on the nuclear scale. The electromagnetic forces 
bind together electrons and nuclei into atoms and molecules: these are the forces which 
control the processes of everyday life. Weak forces mediate certain nuclear processes such 
as beta  decay: the weak force underlies the unclear reactions which cause the stars to shine. 
The strong forces are responsible for the inter-nucleon forces holding the atomic nucleus 
together and the forces binding quarks into nucleons.
According to quantum field theory, all forces are mediated by fields, or equivalently, by 
the exchange of particles which are t he quanta of these fields. Table 1.1.1 shows the four 
fundamental forces and the properties of their exchange quanta. The gravitational force
is thought to be due to the exchange of as yet undiscovered gravitons. The electromag­
netic force is transm itted between charged particles by the exchange of (virtual) photons. 
Electromagnetism at the quantum level is explained by the theory of Quantum Electrody­
namics (QED), formulated in the first half of this cerntury. QED is one of the most precise 
and rigorously checked theories so far invented. The weak nuclear force is carried by the 
intermediate vector boson.^. which are spin-1 particles, analogous to photons in electromag­
netism. The strong nuclear force is carried by the massless gluon particles, which have 
the property of themselves feeling 1 he strong force. The theory of the strong interaction is 
called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). QCD is not a well-understood or exactly tested 
theory. The quanta of exchange in each case are bosonic particles, and as the theories are 
gauge theories, the particles are known as gauge bosons.
L -
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force boson name charge spin mass (GeV)
strong gluon g 0 1 0
electromagnetic photon 1 0 1 0
weak W -boson IF'*' ±1 1 80
Z-boson 0 1 91.2
gravity graviton 0 2 0
Table 1.1.1: Forces and Gauge Bosons 
In the last 20 years it has been shown tha t  the weak and electromagnetic forces, al­
though very different in character, can be described as one unified force. The Glashow- 
Salam-Weinberg theory of electroweak interactions [1], introduced in 1968, shows th a t  elec­
tromagnetism and the weak force, although appearing very different at normal energies have 
an underlying unity. The effects of the Z" boson were first seen in weak neutral current 
events at the Gargamelle bubble chamber [2]. The existence of the and Z° bosons was 
first demonstrated experimentally in 1983 at the CERN SPS pp collider by the U A l and 
UA2 experiments [3-4].
The theories described in this section form the framework of the minimal Standard 
Model, which is the best and most widely accepted explanation of all the phenomena seen 
in particle physics to date. In this jiicture. m atter  itself is made of fermions, for example 
at everyday energy levels (|uarks (which bond together to form protons and neutrons) and 
electrons make up atoms. The interaction forces between these m atte r  particles are mediated 
by bosons. The Standard .Model consists of six quarks and six leptons organised into three 
generations, as illustrated in E(|. ( 1. 1.1). plus force-carrying bosons. The leptons in the 
first generation are the familiar election and its associated electron neutrino. The second 
and third generation leptons are the muon and the tau. which seem to be heavier replicas 
of the electron. The reason why 1 he fundamental jiarticles seem to be organised into three 
generations remains a mystery.
charm  
st  range
( 1.1.1)
up 
do ten 
f lcc iron m non
On
f  lop \  
\  bottom J 
tau
l>7
In high energy interactions, a plethora of seemingly fundamental hadrons has been 
found. These hadrons (including tlu' familiar proton and neutron) are made up from com­
binations of the quarks. 44ie different typps of (piarks are known as flavours. Quarks may
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be grouped in pairs in eacli generation, depending on their isospin. Quarks also possess 
the quantum  number of colour. Hadrons are colourless combinations of the quarks. The 
top quark in the third generation has not yet been experimentally observed, but there are 
strong theoretical reasons to believe that it exists. Each of the fundamental leptons in the 
three generations, and the bosons, has an associated anti-particle. All of these particles, 
plus the Higgs boson mentioned later, form the basis of the S tandard Model.
The great power of the Standard Model is that it can explain all of the phenomena so 
far seen in physics -  from the physics of the sub-atomic scale, through everyday chemistry 
and biochemistry to the high-energy interactions of the cosmos. To date, no experimental 
evidence has been found which contradicts the Standard Alodel. Current particle physics 
experiments aim to test the Standard Model to its limits, and perhaps to find phenomena 
which cannot be explained by it. for example further particle generations or unexpected, 
exotic particles.
1.1.1 Quantum  C hrom odynam ics
Quarks and gluons are the particles which experience the strong force. They have the 
property of colour, in analogy with electric charge. A quark may have any of the  three 
colours red, blue or green. Anti-cpiarks have anti-colour: anti-red , anti-b lue  or anti-green. 
Gluons carry two colour charges: a colour and an anti-colour. Colour is conserved at 
each vertex in the Feynman diagram of the interactions. As the gluons are coloured and 
themselves 'feel’ the force, the strong force has (piite different properties as compared to the 
electromagnetic force transmitted by neutral photons. Gluons may couple directly to o th e r  
gluons (the three gluon vertex). The strong force also results in the confinement o f  quarks, 
i.e. only colourless states are seen. Fhe inter-cpiark potential rises linearly with separation 
so the effect of adding energy to a hadron is not to separate the quarks, but to  create new 
quark-antiquark  pairs from the vacuum as the quarks are pulled apart .  The properties of 
the colour forces are described by 1 he mathematics of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD).
1.1.2 Gauge Theories
Quantum electrodynamics has the jjioperty of renormulizability, i.e. the infinite quanti­
ties arising from the theory may be cancelled by substituting in physical, observable quanti­
ties. This property is due to the gauge nature of the theory. QED is known as a  local gauge 
theory since the Lagrangian which describes it is unchanged if the electron field and the 
photon field are altered by an arbitrary, local phase factor. The phase factors here belong to
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the symm etry group U(l). tha t  of unitary transformations in one dimension. Similarly, the 
other forces may have gauge in variance and other symmetry groups associated with them. 
Gauge invariance also requires the existence of gauge bosons (photons in this case).
The known fundamental particles may be grouped in doublets, for example ^ J  ^ . these 
are both  light fermions, which carry tlie quantum  number o f ‘electron-ness’. Similarly, other 
leptons and quarks can be grouped as: ^ J  ^ These doublets
can be described by two-component fields, and have gauge transformations which are 2 x 2 
matrices operating on these fields. The elements of these matrices can change one member of 
a  doublet into the other. The matrices belong to the group SU(2) of unitary transformations 
in two dimensions. Local gauge invariance then requires the presence of three gauge bosons: 
IT'*', IT "  and 1T°. If these interactions are combined with the U (l)  group of QED we get 
the SU(2) X U (l)  electroweak theory of Glashow. Sal am and Weinberg. The gauge bosons 
are predicted to be all massless. which is not seen experimentally. So the symmetry is not 
exact, and there is said to be sponi.friieoiis .syimnetry breaking at low energy. This results in 
a  massless gauge boson, the photon, plus three massive gauge bosons: IT'*’, IT" and Z°.
In the strong interaction, each cpiark carries one of three colours and may be described 
by a  three-component field which is a siqierposition of the colours. The gauge transforma­
tion consists of 3 X 3 matrices belonging to the symmetry group SU(3). Mathematically, 
this group is non-Abelian (the matrices do not commute), which results in the unusual 
properties of the strong force described above. Local gauge invariance then requires there 
to be eight massless gauge bosons - the gluons.
The combination of this SU(3) group of QCD with the electroweak GSW theory results 
in the Slandard Model of strong and electroweak forces. For the S tandard Model to be 
renormalizable it also requires the presence of a scalar boson known as the Higgs., which 
arises from the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking which gives masses to  the 
weak gauge bosons, the leptons and the quarks. The Standard Model has been very suc­
cessful, and no experimental evidence has been found so far to contradict it. However, the 
only predictions tested are those of the gauge interactions. No mechanism for the  elec­
troweak symmetry breaking, or explanation for the origin of quark and lepton masses and 
mixings has been found. Measurennuits of the quark and lepton masses, and their mixing 
matrix  parameters, section 1.7. are t ho basis of the exploration of these mechanisms of the 
S tandard Model.
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1 ,2 . A  H is to r ic a l O v e rv iew
At the beginning of the 20th Century, it was found tha t  there was a flux of highly 
energetic and penetrating particles entering the ea r th ’s atmosphere from space. For the 
first half of the 20th  Century, the only source of high-energy particles was this cosmic 
radiation. The cosmic rays were first studied by very elegantly constructed electrometers, 
carried aloft in balloon flights and across the oceans by liner. The cloud chamber -  the 
first tracking detector -  was invented by C.T.R. Wilson: in this device ionising particles 
leave trails in super-saturated  vapour. Special thick layers of photographic nuclear emulsion 
were developed for cosmic ray work. These were carried to high altitude on mountains, or 
flown in balloons or aircraft to be ex])osed. Such emulsions are still in use at fixed-target 
experiments, for example to study charmed particle lifetime. Arrays of Geiger-MuUer tubes 
in conjunction with the first coincidence circuits and scaler counters were developed to count 
and track cosmic rays. Many of the fundamental particles were first found by these methods.
The positron was first observed in a cloud chamber event in 1932 by Anderson [5]. This 
is the positive anti-particle partner of the electron, already predicted to exist by Dirac in 
1928. The muon was first seen in cloud chamber photographs by Street and Stevenson in 
1937 [6]. The muon was initially identified with the heavy meson predicted by Yukawa’s 
theory of the strong nuclear force. However, experiments which showed that positive and 
negative muons decay at a similar rate in m atter  disproved this. The muon is, as already 
mentioned, a heavy lepton. and was the first particle of the second ‘generation’ discovered. 
Observation of the decay chain tt — p + w in nuclear emulsion by Lattes et.al. [7], plus 
observation of nuclear disintegration initiated by pion capture, established the pi-meson as 
the particle predicted by Yukawa's theory as the carrier of the strong force. Neutral pions, 
decaying as 7r" — 27 were discovered in cosmic ray experiments by Carlson et.al. in 1950 [8] 
and at the 184 inch synchrocyclotron in Berkeley [9]. The neutral pion was shown to be 
produced with a similar cross-section to the charged pions, and to have a similar mass.
The kaons. intermediate in mass between the muon and proton, were found in cloud 
chamber experiments [10] and nuclear emulsions in 1947. These particles are produced with 
a large cross-section, i.e. via the strong interaction, but, puzzlingly, have a long lifetime (on 
the scale of strong interactions), so they decay weakly. This was explained by the existence 
of a  new quantum number st rangeness.
1.2.1 N on—A ccelerator E xperim ents
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Although high energy physics is normally associated with experiments a t  large interna­
tional laboratories involving high energy beams of particles, im portan t  fundamental mea­
surements are being made with non-accelerator experiments. Such experiments include :
• searches for the magnetic monopole using superconducting flux loops or sophis­
ticated ‘Millikan oil drop ' type experiments
• measurement of the proton lifetime. These experiments, conducted far under­
ground for shielding against the cosmic ray background, take a large block of 
m atter  and instrument it with detectors sensitive enough to pick out the char­
acteristic signal of a proton decay, which certain theories predict may occur 
very rarely in the detector.
• searches for non-luminous dark m atter
•  sensitive m easurem ent s of I he neut rino mass from the en d -p o in t o f  the tritium  
decay spectrum
• measurement of the solar neutrino flux - e.g. the underground experiment at 
the Ilomestake gold mine
• ultra high energy cosmic rays - e.g. Fly's Eye in Arizona which looks at the 
Cherenkov light of large air showers.
This type of experiment will not be discussed further.
1.2.2 The First A ccelerators
Naturally occurring radioactive isotopes, and the low energy electrons and X-rays from 
discharge lubes were the first laboratory sources of "high energy’ particles. For research into 
rare phenomena with sophisticated apparatus in a laboratory means of generating higher 
energy, more intense and controllable beams were obviously desirable. An early example is 
the Cockcroft-Walton apparatus, which used a diode-capacitor voltage doubling ladder and 
a vacuum chamber made of petrol |)umps sealed with plasticine to generate high voltages 
for acceleration. This type of technology has culminated in enormous high-current Van der 
Graaf type generators used today for nuclear structure physics. However, very high voltages,
of the order of a million or more volts, are very difficult to generate and to contain, which
sets limits on the energies to which single-stage high-voltage acceleration can be pushed.
To circumvent this rest rid ion. I. a wren ce and Stanley at the  University of Berkeley in 
California, conceived the idea of providing a particle with many small accelerating pulses. 
The first cyclotron was a device only a couple of inches across, with a  vacuum maintained
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by sealing wax. In the cyclotron, jnotons or deuterons move in a circular pa th  in a  large
vacuum chamber which has a magnetic field normal to the plane of particle movement.
The particles alternately pass through two D-shaped accelerating cavities. An alternating 
potential difference is applied between the cavities, in step with the orbit of the protons. 
The particles move in an orbit of radius:
"  = £  ( 1-2-1)
The frequency of the applied voltage is equal to the angular frequency of the orbit which is 
the cyclotron frequency:
wj = —  ( 1.2 .2)
me
The cyclotron is no longer used in jiaiiicle physics, but small cyclotrons and synchrotrons are 
still used as high-current sources, for example to produce medical isotopes or as synchrotron 
radiation sources for semiconductor manufacture.
During the Second World War. enormous cyclotrons were used for separating uranium 
isotopes in the M anhattan project [11]. Other early accelerators were also used a t  Los 
Alamos. Most US unclear physicists, and some British were drafted into the M anhattan  
project. This not only produced the first nuclear chain reactions, but also provided the 
driving force for the development of the first digital computers and the first large-scale 
Monte Carlo calculations.
Using the high power RF devices invented for radar during the war, the development 
of particle accelerators proceeded rapidly following 1945. In the early 1950’s experiments 
at the new accelerators had produced several types of unstable particles heavier than the 
nucleons, which are known as hyperoiis.
The advancement of knowledge in particle physics has depended on the achievement of 
higher and higher accelerator energies and on the development of the sensitive experimental 
techniques for studying the products of high energy events.
1.2.3 Particle A ccelerators
There are two reasons for wauling the highest possible energy in the collisions which 
particle physicists study. Firstly, the resolution which can be achieved in a  scattering 
experiment is of the order of the (piantum wavelength of the incident particles: probing 
small distances requires high energy. Secondly. |) rod net ion of new heavy particles needs 
enough energy in the centre of mass frame to provide the rest mass energy of the new
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particle. For instance, the Berkely Bevatron was built in the 1950’s with a  beam energy 
sufficient to create anti-protons, which were subsequently discovered there [12].
Particle accelerators provide the high-energy particles which are under study in today’s 
particle physics experiments. Charged particles travel in a beam pipe evacuated to a  very 
high degree and are accelerated in radio-frequency cavities. To achieve the gains in energy 
needed to accelerate particles to relativistic velocities the particles must pass through many 
cavities, as the accelerating voltage gradients available with today ’s technology are limited. 
In a  linear accelerator, such as the two-mile long device at SLAG in California, the particles 
pass once along a straight vacuum chamber. The particles are accelerated using a series 
of accelerating regions with power supplied by a bank of klystrons. The voltages supplied 
to the accelerating cavities are phased in such a fashion tha t  a  travelling wave is created 
down the structure with velocity equal to that of the particles. Linear accelerators are also 
used as low-energy injectors for many circular accelerators. An ingenious scheme called 
the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) has been implemented whereby beams of electrons and 
positrons are stored and accelerated in quick succession then brought into collision a t an 
intersection between two arcs at the end of the accelerator. Collisions have been successfully 
achieved at energies of over -15 CeV per beam.
Most machines are circular synrhrotrons where the beam passes many times through 
a set of accelerating cavities. In these machines, the accelerating frequency is phased in 
synchronism with the increasing velocity of the particles. The particles are constrained 
in a circular orbit by a series of dipole bending magnets. Quadrupole magnets serve to 
keep the beam focussed. The complex design of the particle beam optics for the  stable, 
high—current operation of accelerators is a separate subject in its own right. Acceleration 
takes place in several stages, with the particles being injected at a low energy from a linac. 
For ftxed target experiments where the collision is between high-energy particles and nuclei 
in a  stationary target, often liquid hydrogen, the beam particles are extracted from the 
accelerator by a kicker and directed down long vacuum tunnels to the experimental areas. 
By suitable arrangements of targets, magnets and collimators intense beams of secondary 
particles may be created. Beams of neutrinos, photons, electrons, muons, pions, kaons and 
hyperons are available. The first accelerators were electron or proton cyclotrons where the 
beams were extracted and allowed to collide with a target. Perhaps the ultimate in this is 
the fixed-target program at the Fermilab Tevatron where proton beams are accelerated to 
over 1000 GeV. Once the particles in a circular accelerator have been boosted to the highest
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running energy, the machine may be operated in storage ring mode where the bunches of 
particles are kept coasting in the machine, perhaps for many hours. In order to be used 
in storage rings, the particles must be stable and charged: electrons, positrons, muons, 
protons, an ti-pro tons and ions ranging from helium to lead have been used.
Over the last 25 years colliding beam accelerators have become the most im portant 
machines in high energy physics. A collider consists of one or two particle storage rings in 
which counter-ro ta ting  beams of particles are brought together. In a conventional fixed- 
target experiment, when a particle of energy Efrenm collides with a  particle of the same mass 
at rest, only a fraction :
F;',„ =  .s =  '2mc~ Ehtam (1.2.3)
is available in the centre-of-mass frame of the collision. So, a t  high energy the energy 
available for the creation of new |)articles increases only as the square root of the beam 
energy. In order to make very heavy particles (such as the Z^)  the beam energy would be 
very great, and impractical with I he leciiuoiogy available today. If a colliding beam config­
uration is considered, with two jiarticles of equal mass and opposite momentum colliding, 
the full energy 2Ei,^am i  ^ available in the centre of mass system. There are also large cost 
savings per unit energy. However, one pays by having much reduced luminosity which is 
also a very im portant parameter when rare particles are under study or high statistics mea­
surements are needed. The particles used may be two beams of identical particles, in which 
case two separate, interlinked storage rings are needed, or counter rotating beams of parti­
cles and anti-particles in which case only one vacuum vessel is needed. The first colliding 
beam machine constructed at C’ER.\ was 1 he Intersecting Storage Rings. At the ISR two 
beams of protons from the CERN PS wore kept in two beam pipes which intersected at four 
points. Another notable collider scheme is the CERN SPS. which was adapted in the early 
1980’s to operate in a mode which collided protons with anti-protons. This made possible 
the discovery of the Z" and IT'*' bosons by the I 'A l  and UA2 experiments. The accelera­
tion schemes used around the world to date have been electron/ electron, electron/positron, 
pro ton /pro ton , proton/antiproton; and at the HER.A machine, electron/proton.
1.2.4 H istory  o f E lectron A ccelerators
Electron positron collider rings wcue first proposed in 1957 [13]. The first colliding beam 
machines were electron machines as injection and stacking of stable electron beams is much 
easier than with protons. The first machine. AD.A. was built in Frascati, Italy (which in fact
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consisted of two intersecting electron storage rings)- this was on a pilot scale which proved 
the soundness of the concept. Over I he last 3o years electron storage rings have grown from 
small room-sized devices to huge machines many kilometres in circumference -  a summary 
of the electron colliders so far constructed is given in Table 1.2.1. Electron storage rings 
have also found application outside particle physics, for example as synchrotron radiation 
sources.
N a me Location Beam 
Energy (GeV)
ADONE Frascati 1.5
DCI Orsay 1.7
BEPC Beijing 2.8
SPEAR Stanford 3.9
V E PP 1 Novosibirsk 5
DORIS Hamburg 7
CESR Cornell 8
PE P Stanford 15
PETRA Hamburg 23
TRISTAN .japan 30
SLC Stanford 50
LEP CERN 50
Table 1.2.1: Electron Colliders
The motivation for the first electron colliders was the study of QED in an environment 
free of strong interactions: the first j esnlt was a measurement of the cross-section for Moiler 
scattering (e“ e~ — c~r~)  in 1966 by a Princeton/Stanford collaboration [14]. However, 
hadron production via production and decay of a virtual photon soon became the object 
of interest. Unlike the situation in hadron-hadron collisions, when electrons and positrons 
annihilate to form a virtual photon the intermediate s tate  has the well-defined quantum  
numbers of the photon. The c+c~ system gives a very clean and simple final state. The 
reaction proceeds in what can be though 1 of as three steps. The electron and positron 
annihilate to produce a virtual photon. This intermediate s ta te  has an enormous energy 
density and simple quantum  numbers. This 'S])ark' of energy then re-materializes into any 
collection of particles, if it is energetically ])ossible and the spin of the entire system is 
one. There is very little background, and the angular distribution of products has no sharp 
forward and backward peaks, unlike the situation in proton collisions.
The first interesting high energy physics results came from the next two machines 
constructed: VEPP II at Novosibirsk and ACO at Orsav. It was found tha t  the cross
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section up to iGeV is dominated by production of the light vector mesons p, w and <j>. In 
the late 1960’s, cross section measurements were extended to higher energies at the Adone 
facility in Frascati. It was found tha t ,  contrary to expectations, the R -ra t io  (the ratio of 
the hadronic production cross-section to the muon pair cross-section) above the p  peak is 
three times greater than the naïve value expected from the Rutherford scattering formula, 
which is evidence for the existence of quarks with three colour charges.
In 1972 the SPEAR storage ring was constructed at SLAC. This facility had the Mark I 
detector, the prototypical 47t detector for physics: it consisted of a  solenoidal magnet 
surrounding a spark chamber tracker, shower counters and muon identifiers. The charm 
quark was found simultaneously by two groups in November 1974. The Mark I group led 
by Richter at the SLAC f+e" collider SPEAR found a large, very narrow resonance in the 
process e'*"e" — hadrons at 3.1 G e\ [15]. . \ t  the Brookhaven AGS a proton fixed target 
experiment led by Ting found a rise in the number of electron-positron pairs produced in 
proton-nucleus collisions [16]. The long lil'etime of this resonance, subsequently named the 
J / # ,  indicated that its decay to lighter particles via. strong decay was inhibited. This was 
explained by the .//'P being a bound pair of (piarks of a new flavour: charm.
The first member of tlie third family of leptons. the tau lepton, was discovered in 1975 at 
the SPEAR storage ring by a team led by Perl [17]. A new doublet of quarks was therefore 
needed to restore lepton-cpiark symmetry. The fifth quark, known as bottom  or beauty, 
was discovered in 1977 by a group led by Lederman at Fermilab [18]. The group studied 
muon-antimuon pairs produced in proton-beryllium interactions. The T  resonances show 
up as a peak in the mass distribution of the parent particles of the muon pairs. After this 
discovery, searches for the fifth (piark were begun at machines. In 1978 the storage 
ring DORIS at DES Y reached the energy threshold for producing the lowest lying and 
T - '  states. It could be said that 1 he discovery of the J j ^  followed by the discovery of r  
lepton and the T marked 1 he transition of high energy physics from a concern with the 
study and cataloguing of hadronic states to the study of quarks and leptons.
QCD predicts tha t  isolated cpiarks are not seen, and that the initial quarks from an 
interaction 'fragment' into a collection of lower energy hadrons which are seen in the 
detector. These final state  particles are produced at limited transverse momentum with 
respect to the parent quarks, so t here should be observed collimated ‘je t s ’ of particles. The 
je t  behaviour of fragmenting partons was first observed at SPEAR [19]. Jets are directly 
visible in interactions at the higher PETR.A energies. The PET R A  storage ring at
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DESY operated from 1978 to 1986. mainly at energies of around 35 GeV, with a  maximum 
at 46.8GeV. The PE P  machine at Stanford started in 1980, and has run mostly at an energy 
of 29 GeV. The many experiments which have run at P E P  and PET R A  have accumulated 
a very large amount of data  on e+e" interactions between 14 and 46.8 GeV. Some of the 
first results from these machines confirmed the existence of the gluon, in observations of 
three-je t events by TASSO and Mark J at DESY [20-21].
In Japan , the TRISTAN accelerator s tarted operation at the KEK laboratory in 1986. 
The TRIST.AN experiments have taken da ta  in the energy range 50 to 64 GeV. As already 
mentioned, the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) started operation at the Z° energy in 1989. 
This has been a very important and interesting project from a technical point of view, and 
was the first place where Z" bosons were produced in collisions. The LEP accelerator 
a t  CERN, see section 3.1. has been in operation since 1989 at energies around the Z° peak. 
As discussed in the next section, and in Chapter 3, four experiments have collected a large 
sample of events, and have made many precise measurements of Z° physics there.
In the future, as discussed in section 1.7. high-luminosity electron-positron colliders 
are proposed as 'factories' for producing bottom  quark events at the T'*' resonance, or 
as ‘tau /c h a rm ’ factories. Proposals have also been made for building a large linear e'*‘e“ 
collider in the TeV energy range.
1 .3 . L E P  P h y s ic s
1.3.1 M otivation for building LEP
The LEP accelerator (see section 3.1) was designed to run initially at the peak, in 
effect being a Z*’ 'factory' producing thousands of events per day. At electron-positron 
colliders, the cross-section for reactions proceeding via photon exchange is small, and falls 
as 1/.S. Specifically, th e  cross section for r + + e~ — p'^p~ is:
-l“ o - '21.7 rib
a — (1.3.1)
3.S [£■/„.„„ (OeV)]-
The cross-section for r/ry pair production is related to this by the R-ratio. However, near 
the  Z° mass there is a. resonance, where Z" exchange is also possible. This gives an increase 
in cross-section by a factor of 1000. and an expected reaction rate of around 2000 hadronic 
events per hour at the design luminosity of 1.7 X 10'^^cm~-/ sec.
At the Z" much interesting physics was foreseen :
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• measurement of the mass and width of the Z"
• widths for decay into different species
• measurement of the number of neutrino species
• the neutral current couplings of the different quarks and leptons
• measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry in e+e" —>• leptons events
• charge asymmetry measurements in qq events
• QCD physics with hadronic events, e.g. measurement of a , ,  jet ratios, frag­
mentation functions etc.
• two-photon physics
• heavy flavour physics (i.e. pro])erties of charm and bottom  quarks, and the r )
The Standard Model caji be tested by measuring heavy flavour cross-sections,
asymmetries, branching ratios, lifetimes and mixing. QCD fragmentation mod­
els can also be compared with experiment, if it is possible to tag a particular 
jet as being from a heavy (piark.
• measurements of the Kobayashi - Maskawa matrix parameters
• search for the top (piark. which if it is in the energy range of LEP should give
a very clear signal
• search for the Higgs particle. The mass of the neutral Higgs is not known, and 
each time a new energy range is opened a Higgs search is made. The detectors 
at LEP 1 should be able to discover the Higgs if its mass is < 50GeV.
• search for exotica like magnetic monopoles and free quarks.
• search for other new particles. Theories which go beyond the Standard Model 
all predict new particles : e.g. siipersymmetric counterparts of the known ones; 
new heavy vector bosons: heavy leptons. further generations of quarks etc.
Precise measurements at LEP of the (piantities of the electroweak model, such as sin^Ow and 
the Z° mass are important as t hey then enable predictions of other parameters. For example 
measurements which are sensitive to higher order radiative terms give information about 
the masses of particles which are too massive to be produced directly at LEP, including 
possible particles outside the Standard Model. A review of the early physics results from 
LEP may be found in [22].
The next stage foreseen for LEP is an energy upgrade to around 200 GeV, where pair 
production of 1T + IE “ jiarticles (xciirs. I'his again should provide rich physics with the 
study of the couplings and decay modes of the IT.
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1.3.2 e'*'e c ro s s - s e c t io n s
Below the Z" resonance the production of hadrons from e+e" annihilation is given in 
lowest order by the quark-parton  model in which the process is the formation of a  virtual 
photon which decays into a qq pair. From QED the total hadronic cross-section in this 
model is
Jtadronir Z Z  Qj
colourf flavours
(1.3.2)
where Q / is the charge of the fermion produced, and apt is the point cross section already 
mentioned for e+e" — //./I in the Born approximation:
-Itto- ST nb
cr,./V >  m-fj (1.3.3)
where .? =  E'~ =  (2E ; , A t  energie.s below the Z" it is normal to measure the R -ratio  
which is defined as :
R  =  [( i/:i r + (2/ 3)- + ( 1/3 r  +12/3)' + (1/3)-] = H  (1.3.4)
The terms are the contributions from the five quark flavours u,d,s,c,b. When real mea­
surements are made, corrections for radiative and higher order terms must be taken into 
account. Applied to the R-ratio  these give
' ^ Z Q i
j
where oy is the strong coiqiling const a ni
+ — + Co f ^  ) + ...
127T
(1.3.5)
(1.3.6)
33 -  2 u ;) /n ( .s /A -)
The process of Z" exchange is c a l c u l a t e d  in a similar way to photon exchange, replacing
the QED vertex factor by:
— If
sin cos 
and the photon propagator l/.s by:
(1.3.7)
•s -  M f  +  i s V/ Mz
where F is the width of the Z" resonance and 0\y is the weak mixing angle.
(1.3.8)
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Near the Z° the cross section lor piodiiction of a given fermion is given by a relativistic 
Breit-Wigner form;
where F/ is the partial width for flavour f, and S ( E)  contains the radiative corrections. At 
the tree level in the Standard Model the partial widths are given by:
(</(■)■ + ( s i ) (1.3.10)bTT \/2
with the vector and axial-vector couplings:
f/r = Tnf —'2 J i^u'
(1.3.11)
!Ja =
For the charged leptons. (j\ =  + 2 sin" and The neutrino couplings are
solely V-A. Each (piark or lepton makes a contribution to the overall width of the peak, 
including the otherwise' iindc'tecl a ble iic'iit rinos. .-Vs the contribution from all charged species 
can be well measured by 1 he LEP experiments, and no new charged particle types have been 
produced then a measurement of the total Z" width can be used to measure the number of 
light neutrinos, see section 1. 1. 1. Of course the radiative corrections, which are substantial 
at the Z° peak, must be taken into account. Careful corrections must be made for these 
effects when analysing the data. Radiative corrections can be divided into two categories:
• Photon corrections: higher order QED diagrams, including initial and final 
state  radiation, photon loops and vertex terms. These corrections are of the 
order of 100%.
• QCD processes : gluon radiation, with gluon brehmsstrahlung and loops similar 
to the phototi corrections.
Experimentally the cross-section is given by a sum of terms of flavours f given by:
= ^  (1.3.12)
where N  is the number of f'vents: ( is the efficiency for detection and J  Cdt  is the integrated 
luminosity. The events used for measuring the Z" production and decay are hadronic events, 
muon pair events and tail pairs. Electron pairs require different treatm ent because there 
is also a contribution to their jnoduction from t-channel photon exchange. Background 
events in Z^ physics include beam gas int('raclions, cosmic rays and two photon events. In
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two photon events much of the energy is lost clown the beam pipe and these can be rejected 
on the basis of deficiencies in the \ isible energy and the energy balance along the beam 
pipe. O ther background events are cleanly rejected by cuts on visible energy, multiplicity, 
event timing relative to the bunch crossing and position of the event vertex. The high 
multiplicity of hadronic events makes it easy to trigger on and select these events a t  LEP. 
There is also the possibility of contamination of the hadronic sample with misidentified rs.  
In general the systematic errors on N/ c  are small. The value for e is determined by using 
Monte Carlo simulation. The dependence of e on the model used in the Monte Carlo is 
checked by comparison of event distributions (multiplicity, th rust, sphericity etc.) with the 
data . The measurement of integratc'd luminosity requires more care, as discussed in the 
next section.
1.3.3 L um inosity M easurem ent and Energy Calibration
At an accelerator it is very difficult to measure accurately all the beam properties which 
enter into a  calculation of the luminosity, so this is usually obtained from measurements of 
a process with a. well known cross-section. The integrated luminosity is then:
/ C = — (1. 3. 13)
The SLC and LEP experiments monitor the rate of small angle Bhabha scattering, where 
the cross-section is dominated by the QED t-channel process. This rate  is then compared 
with the QED prediction. Dedicated low-angle calorimeters and tracking chambers are 
used for this task. However, as t he Bhabha cross-section changes strongly with angle the 
systematic errors are dependent on t he alignment and edge inefficiency of these devices. 
The devices used by ALEP 11 to measure luminosity are described in section 3.12. W ith 
the high statistics available at LEP the systematic error in the luminosity, currently of the 
order of 0.6%i at ALEPH [110] is the dominant error in Z" lines hap e measurements.
For a  measurement of the lineshape a inecise measurement of the beam energy is also 
needed. At the SLC this is done using spectrometers downstream of the interaction point. 
For the 1989 and 1990 running at LEP. the absolute calibration was performed by measuring 
the velocities of protons and positrons circulating with a momentum of 20 GeV. This gives 
a calibration of the magnetic field at 20 GeV. which is scaled up to 45 GeV using flux-loop 
measurements. The uncertainty in I he energy scale was of the order of 20 MeV at the Z° 
peak. The dominant contribut ion to i he error was the uncertainty in the thickness of the 
nickel layer which was deposited on the Ix'am pipe, discussed in 3.1. In 1991, the absolute
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energy was measured by using a resonant depolarization technique. The absolute energy 
has an error of ± 8 MeV, and the reproducibility of the energy setting is 6 MeV. The relative 
energy setting error is 10 MeV.
1 .4 . E le c tr o w e a k  P h y s ic s  a t A L E P H
During the 1989, 1990 and 1991 running periods at LEP, energy scans across the Z 
peak were performed at energy intervals of 1 GeV. The cross sections for —*• hadrons, 
Z° e‘*'e~, Z® and Z" — r + r "  were measured as a  function of the centre-of-
mass energy. The large increase in statistics of the 1991 da ta  sample allowed a more precise 
determination of the parameters of tlie Z". Fig. 1.4.1 shows the hadronic cross-section as 
measured by ALEPH.
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F ig . 1.4.1: Hadronic cross-spction at the Z'^. ALEPH data.
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The raw experimental data are corrected for the apparatus acceptance and resolution, 
using comparison with Monte Carlo. The tlieoretical Born level cross-sections have radiative 
corrections applied to them, which lead to the physical cross-sections which the experiment 
measures. Assuming a Breit-Wigner form for the line shape, plus the validity of the QED 
corrections, by fitting the hadronic and three leptonic cross-sections six parameters may be 
determined: the Z mass, the total Z width, the peak hadronic cross-section and the 
three lepton partial widths (in units of the hadronic width).
1.4.1 Z -M ass
In the fit to the line shape, the Z mass is not dependent on the other parameters. The 
latest value of the mass, from a fit to the whole ALEPH d a ta  sample, is 91.187 ±  0.009 
GeV [23]. The error is dominated by the uncertainty of the absolute energy calibration of 
LEP, discussed above, which gives a systematic uncertainty of 6.3 MeV in the Z° mass [24].
1.4.2 Total Z" W idth  and Hadronic C ross-section
A fit to the line shape as measured witii all Z — hadrons and Z —i- leptons events 
gives the total width of tiie Z ‘\  The current ALEPH value for the to ta l width is Tz — 
2501 ±1 2  MeV. This is in agreement with the minimal Standard Model prediction of 2488±  
2 ±  6 MeV, where the first uncertainly arises from Afz  and A r  and the second from rrit and 
trh [25]. The hadronic peak cross-section (in the Born approximation, before radiative 
corrections) is found to be =  -11.60 ±  0.27iih .
1.4.3 Partial W idths o f  the Z"
The current values for the lepionic widths of the Z" are:
Fe =  84.43 ±  0.60 MeV 
= 83.66 ± 0 .9 5  MeV 
=  84.09 ±  1.10 AleV
These are in agreement with the Standard Model prediction of Tu =  83.7 ±  0.1 ±  0.2 MeV 
[25]. As the branching ratios for the Z" decays to the three lepton generations agree within 
experimental errors, 11ds confirms the concept of lepton universality.
1.4.4 N um ber o f N eutrino Families
By measuring the 'invisible' width of the Z". i.e. F,»i, =  Tz — Thad— the number of
neutrinos with < m %/2 can be counted, and hence the number of particle generations.
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To first order, each neutrino species contributes a partial width of 167 MeV. From the 
measured value of r ,„ , , / r / /  =  Ô.91 ±  0.11. and assuming r,„t, =  the current fit to  the
ALEPH da ta  gives =  2.97 ±  0.05. Referring again to Fig. 1.4.1, it may be seen th a t  the 
possibility of four generations is clearly ruled out. Each of the four LEP experiments has 
found that the number of generations with light neutrinos = 3.
1.4 .5  F o r w a r d —b a c k w a rd  a s y m m e t r y  in c+c" le p to n s
The leptonic vector and axial vector coupling constants may be determined from the 
Z leptonic widths and the leptonic forward-backward asymmetries. At the Z° peak, the 
lepton forward-backward asymmetry is given by:
-If® = (1.4.1)
where:
fill
By measuring the forward-backward asymmetry in f+c" — leptons events as a  function 
of y/s and using the leptonic widths, the lepton coupling constants gvi and Qai can be 
determined. The forward-backward asymmetry at the peak is A fb  — 0.0164 ±  0.0047 [23]. 
The ratio of the effective coupling constants is
= 0.0052 ±0.0016 (1.4.2)
and the effective cou])ling constants are (j\-, ( .U | ) = 0.0013±0.0002 and g \ i  (A f |)  =  0.2521± 
0.0008. The measurements for each species are in agreement with each other, and agree 
with the Standard Model predictions of g y i M y )  =  0.0011 ±  0 ±  0.0001 and g ^ i M ^ )  =
0.2513 ±0.0002 ±  0.000 I [25].
1 .4 .6  C h a r g e  A s y m m e t r y  M e a s u r e m e n t
A forward-backward asymmetry near the Z" arises from the difference in the right 
handed and left handed couplings to the Z", both for the initial s ta te  e+e" and the final 
s tate  quarks. The ALEPH collaboration has studied the forward-backward asymmetry in 
hadronic events [26]. The quark direction is given by the thrust axis, and a momentum 
weighting procedure is used which gives the Jet (and hence original quark) charge on a 
statistical basis. The forward-backward asymmetry found in hadronic events is A f b  = 
-0.0084 ±0 .0015 ±  0.000-1.
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If the quark coupling constants nieasnred by neutrino-nucleon scattering are used, the 
charge asymmetry may be used to determine the ratio of the vector and axial vector coupling 
constants of the electron,
—  = +0.073 ±  0.024 (1.4.3)
ÜAe
The asymmetry in heavy flavour events has also been studied by ALEPH and the je t  charge 
method has also been applied by ALEPH to the measurement of bb mixing.
1.4.7  sin” 6\y
The Standard Model formulae for the Z lineshape and asymmetries can be written in 
terms of the electroweak mixing angle s\i\~ Oyy. Defined in this way, fits to the values of 
the couplings obtained from lepton asymmetry give sin" 9w (A / |)  =  0.2320 ±  0.0028 . The 
charge asymmetry measurement above can also be used to give a value for sin" Oyy (M ^), as 
can the forward-backward asymmetry in bb and cc events. A value has also been obtained 
from studies of the r  |)olarization. ( 'oml)ining all of these measurements results in a  value 
of sin" $w (A / |)  =  0.2328 ±  0.0016 .
1.4.8 Hadronic Z D ecay W idths
The identification of jets as originating from a particular quark type is know as flavour  
tagging. There has been success with identifying charm and bottom  events. There are four 
main methods of improving the [)urity of charm and bottom  samples:
• selecting on high-p7 leptons
• using event shape parameters (boosted sphericity)
• separated vertices or large impact parameter tracks
• reconstruction of exclusive final states, sucli as D* or ^
The features of bottom hadron events which have been used to tag them are all consequences 
of the large b-quark mass : the presence of prompt leptons, hard fragmentation and high 
P t  particles. ALEPH uses a lepton cut o\ p j  = 2GeV to get an enriched sample of b-meson 
events. From these data .\LEPH finds 1'/,/+/,.,,  ^ =  0.220 ±  0.01 ±  0.024 [27] compared to the 
s tandard  model value of 0.217. Samples of bb enriched events tagged with leptons have also 
been used to measure the fragmentation function, charge asymmetry, mixing and the b 
hfetime.
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Parameter
M z  (GeV) 91.187 ± 0 .009
P z (G e V ) 2.501 ±  0.012
(lib) 41.60 ± 0 .2 7
R . 20.69 ±  0.21
Rn 20.88 ±  0.20
Rr 20.77 ± 0 .2 3
r ,  (MeV) 84.43 ±  0.60
r ,  (MeV) 83.66 ±  0.95
(MeV) 84.09 ±  1.10
/?, (Z -  f + c - ) % 3.375 ±  0.019
B r { Z  -  / /+/ ./ -)Z 3.345 ± 0 .036
B r  (Z — r + r "  ) % 3.362 ±  0.041
fr‘' ( lib) 2.011 ± 0 .023
(T/fnb) 1.993 ±  0.021
(nb) 2.003 ± 0 .0 2 5
T a b le  1.4.1: Results of the fits to the cross-section for the whole ALEPH 
d a ta  sample
1.4.9 E lectrow eak Sum m ary
Table 1.4.1 is a summary of the cross-sections and branching ratios at the Z° peak, 
taken from fits to the combined A LEPH 1989-1901 da ta  sample.
Reference [28] contains a compilât ion of the results on the Z° parameters from the four 
LEP experiments from the 1989/ 1990 data sample. This paper also presents a combination 
of the results. All of the results so far found by the ALEPH collaboration, and all the other 
LEP experiments, are in agreement with the predictions of the Standard Model.
1 .5 . Q C D  a t A L E P H
Quantum chromodynamics is the theory currently used to describe the interactions 
between quarks and gluons (collecti\ely known as partons). As has already been discussed, 
the colour force confines the cpiarks. i.e. they are only seen as members of colour neutral
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mesons {qq) or baryons(fy</^). To describe hadronic events as they appear in a  real detector, 
the model used to generate the initial partons must have in addition a description of the 
process of conversion of partons into hadrons, i.e. the fragmentation. A quark or hard 
gluon is seen in a  high-energy experiment as a *jet’ of particles, roughly following the 
original parton direction. W ith respect to the jet axis, the scale of transverse momentum is 
150-200 MeV. The scale of the longitudinal momentum is the parton momentum, around 
y /sf2 . W ith increasing energy narrowing jet structures are seen, with a  fixed transverse, 
but growing longitudinal extent in momentum space.
1.5.1 Fragm entation
( i ) ( i i )  + ( i i i ) - k  ( i v >
Fig. 1.5.1: The Fragmentation Process
The process of Z° — qq and the subsequent had ionisation of the quarks into the 
particles seen in the detector is illustrated in Fig. 1.5.1. The first stage, the creation of a 
qq pair, is well described by the electroweak theory discussed above. The second stage of 
gluon radiation and gluon splitting is considered to be well modelled by perturbative QCD 
theory. Two approaches are taken in practical Monte Carlo codes for this stage:
• the Matrix Element (ME) ap|uoacli -  this uses exact second order calculations 
to give the relative proportions of two. three and four parton states. The
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momentum distributions of rlie partons are tuned to fit the data . As this is an 
order (o-)  calculation, it is limited to four partons in the final state.
• the leading logarithm approach (LLA) or Parton Shower. In this m ethod the 
primary cross section is calculated to lowest order. The quarks then lose energy 
by gluon bremsstrahlung. The quarks and gluons undergo splittings: q —>■ qg, 
g gg and g —^ qq. The probabilities for these splittings are given by an 
approximation to each higher order term of the QCD perturbation series, which 
is based on the leading logarithm of this term. The process proceeds until some 
cut-off scale is reached.
The early LEP da ta  were used to see which of the ME or LLA approaches is the best 
description of the data. In the ALEPH study [29), the event shape parameters such as 
sphericity, a planarity and thrust were examined, as were the inclusive variables Zp,
and y for the charged particles. The da ta  were seen to agree better  with models 
based on LLA, and are less well described by an ME model. The ME approach is seen to 
underestimate the amount of gluon radiation retpiired to agree at high energy. Higher order 
processes become more important at higher energy, and as has been said the ME approach 
is to order (a*).
At the third stage the hadron Isa lion of the partons takes place on a  m omentum scale of 
the order of IGeV. Iladronisation is due to soft non-perturbative processes which cannot be 
calculated from first principles. There are several semi-empirical approaches to modelling 
this process:
• independent hadronisation
• string hadronisation
• string hadronisation with colour coherence
• cluster hadronisation
These will be described in the following sections. The very last stage in the process is the 
decay of unstable particles into 'stable ' (detectable) mesons/baryons.
1.5.2 Independent H adronisation M odel
This model was originally due to Field and Feynman [30]. Extensions to the model to 
account for gluon production, baryon production and the harder fragmentation of heavy 
quarks have been made. The model takes inio account the experimental observations that 
the hadrons have a limited 1 ransverse momentum w.r.t. the jet axis and th a t  ‘scaling’ is seen
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by plotting the distribution of hadrons with the Feynman variable x = 2p/y/s .  The primary 
partons and their development into jets ai e assumed to have negligible effects on each other. 
The hadrons in the jet are formed by the repetition of a single basic process: alongside the 
initial quark a new qq pair is materialized in the colour field; the antiquark is paired with the 
original quark to form a meson: this leaves a new unpaired quark which goes on to form the 
next step in the chain. The process is repeated until the momentum of the remaining quark 
falls below a  cut-off value. The momentum distribution of the mesons at each stage is chosen 
according to a  ‘fragmentation function’. Independent hadronisation models are known not 
to describe the da ta  adequately unless some ad hoc fixes are made for such things as Lorentz 
invariance, energy/ momentum conservation and baryon production. These models require 
arbitrary  parameters which need to be tuned to the data . Independent fragmentation 
models have become less popular in c + r '  physics, due to the lack of a theoretical basis for 
the  mechanism.
1.5.3 String M odels
As the net colour of hadrons is neutral, the colour of a scattered quark is balanced by 
the recoiling system. They can be considered to be joined by colour flux lines. The colour 
flux lines gather into a tube or string since the gluons which transmit the force have a self- 
attraction. If the string has a constant energy density per unit length then the potential 
energy in the string rises linearly as the charges separate. Once the potential energy is 
sufficient to create a. quark-anticpiark pair the string breaks, leaving two quark-antiquark  
pairs. If the invariant mass of these new strings is large enough, they may in tu rn  break, 
a  process which continues until ordinary hadrons remain. Gluons are seen as ‘kinks’ in the 
string. Therefore, the gliioii fragim'ntation is included naturally as the string splits into 
two pieces, stretched from (piark lo gluon and gluon to antiquark. String fragmentation 
is implemented in the commonly used .) FT SET Monte Carlo [127], which has become the 
standard  code used in e'^c~ ])hysics.
1.5 .4  C luster M odels
These models use LLA calculations to generate the initial quarks and gluons. At the 
cut-off point the final partons are mostly gluons. The gluons in the final s ta te  are split into 
qq pairs on the mass shell. .Adjacent (piarks and anti-quarks are combined to form clusters. 
The clusters form hadrons which are then allowed to decay with their known branching 
ratios and lifetimes. This mechanism is at tractive from a theoretical view point as it follows
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naturally from QCD theory and has few free |)ar a meters. The most popular cluster model
is incorporated in the HERWIC Monte Carlo code [31].
1.5.5 F r a g m e n t a t io n  F u n c t io n s
The description of fragmentation of quarks far above threshold is given by the fragmen­
tation function D^ { z )  which is a parameterization of the fraction z of the original quark 
momentum which is carried by a hadron type h. For light particles, (z)  is peaked at low 
x-values, since many light particles equally share the quark’s momentum.
The fragmentation function for heavy quarks has a  different form than  tha t  for u, d 
and s. Conservation of flavour means that the original quark will survive the fragmentation 
process bound in one of the hadrons, called the leading hadron. A c or b quark (Q) is
most likely to combine with one u. d or perhaps s quark to form a D or B meson. In
the fragmentation a light meson qq is created from the vacuum. The heavy meson Qq  is 
connected by colour force lines to the other quark q. Through this interaction the unpaired 
quark drags the heavy meson and reduces its momentum. This will be a small effect if q 
is much lighter than Q. Thus the heavy hadrons are expected to have more momentum on 
average than the light ones -  i.e. there is a harder distribution. This is the rationale for 
the parameterization of Peterson [32]:
r ( l  — i / z  — C g / ( 1  — z) )
where €q is a factor which is fitted to the data.
D q (-)  = — — r r — — — ------ —  (1-5.1)
1.5.6 A L E P H  r e s u l t s
Most of the information on the fragmentation process has come from studies of the 
overall properties of events, such as mull iplicity and event shape parameters, which do not 
depend on identifying individual particle s|)ecies. In [33] ALEPH presents a study of the 
event shapes, jet production rates and inclusive charged particle momentum distributions 
from 53000 hadronic events taken in J9S0 and 1990 near the Z® peak. These are compared 
with various Monte Carlo models: .IFTSET. Ariadne [34] and HERWIG. The JE T SE T  
and Ariadne parton shower models with string fragmentation are in good agreement with 
the data. The HERWIG model with cluster fragmentation fits the da ta  less well. The 
JE T SE T  parton shower model is found to be in better agreement than the JE T SE T  model 
with matrix element calculât ions. I'his study is an extension of the work in [29] mentioned 
above.
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1.5.7 Inclusive Particle Production
Inclusive particle production means measurement of the process e+e" —». h X ,  where 
h is the particle of interest and A” is all other types. The measurement of the production 
rates of individual particle species enables more detailed examination of the fragmentation 
process. For example, the ratio of the production rates of kaons to pions measures the rate  
of strange quark production during fragmentation. Measurements of baryon production 
rates enable the different baryon production mechanisms in the Monte Carlo models to be 
evaluated.
Many different particle species have been measured in e+e" interactions, both at the 
and at lower energies. The Lund and Ilerwig models both reproduce well the majority of 
particle multiplicities and distributions. The inclusive particle x  distribution is of particular 
relevance to the work presented later in this thesis. The scaled particle momentum Xp =  
2plEc,n is closely related to the fragmentation variable z =  {E + p\\) /  {E + p \ \ ) In 
the absence of other complicating effects, such as hard gluon radiation and particle decays, 
measurement of dcr/dxp would allow the (piark fragmentation function to be unfolded.
Typical x distributions show the same general features: the multiplicity is dominated 
by soft particles with x < 0.1. and t here is a steep fall from .t =  0 to z ~  0.7, above which 
there are fewer measurements. As the inclusive distributions contain particles coming from 
decays, as well as those from the primary fragmentation (in the case of pions, these are 
mostly from decays), it is not possible to unfold directly the fragmentation function. The 
approach taken is to compare the distribution with a Monte Carlo prediction which uses a 
particular fragmentation function which is then varied until it agrees with the data.
Chapter 6 of this thesis deals with the neutral particle content of the shower, specifically 
the 7T° content. The .r,, distribution of-'^s is compared with the Lund parton shower model.
1 .6 . S ea rch es  for N e w  P a r tic le s
The LEP collaborations have devoted a great deal of effort to studies wliich search for 
particles predicted to exist by the Standard Model and which have not yet been observed, 
and to searches for new exotic types beyond the Standard Model. A comprehensive discus­
sion of the new particle searches made by ALEPH with the 1989/1990 da ta  sample may be 
found in f35l.
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1 .6.1 T o p  Q u a r k
The decay — tJ should lead io an easily recognizable spherical event shape. From 
the early LEP data . ALEPH was able to rule out the existence of the top quark up to 
the kinematical limit, i.e. m, > 45.8GeV/c- [36]. The CDF collaboration at the Fermilab 
Tevatron pp collider have since set a limit of nit > 89GeV/c^ [37]. An upper limit of around 
200 G eV/c^  on the top mass may be obtained from the ratio of neutral current to charged 
current interaction in nucleon scattering.
The top quark mass may be indirectly measured, by using the constraints the already 
known parameters place on the S tandard Model. A high top-quark  mass is predicted from 
the large size of the observed B B  mixing, as the top quark enters into the box diagram for 
the mixing process. The top (piark mass is one of the parameters input to the Standard 
Model. If all the other parameters were precisely known, then a fit to these parameters 
would give the top mass. Fsing the electroweak parameters of the Z° found by ALEPH in a 
fit with a ,  G f and the value for Mw  from /ip experiments sets limits of nit =  162l29^|g GeV 
where the central value assumes a Higgs mass of 300 GeV. The second set of limits results 
from varying the Higgs mass from Ô0 to 1000 GeV. The current limits on the top mass, 
obtained from several different measurements including the electroweak results at LEP, B B  
mixing and pp, are m, = 144l^i?^!,j' GeV [38]. The upper and lower bounds given depend 
on the Higgs mass used in the calculation. The top quark has not been found a t LEP I, 
and very probably LEP II will not. have enough energy for top pair production. Perhaps 
the most likely place to find top will be in proton collisions at the Tevatron, where searches 
are under way.
1 .6 .2  H iggs  B o so n  S e a rc h e s
In the Standard Model the Higgs mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking gives 
masses to the bosons and fermions. In the minimal standard model’ a  doublet of Higgs 
fields is introduced, which reipiires there to be a single, neutral, spin-0 Higgs boson H°. 
The mass of this boson is not given by the theory. A Higgs boson will preferentially decay 
to the highest mass state  available. The most direct way to find a Higgs boson is through 
the decay Z — /7"Z", searching for the decay products of the Higgs and the decay of 
the virtual Z to lepton pairs. (The much more numerous Z* hadrons  mode will suffer
from the large backgrounds from conveniional events). Searches for several different final 
s ta te  configurations from this decay hav(' Ix^en conducted by ALEPH [35], and by the other 
LEP experiments. The methods for Higgs searches have been chosen with two main aims:
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reaching the highest efficiency for large Higgs masses and pushing the lower mass limits for 
light Higgs to zero.
For a  very low Higgs mass. nif{o < 2m,,. the only decay channels open to the Higgs are 
to electron or gam m a pairs. The coupling of Higgs to ee pairs is very weak, and therefore 
such a Higgs will have a long lifetime, and can have the possibility of leaving the detector 
before decaying. The signal for such an 'invisible’ light Higgs is the lepton pair (e‘*"e“ or 
/z■*■/*“ ) from the Z* with a missing energy-momentum signal.
For a  Higgs in the intermediate mass range 2m,, < m//o < 15GeV the main decay mode 
is into two charged particles. If the Z* decays into a neutrino pair, then searches may be 
made for acoplanar charged particle pairs with missing energy. At lower energies, the 
decay will be to r f  pairs, but at higher energies the decay to hadrons will give a ‘m onojet’ 
event. For a large Higgs mass, above the hh threshold, the dominant decay mode of the 
Higgs will be to hadrons. In the case of Z ” — ///>. searches in this mass range are made for 
pairs of acoplanar. acollinear jets with missing energy. In the case of Z* e'*"e~ or , 
a search is made for a. jiair of energetic, isolated leptons in hadronic events.
A neutral Higgs in the mass range from 0 to 48 GeV/c- has been ruled out at the  95% 
confidence limit.
1.6.3 Supersym m etric Particles
Supersymmetric extensions to the Standard Model have many attractions from a the­
oretical point of view. In these models, a supersymmetric partner differing in spin by a 
unit of 1/2 is recpiired for each of the particles in the theory, e.g. the Z boson will have a 
fermion partner, the ‘zino' etc. Searches for many types of supersymmetric and other ex­
otic particles have been made by the .VLF.PH collaboration [35], including : scalar leptons; 
neutralinos: charginos; stpiarks.
In the minimal supersymmel ric extension to the Standard Model additional doublets 
of Higgs fields are introduced which lead to further Higgs particles. The theory predicts 
two neutral Higgs jiarticles. h and .V. plus charged Higgs bosons. ALEPH has ruled out 
the existence of the charged Higgs bc'low -11.7 G eV /c“. Lower mass limits of 41 GeV/c^ 
and 20 GeV/c" have been obtained for the h and A neutral Higgs bosons. Searches for 
non-mini mal Higgs are again described in [35].
ALEPH has also made searches for forbidden decays of the Z°. e.g. Z° ^  a pseudoscalar 
plus a vector boson or Z" — t//. e- r .  p r  which are forbidden in the Standard Model. No 
such decav has been found.
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1.7 . H e a v y  F la v o u r  P h y s ic s
Heavy flavour physics is the physics of partons whose mass cannot be neglected when 
compared with the energy of the collision. This means the study of tau  leptons and the 
charm, bottom  and top quarks. The discoveries of the charm quark, the bo ttom  quark and 
the tau have already been discussed iu section 1.2.4. The search for the top quark has been 
discussed in section 1.6.1.
Some of the most interesting heavy flavour physics is shown by the bottom  quark. As 
will be discussed, b-quarks readily undergo mixing to their anti-particle states. It may well 
be possible to study CP violation in the b-quark  system, in the same way as has already 
been done with s-quarks using A ‘*s. Searches are also made for ‘rare ’ B-decays, which are 
forbidden by the Standard Model. If the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix  elements involving 
the c-quark  and t-cpiark are examined, it may be realised tha t  these particles decay very 
quickly: the heavy flavour physics of the r -  and t-quarks may well be limited to measuring 
their masses and cross-sections.
1.7.1 B -Q uark  E xperim ents
Most of the d a ta  on heavy flavours has come from e+e" experiments. For the r ,  there 
is no other source of da ta , and for c and b quarks the largest and cleanest da ta  samples are 
from r+ c" .  This is due to the basic characteristics of c+e" collisions:
• possibility of tuning the centre-of-mass energy to sit directly on a resonance
• the simplicity of the final state, which has none of the initial beam particles
• roughly equal production rates for all flavours of quark and lepton
Due to the large mass of the b. and its relatively small cross section in fixed-target experi­
ments, where there are also complicated final states with spectator particles and the exact 
energy of the interacting (piarks is uncertain, most of the studies of b-quark  properties have 
been made with c+c" experiments. Prior to LEP. most of the da ta  on b-quark  physics has 
been gathered at electron colliders running at the T resonances. The T'** only has sufficient 
energy to produce mesons: the energy threshold for the production of mesons (the 
particle consisting of an anti-b-cpiark and a strange quark) is at the This fact is ex­
ploited by the workers at CESR. There. I he energy is finely tuned to the T"** where a pure 
sample of particles is |)roduced. The team concentrated for several years on measuring 
the parameters and undersi auiling i he system a tics of the in preparation for moving
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onto the and measuring the properties of the with a greater understanding of the 
Ed processes.
Studies of bo ttom -quark  physics are possible using the following types of apparatus :
• e‘*'e“ colliders running at the T resonances. T  experiments have the best 
statistics and cleanest samples.
colliders in the ‘continuum’ , e.g. P E P /P E T R A  and KEK. The major 
drawback here is the low event rates. KEK may be the worst place to do heavy 
flavour physics as the cross section is lowest here.
• e+e" colliders at the resonance -  LEP and SLC. These are better  than 
P E P /P E T R A  as there is a larger fraction of b and c events. The LEP/SLC 
detectors also have better lepton ID than the P E P /P E T R A  generation.
• fixed target experiments. These have the advantage of a  prolific event rate  
(one Fermilab experiment has over one million events on tape), but have severe 
triggering and background problems to contend with.
• pp colliders of the present generation : e.g. ÜA1 ( where bb mixing was discov­
ered) , CDF and DO
• pp colliders in the TeV energy range : LHC and SSC. Some of the more easily 
done and most useful physics at the SSC may well be heavy flavour studies.
There have been many proposals recently for the construction of dedicated B ‘factories’, 
devoted to high luminosity running near the T. This would facilitate studies of CP violation 
and the searches for rare H decays. Such schemes have been proposed at TRIUM F, SLAC, 
and Spain.
1.7.2 H e a v y  F la v o u rs  w i th  A L E P H
At the Z° resonance, there is a significant branching fraction to heavy quarks. Sev­
eral years of LEP running should provide a sample of hundreds of thousands and perhaps 
several million heavy flavour events. This will mean tha t  high-statistics measurements 
of the forward-backward asymmetry, cross-sections and decay modes of the heavy quarks 
will be possible. These measurements will be an important part  of the LEP experimental 
programme, and help to test the Standard Model rigorously.
The heavy flavour physics ])ossible wit h .ALEP 11 covers :
• measurement of the branching ratios of Z" — bb : cc ; r f
• measuring the fragmentation parameters of heavy quark jets
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• physics of charm decays, ( l  ag using )
• lifetime measurements of I he various B-particles
• search for the meson (using for example 5 °  —»■ / / $  )
• search for beauty-flavoured baryons
• forward- backward asymmetry
• the mixing of mesons.
• measurements of elements of the C'KM matrix
• with a  sufficiently large data  sample, measuring CP violation in the b system.
The last topic, the measurement of CP violation in b-quark events at LEP may require a 
sample of as much as 10''Z° events. This is one of the reasons for the proposals mentioned 
for building a dedicated b-meson factory.
1 .8 . M o d e r n  P a r tic le  D e te c to r s
The modern particle physicist has a large armoury of devices available to measure the 
momentum, mass, energy, charge, position, time of flight and type of the many particles 
which result from interactions at an accelerator. In a typical particle physics experiment, 
a combination of several types of detector is used, in conjunction with a  trigger system 
to recognize valid events, a data readout system, on-line computers to write the da ta  to 
magnetic tape and off-line computers for event reconstruction and analysis. Complete 
detector systems are very briefly discussed in section 1.8.6. The configuration of detector(s) 
chosen by an experimental collaboration depends on the type of accelerator facility, the 
physics goals of the ex])eriment. the currently available technology and of course finance.
1.8.1 Interaction o f Particles w ith  M atter
In order to detect the passage of a particle, it must be caused to interact with some 
m atte r  in its path. Neutral particles are detected indirectly via. the charged particles their 
interactions produce. Photons interact via the photoelectric effect, the Compton effect 
or by pair production. Neutrons are detected by the fragments from their collisions with 
nuclei, and neutrinos (with extremely low efficiency) by their weak interactions with m atter . 
Charged particles are detected via t heir interaction with the atomic electrons of the detector. 
The energy loss of charged particles is given by t he Bethe-Bloch formula, discussed in section 
2 .2 . 1 .
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1.8.2 P osition  M easurem ent
Tracking detectors measure the following properties of (charged) particles: position 
(usually in 3 dimensions, perhaps by taking two or more projections); time of passage and 
the track angles. Some of the devices used in high energy physics for tracking are:
• bubble chambers
• flash, spark and streamer chambers
• proportional chambers
• multi-wire proportional chambers
• drift chambers of various configurations
• time projection chambers (described in section 3.7)
• solid s tate  detectors -  silicon microstrip and CCD devices
Bubble chambers, invented by Claser in 1952 [39], consist of a large volume of liquid, 
for example liquid hydrogen or freon, near to the boiling point. An expansion mechanism 
triggered at the time of the beam pidse causes a transition to the superheated state . The 
passage of charged particles causes ionisation of the liquid: these ions then act as nucléation 
centres for the formation of bubbles along the track. The trails are photographed by flash 
illumination before the bubbles grow too large. The images are recorded on film in stereo 
pairs, which are subsequently analysed by hand on scanning machines which digitise the 
tracks into computer readable form. The chamber is normally located in a  strong mag­
netic field, which permits momentum measurement from track curvature. Bubble chambers 
feature very high spatial resolution and fully three-dimensional readout. However, they 
suffer from several disadvantages: they cannot be triggered, have a large dead time after 
expansion, can accept only one event per accelerator pulse, and require a  large effort in the 
manual scanning of many films. I'hey are also not suited to operation at colliding beam 
accelerators, where there is essentially a continuous interaction rate.
A flash chamber is a simple, cheap device consisting of a large number of tubes flUed with 
a m ixture of neon and helium. The tubes are placed between two planar metal electrodes 
to which a. high voltage pulse is applied when the device is triggered. The glow discharge in 
the tubes is recorded photographically or electronically. Due to the extremely low cost, such 
devices are used for the construction of large volume calorimeter-like detectors. A spark 
chamber consists of a set of electrodes in a volume of noble gas. The plates are alternately 
connected to ground or a triggered high voltage source. When an event occurs, a  trigger 
causes a large high voltage pulse to be applied to the electrodes. Passage of charged particles
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leaves a trail of ionisation, and sparks o rn ir  parallel to the electric field in the gaps at the 
places where particles have traversed the chamber. In common with bubble chambers, these 
two types of chambers suffer problems of low rate capability.
A streamer chamber consists of a volume of gas in which an electric field of perhaps 
50 kV/cm  is applied perpendicular to the track direction, which creates avalanches with 
high gas amplification and light emission along the ionisation trails of charged particles. If 
a  very short (% 10ns) high voltage pulse is applied then short streamers develop. A track 
image similar to tha t  in a bubble chamber is obtained. Streamer chambers have a good 
multi-track capability, and can have excellent spatial resolution, perhaps of the order of 
lO’s of microns. They can also be triggered, and have a fast response.
Most modern tracking devices use some form of wire chamber. Proportional wire coun­
ters have been used for a long time iu nuclear and high-energy physics. A single wire 
proportional counter consists of a volume of gas held in a  cylindrical tube (radius r^). A 
thin central wire (radius ) is held at a high positive potential with respect to the outer 
tube. The electric field is then:
= i r l n l j n ) )
which reaches very high values near i he surface of the wire. Charged particles traversing the 
volume leave a trail of ionised atoms and electrons. Under the influence of the electric field, 
the electrons drift to the central wire and t he positive ions to the walls of the container. 
When the electrons reach the high field regions near the central wire they accelerate and 
s tar t  an avalanche, which gives a detectable signal. In moving the distance ri  to r 2 the 
electron gains kinetic energy A T :
X T  = f E ( r ) d r  (1.8.2)
./ r,
and if A T exceeds the ionisation potential of the gas a secondary ionisation can occur. 
A series of such ionisations leads to an avalanche of electrons and ions. The number of 
secondary electrons for one primary elect roii. i.e. the gas amplification factor, reaches 10  ^ to 
10  ^ in the proport ional region, wliere t he a mplification factor is independent of the number of 
primary electrons. The amplification process described means tha t  the proportional counter 
gives a signal proportional to the incident particle energy, and which is independent of the 
position of the particle's trajectory across the chamber. The chamber is in proportional 
mode when it is set at such a volt age that gas amplification takes place and the output
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signal is proportional to the number of primary ion pairs. At a higher applied voltage, this 
proportionahty is lost and the device is in the limited streamer or Geiger modes.
The multi-wire proportional chamber was invented by Charpak and colleagues a t CERN 
in 1968. It consists of a planar array of anode wires with cathode planes on either side, 
Fig. 1.8.1. The cathode planes can be arrays of wires or, more usually, flat conducting planes 
or strips. As the multiwire chamber only gives positional information in one direction, 
arrays of chambers with crossed orientations are used to define particle trajectories. Spatial 
resolution as good as several tens of microns can be achieved by M W PCs by using the 
signals induced on cathode strips and taking the centre of gravity of several strips. However 
multiwire chambers for large scale experiments are costly to construct and need many 
individual channels of electronics, which takes up space. This is why drift chambers and 
time projection chambers were invented.
F ig .  1 .8 .1 : Schematic of Multiwire Proportional Chamber
Drift chambers make use of the fact tha t  the time between the passage of a  charged 
particle through a wire chamber and the pulse on the anode wire is proportional to the 
distance of the particle trajectory to the anode wire. A great reduction in cost of chamber 
construction can be made by drifting the electrons from the primary ionisation over a 
distance of the order of perhaps 10cm in a low-field region before reaching the anode wires. 
Spatial resolutions of the order of 0 .1mm are obtained. Cylindrical drift chambers, known as 
jet chambers, have been constructed for use at collider detectors. The cylindrical geometry 
is matched to the solenoidal magnetic fields in such detectors. Jet chambers are used as
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central detectors for the measuieirient of t he curvature and initial directions of tracks from 
the interaction point. Tiie time ])ro|ection chamber (T PC ) is a  m ajor extension to the 
concept of the drift chamber. Section 3.7 contains a brief description of the principle of 
operation of TPCs.
Detectors based on semiconductors (principally silicon) are used for high-precision 
tracking [40]. The active area of such devices is the depletion region in a  p -n  semicon­
ductor junction: ionising radiation liberates charges in this region, which are drifted across 
the junction and produce a detectable signal. The advantage of semiconductor detectors 
is th a t  the energy needed to create an electron-hole pair (e.g. 3.6 eV in silicon) is much 
less than tha t  needed to create an electron-iou pair in a gaseous detector (e.g. 26 eV in 
A rgon)- thus giving much better statistics. Semiconductor detectors are also much more 
dense than traditional gas detectors. Silicon strip detectors (consisting of many parallel 
junctions constructed a few //in apart)  are used in the ALEPH microvertex detector, sec­
tion 3.5. Semiconductor detectors are also used for the readout of sampling calorimeters, 
see section 2.7.4. Concern about the radiation hardness of silicon detectors (the primary 
area of application for semiconductor detectors is as vertex detectors near to the interaction 
point) has led to interest in the use of other semiconductors, principally gallium arsenide.
1.8.3 T im e M easurem ent
The time of passage of charged pai ticles is usually measured by a combination of scin­
tillator and photomultiplier tubes. Time resolutions of the order of nanoseconds are easily 
achieved. The time-of-flight of a particle from the interaction gives its velocity, which when 
combined with momentum measurement is used in particle identification. Scintillation de­
tectors have always been widely used in nuclear and particle physics, for example in triggers; 
beam halo vetoes: time of flight counters and in scintillating fibre calorimeters. There are 
many types of scintillator used for different purposes, and it is not appropriate  here to have 
a detailed discussion of such an extensive subject.
1.8 .4  M om entum  and Energy M easurem ent
The momentum of charged particles is measured using magnetic spectrometers -  the 
particles pass through a large, uniform magnetic field and the trajectory is measured using 
an array of multi-wire proportional chambers. Charged and neutral particle energy is 
measured by calorimefrij: a destruct ive teciinique where the particle is absorbed in a  mass 
of dense material with embedded detectors, see Chapter 2.
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1.8.5 Particle Identification Techniques
It is of obvious importance to be able to identify the type of particles in an interaction. 
The charge sign is determined by the direction of bend in a  magnetic field. Methods used 
for particle identification are :
• ( l Ef dx  -  the energy loss along a particle track, measured by e.g. counting the 
bubble density in a bubble chamber picture
• time of flight (combined with momentum measurement)
• Cherenkov counters
• transition radiation detectors
Cherenkov radiation is the electromagnetic radiation emitted by charged particles traversing 
m atte r  faster than the speed of light in that medium, i.e. with velocity u > c /n ,  where n 
is the refractive index. Tlie radiation is emitted in a cone with angle cos# =  1/I3n. This 
means tha t  the Cherenkov effect may he used to measure particle velocity. A threshold 
Cherenkov counter is used to discriminate between two types of particles with the same 
momentum. It consists of a volume of gas: the pressure (and hence refractive index) of 
the chosen gas is adjusted till one of the particle types is below threshold. In a  differential 
Cherenkov counter, the cone of Cherenkov light is focussed by a lens or spherical mirror. An 
adjustable diaphragm stop at the focus transmits light to a photomultiplier tube: varying 
the diaphragm diameter permits the selection of different particle velocities. A further 
development is the ring imaging Cherenkov (RICH), which enables measurements of off- 
axis particles. In a RICH the Cherenkov photons are focussed by mirrors to give a ring 
image which is read out by a photosensitive wire chamber system.
When a charged particle traverses a medium with varying dielectric constant, for ex­
ample a series of foils and air ga|)s. radiation is emitted from the interfaces between the 
materials. This ‘transition radiation' depends on the 7 value of the particle, and so is useful 
in identifying particles of very high energy where other methods are not applicable.
1.8.6 C om plete D etectors
Since the 1950’s there has been a steady increase in the size, speed and complexity of 
particle physics experiments. Size -  as higher energies demand larger detectors to contain 
the particles; collider detectors are also built to cover the whole 47t region around the inter­
action point. Speed -  devices based on. for example, bubble or spark chambers, which need 
long recovery times were well suited lo operation with cyclic accelerators; devices based on
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proportional and drift chajni)ers can cope with hundreds of events per second. Complex­
ity -  experiments now use exclusively electronic readout techniques, and this coupled with 
computers means tha t  tens (if not hundreds) of thousands of readout channels are routinely 
used. Computers also enable the processing and storage of much larger event samples, with 
over a million events taken being quite common.
A typical high energy physics experiment will involve the detection, measurement and 
identification of many particles, charged and neutral, from each event. Modern particle de­
tectors are huge devices, with dimensions of the order of 10s of metres, and weigh thousands 
of tons. They are highly complex, using several different types of detector in concert, with 
typically 10^ — 10^ channels of information. It is the job of the experimental physicist to 
design and construct these machines: to install them in position with a  very high accuracy; 
to ensure their stable operation over long periods of time and to analyse the da ta  produced.
There are many different configurations used for fixed target experiments, as these 
depend very much on the incident particle, target used, energy, and physics reaction under 
study. Fixed target experiments are often devices specialized to one particular channel. 
Fixed target experiments continue to be useful, as they have the highest luminosity and can 
have triggers concentrating on certain types of events.
The trend for detectors at collider facilities is towards combined multi-purpose detec­
tors. These normally have a high magnetic field, and surround (as much as possible) the 
interaction point with large volume tracking and electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry. 
Such experiments may have triggers which look for important event configurations, but 
normally also take da ta  with a minimum bias trigger, which is designed simply to remove 
background events. This is possible due to the lower event rates at colliders. To cope 
with the large volumes of data generated by such a detector, and also to ensure the fastest 
possible analysis in a competitive environment, all of the readout of such detectors is per­
formed electronically with computers. Each experiment obviously has its particular areas of 
strength and reasons for choosing a pari icula.r configuration. The design and operation of 
the four detectors constructed for use at the LEP c+e" collider will be discussed in section 
3.2.
Chapter 2. 
Calorimetry
‘Ever fallen in love with someone you shoulcln’tve fallen in love with?’
2 .1 . In tr o d u c t io n
This chapter describes particle energy measurement by the technique of calorimetry, 
concentrating on the electromagnetic calorimeters used in high energy accelerator experi­
ments. Calorimeters form a part of nearly all current large experiments a t  accelerators, both 
fixed target and colliders and are used in nucleon decay experiments, magnetic monopole 
searches, neutrino physics and cosmic ray physics. A calorimeter consists of a large block of 
material, in which the particle interacts and loses its energy via electromagnetic or strong 
interactions. Most of the energy of the secondary particles is eventually given out as heat 
(hence calorimeter) but a fraction can be seen as an ionisation or scintillation signal. Al­
though it may be stating the obvious, it is important tha t  the readout signal quantity is 
proportional to the incident particle energy.
Traditionally, high energy experiments used large magnetic spectrometers to measure 
charged particle momentum (and hence energy). Calorimeters are used more frequently 
now as they have the following advantages over the older techniques of energy/momentum 
measurement:
• calorimeters measure both charged and neutral particles
• they are better suited to colliding beam experiments where they can provide 
almost 4” coverage around the interaction point.
• due to the statistical nature of tlie shower process, calorimeter accuracy im­
proves with energy (unlike techniques based on measuring track trajectory, 
which become less accurate at high energy). So for high energy (10-100 GeV) 
a precision comparable to that from magnetic spectrometers can be obtained. 
Also, magnetic spectrometers measure the momentum of charged particles, 
whereas calorimeters measure the energy: in conjunction with other informa­
tion this can be used to measure |)article mass.
• as the depth of material needed to contain a shower increases only as the 
logarithm of the energy, calorimeters can be (relatively) compact and cheap
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devices. Magnetic spectronictry at very high energy requires large devices with 
a long lever arm (magnetic spectrometer size scales as (momentum)^^^ for a 
given resolution). Given a dense enough material the calorimeter can be made 
small enough to fit inside the magnet solenoid of a  collider detector. Over 20 
radiation lengths of material are needed to completely absorb a typical shower, 
therefore a typical device using lead (A'o = 0.56cm) as an absorber will be of 
the order of 10s of centimetres thick.
• they can be highly segmented, which gives a measurement of the direction of 
the incoming particle
• calorimeters do not depend on a magnetic field for operation
• the readout time can be very fast. im])ortant at a high rate collider
• they can also give a fast (% 100ns) "total energy' signal for use by a trigger 
system
• particle identification based on the characteristic energy deposition shape in 
the shower may be possible
Over the last few years, the trend in large particle physics experiments has been away from 
devices which seek to measure the 4 -vectors of each and every track in an event, towards 
multi-purpose detectors which are good at measuring the global properties of an event, 
measuring jets of particles and the energy balance of events. Substantial effort is already 
committed to designing calorimeters for the high rate /h igh radiation environment of the 
SSC and LHC. As their size and complexity grows, simpler readout methods and cheaper 
construction techniques may have lo be found. Several excellent reviews of the field can be 
found in references [41-45]
2.1.1 T ypes o f  C alorim eter
Several different types of calorimeter devices have been used for different roles:
• E lectrom agnetic calorim eters : which measure electrons, positrons, gam­
mas and neutral pions
• H adron calorim eters : lo measure hadronic particles (pions, protons, neu­
trons etc.) by their nuclear interactions
• N eutrino detectors : large masses of cheap material like iron and marble are 
instrumented to study neutrino ini eractions. for example the CHARM detector 
at CEHN [46]. In this field calorimeters have taken over from the very large
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bubble chambers because of their electronic readout, smaller cost per unit mass 
and their ability to be triggered.
• P roton  decay detectors : one class of proton decay detector (e.g. Frejus [47], 
Soudan [48] ) consists of a large mass of iron instrumented with wire chambers 
which are used to search for the decay products of the large number of protons 
in the device. The other type consists of a  large tank  of u ltra-pure  water deep 
underground (e.g. Kamiokande [49], IMB [50] ). Photomultiplier tubes detect 
the Cherenkov radiation from proton decay products. None of these devices 
has found evidence for proton decay, however they are being used to  measure 
the solar neutrino flux and the neutrinos from supernovae.
• C osm ic ray detectors : Calorimeters were originally invented for use in cos­
mic ray physics [51]. The first consisted of layers of lead interspersed with 
layers of ionisation chambers. Today, large arrays of detectors at ground level 
are used to study high energy cosmic ray showers in the atmosphere, for ex­
ample the "Fly's Eye" detector [52] in Arizona uses photomultiplier tubes to 
detect the Cherenkov light from extensive air showers. This technique can be 
likened to a form of calorimetry, with the ea r th ’s atmosphere as the absorbing 
medium.
• M iscellaneous types : Low tem perature germanium and silicon detectors are 
being used to search for Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (W IM Ps) [53]. 
Other detectors based on low tem perature phenomena are proposed, for exam ­
ple the Superconducting Supercooled Colloid (S.S.C.) calorimeter [54] which 
aims to detect neutrinos using a collection of superconducting grains. Deposi­
tion of heat energy causes some grains to flip to normal conductivity, causing 
a jum p in magnetic flux which can be sensed by using a SQUID.
Reference [55] is a recent review of calorimet ry techniques in non-accelerator experiments.
2.1.2 Param eters o f interest
The following are the main parameters used to characterize calorimeters:
• Energy resolution
• Position resolution
• Timing parameters
• Uniformity within a segment and between segments
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• Linearity
• Cost
• Size
• Hermeticity (the proportion of the solid angle covered by sensitive material)
• Useful energy range
• Resistance to radiation damage
• Long term stability
• Performance in a magnetic field
The perfect device would of course have infinite position resolution, perfect energy mea­
surement, 4 TT steradian coverage, cost very little and require no calibration. Real devices 
are compromises among these various goals, and the solutions chosen are determined by the 
physics goals of the detector in (|uestion.
The rest of this chapter will concentrate on the calorimeters used at accelerator ex­
periments. The basic physical processes of electromagnetic and hadronic showers will be 
described, the various readout technologies used will be presented and the implementation 
of real devices will be examined.
2 .2 . T h e  E le c tr o m a g n e t ic  C a sca d e
When a high energy electron hits a block of material it emits bremsstrahlung photons, 
which undergo pair production to produce more electrons and positrons, which produce 
more photons... resulting in a cascade or shower of secondary particles. The same process 
occurs for high energy gamina rays. Electromagnetic calorimeters use these phenomena to 
measure the energy of electrons, positrons, photons and neutral pions (by 7t° — 27).
If a charged particle ha^ sufficient energy, it will ionise atoms in the medium it is 
traversing. The ionisation process also forms the basis of many forms of particle detector, 
as the ionisation charge may be collected in an electric field and amplified. It is also 
possible to excite materials to produce scintillation light or, depending on the particle 
velocity, Cherenkov light. .At. higher energies, charged particles lose energy by producing 
bremsstrahlung photons and knock-011 ^-rays. The relative contributions of the various 
energy loss mechanisms for electrons in lead is shown in Fig. 2.2.1. Photons lose energy by 
the photoelectric effect, where all the photon energy is absorbed by an atom, the Compton 
effect and at energies above 1.2 CeV by pair production. The energy loss of photons in lead 
is shown in Fig. 2.2.2.
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Fig . 2.2.2: Energy Loss in Lead as a Function of Photon Energy
The process of electroinagnetically interacting particles showering in m atte r  is well 
understood. Rossi [-56] first gave a rigorous treatiTient of shower development in connection 
with cosmic rays.
2.2 .1  B e th e —B loch  F o r m u la
The energy loss of cliarged particles passing through m atter  is described by the Bethe- 
Bloch equation, Eq. (2.2.1) [57] whicii gives tiie mean rate of energy loss by ionisation for 
a  charged particle:
^  Z
f/.r / / / / ' -  .1
2 ???.?’■
(2 .2 .1)
where:
X  : t h i c k n e s s  o f  m a t e r i a l  t r a v e r s e d
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No : Avogadro’s n u m b e r  
Z and A : atomic and mass n u m b e r s  
ze : the charge of the particle 
V — l3c : the particle velocity 
m : mass
I : an effective atomic ionisation potential ranging from 13.5 eV in hydrogen to 1 keV in lead
Thus d E / d x  varies as 1/(3- at low velocity, passes through a minimum at F  % 3Mc^ where 
d E  jd x  ~  2MeV {(jcm)~^ and then rises logarithmically -  the ‘relativistic rise’ region. Those 
particles which when traversing m atte r  lose energy at the characteristic rate  close to the 
minimum of the curve are known as ’minimum ionising particles’ or mips.
2.2 .2  R adiation Length, Critical Energy and R ossi’s A pproxim ation  B
At high energies, following E(|. (2.2.1 ) the energy loss by ionisation of electrons is given
by :
-  =  1" -^  0 ^  r; n>c- [/;?. { ' I m v ' Y  j l )  -  1] ( 2 .2 .2 )
V (la. /  .1
w h e r e :
Tg ~  2.8fin  is the classical radius of the electron 
The Bremsstrahlung energy loss takes the form :
“  T  =  i  (2.2.3)
which defines the mdiation Ic-iujth .V„. .\n incident high-energy electron of energy E q  loses 
energy via bremsstrahlung at an avcuage rate oï d E / d x  — —E / X q. The radiation length 
.Yo is then the distance over which a high energy electron (above approx. iGeV) loses all 
but 1/e (on average) of its incideni energy. The numerical value of X q is approximately 
given by :
X, Af j / cnr )  -  180.4/Z- (2.2.4)
The interaction of photons is characterized by the conversion length A, which is the 
average distance which a high energy photon travels before converting to an e+e" pair. 
More precisely, it is the distance at which all but 1/e  of a. set of photons will be lost due to 
pair production. The interaction cross-section of photons at high energy is given by :
- I n  ^183/Z3^ — —  (2.2.5)
This gives the probability P for pair creation to occur within one radiation length as :
^pair — “h* Z
E =  ^ (2 .2 .6)
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Therefore the conversion length is related to the radiation length by:
X = {9 / 7 ) Xo (2.2.7)
In the paper by Bat how [58] shower sizes were studied in various materials. Fig. 2.2.3 shows 
the longitudinal deposition of energy of showers in lead and copper, and demonstrates tha t  
the shower does scale longitudinally with radiation length in different materials.
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F ig . 2 .2 .3: Energy Deposition vs. Radiation Length. From [58].
To contain on average 95% of the energy, an electromagnetic calorimeter has to be of 
depth (in radiation lengths):
( l{E) = 2.5 (/// ( E/ e)  + a) A"o (2.2.8)
where a=0.4 for electrons and 1.2 for . A typical device will have a depth of around 20 
radiation lengths in order to absorb completely a typical shower.
At the low energy end of the cascade, the mechanism is dominated by the critical 
energy e. This is the crossover energy where the ionisation energy loss s tarts  to dominate 
the bremsstrahlung energy loss. The cascade then stops growing at the point where the 
mean particle energy approaches the critical energy. From Eq. (2.2.2) and Eq. (2.2.3), the 
ratio of ionisation to bremsstrahlung energy loss is R  ~  Z F /5 5 0 ,  with E in MeV. A good 
approximation for e. valid for high Z materials, is then c(MeV) =  550/Z.
An analytical description of the longitudinal development of showers was first made by 
Rossi [56]. Rossi's Approximation H makes certain assumptions :
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1. the cross-section for ionisation is energy independent i.e. d E / d x  =  e/ X q
2. After one radiation length, an electron of energy E q  emits a bremsstrahlung 
photon of energy Eo/2, so tha t  E^ = E^ / 2  =  Ey
3. After one radiation length, a gamma undergoes pair production to an equal 
energy electron and positron.
4. Compton scattering and collision loss are neglected for electrons greater than  
the critical energy e.
5. The cascade dies out when the electron energy reaches the critical energy.
After t radiation lengths there are 2* particles, comprised of equal numbers of gammas, 
electrons and positrons. The average particle energy is then E q / 2 ^ .  Shower development 
continues to a  maximum at E  = f when there are N,^ax — E q / c  particles. Maximum depth 
is at = l n[En/ €)  / ln2 .
In an electromagnetic cascade energy is deposited by many individual electrons and 
positrons. The sum of all the charged [larticle track segments can be considered as combining 
to form an equivalent track length d’. In a naive picture, this signal should be equivalent to 
that produced by minimum ionising particles traversing the detector and whose combined 
track length equals that of the track segments of the shower. From the arguments of Rossi’s 
Approximation B, the total track length is then T(A'o) =  Eo/e.
2.2.3 Shower Lateral Spread
An electromagnetic shower spreads out laterally due to the multiple scattering of elec­
trons away from the shower axis, and in t lie later stages of the shower, due to bremsstrahlung 
photons travelling far away from the showrr axis before being absorbed.
The lateral spread of the shower is characterized by the Molière radius R m , which de­
scribes the average lateral deflect ion, due to multiple Coulomb scattering, of electrons of 
energy e after traversing otie radiation letigth. R.\[ is defined using the ratio of radiation 
length and critical energy: R\f = 21 A„/( % ~ A / Z  [g/ cm-) .  Expressed in the quantities of 
A"o and R^j  the development of electromagnetic showers is approximately material indepen­
dent: Fig. 2.2.4 shows the lateral profile in lead and copper. The shower size can be seen 
to scale with the Molière radius.
An electromagnetic shower consists of a dense core surrounded by a halo. In the early 
part of the shower before the maxitiiitm. over 90%> of the shower is contained within a 
cylinder one radiation length in diaimuer. In the later stages of the shower, after the
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Fig . 2.2.4: Lateral Profile of Showers in Different Materials. From [58].
maximum, the core disappears and the halo broadens, such tha t  95% of the energy is 
contained in a cylinder of radius % see Fig. 2.2.5.
In order to distinguish two showers and measure their energy separately they have to 
be more than one Molière radius a pa r t . The Molière radius is therefore a measure of the 
intrinsic lateral position resolution possible in a calorimeter with highly segmented readout. 
The spatial resolution of calorinmiers will be more fully discussed in 2.7.6,
2 .3 . E n erg y  R e s o lu t io n  o f  E le c tr o m a g n e t ic  C a lo r im e te r s
The ultimate resolution of a calorimeter is dictated by the statistics of the detected 
number of particles, and depends on the energy threshold 77 (at least for 77 > c). The 
threshold energy 77 is the lowest pai ticle energy which produces a signal in the detector.
As discussed in 2.2.2 the track leimth is;
(2.3.1)
The track length traversed by the chaigc'd particles is proportional to the incident energy 
E q only if the particles can be detecied iiniil they have zero energy. In practical detectors, 
there is a cutoff energy // Ix'low which a device is not sensitive to the track segments. The
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F ig . 2.2.5: Radial shower profile of iGeV electrons in aluminium.
From [59].
total track length as seen by the detector is shortened. The detectable track length Td is 
then the equivalent track length corresponding to the measured signal:
Tj  =  /■ (O  X .Voy (2.3.2)
where F, the fraction of the total track length, may be calculated using Rossi’s Approxima­
tion B to be:
1.526
exp{^)r i O  =
and ^ is related to the threshold energy and the critical energy by:
l.5SZ(/
.4 6
(2.3.3)
(2.3.4)
Numerical calculations of this fractional reduction are shown in Fig. 2.3.1.
It has now been demonstrated tliat the detectable track length Td is proportional to 
the incident particle energy, and hence calorimetry is possible. The response of an ideal 
calorimeter is proportional to the incident energy and the intrinsic energy resolution will 
be determined by the fluctuations in F,,. Fsing the familiar Poisson statistics of counting 
such quantities, the size of flnctnat ions may be estimated using the following argument: 
the maximum number of track segments is A’,,,,,.,- = To/q,  so a {E)  / E  <x cr(Nmax) jNmax 0(
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Fig . 2.3.1: Fractional reduction in track length. From [89].
(X i / y J E .  For instance, the intrinsic resolution of lead-glass counters has been 
calculated to be [60]:
<riE) . m  0.7% (2.3.5)
E T  y £ ( G e V )
In real devices, other effects contribute to the energy resolution. Instrumental effects
such as noise, non-uniformity etc. will worsen resolution. Incomplete containment of the 
shower -  energy leakage" will also worsen resolution. The longitudinal energy leakage 
(energy lost "out of the back’) is usually greater than the lateral leakage. The contribution 
of longitudinal energy leakage to the resolution, again for a  lead-glass calorimeter, can be 
parameterized (for E < lOOGeV) as:
(t {E)  f  rr( E
X ( l  +  2 / v / F ( G e V ) ) (2.3.6)
/=()E \  E
where f is the fractional leakage loss. .\s f increases with energy, this introduces a non­
linear energy dependence in the energy resolution. Such additional terms which worsen the 
energy resolution and do not improve as i ! \ / E  are typical of instrumental effects, which 
may dominate at high energies. This is why homogeneous devices with a  high intrinsic 
resolution at a. few GeV cannot perform as well at high energy. As discussed in 2.7.5, 
sampling calorimeters have a much worse energy resolution than homogeneous types, due 
to sampling statistics. Landau fluctuations and path length fluctuations. At high energies 
however, the intrinsic resolution becomes less important as this improves with l / \ / F ,  and 
instrumental effects often dominate I he resolution.
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2 .4 . E n e r g y  L oss b y  M u o n s in C a lo r im e te r s
When traversing m atter , muons also lose energy by the same electromagnetic processes 
as electrons. However, the cross-sections for the higher order QED processes, such as brems­
strahlung or pair production are suppressed by a factor of % 40000 compared to
those for electrons. For example, the critical energy for muons is of the order of 200 GeV. 
The dominant mechanism of energy loss at most normally encountered energies is therefore 
ionisation processes. The mean energy loss per unit length by ionisation is again given by 
the Bethe-Bloch formula. For relativistic muons, the d E f d x  is at a minimum for j3 around 
0.96 (i.e. they are minimum-ionising particles) and rises slowly with increasing (3 to  level off 
at 2 —.3M eV /^c7??.“ " for most materials. The ALEPH electromagnetic calorimeter has layers 
of lead 2mm thick, so the mean energy loss per layer will be around 6 MeV. The range of 
energy loss values will be (piite large because of the small number of collisions which occur 
and the large fluctuations on energy transfer which can occur in these collisions. The energy 
loss spectrum follows a Laudait distribution.
It is normal practice to calibrate the absolute energy scale of a given calorimeter using 
muons. In sampling calorimeters, it may be noted tha t  the absorption of electrons gives an 
observable signal which is reduced relative to the energy scale give by muons, i.e. the e f p  
ratio is less than one. This is due to what are known as ‘transition effects’, i.e. the different 
responses of the absorber and sampling layers to the low energy electrons and photons in 
the later stages of the shower.
2 .5 . H a d r o n  C a lo r im e te r s
Hadron calorimeters are intended to measure the energy of strongly interacting parti­
cles: pions, protons, neutrons etc. Hadron calorimeters consist of absorbing layers of dense 
metal (e.g. iron, tungsten, lead, uranium) interleaved with active sampling layers. Hadron 
calorimeters were first developed in I he I970's for use in fixed target experiments at the SPS 
and Fermilab. and are an im portani part of most current multi-purpose coUider detectors. 
Nearly all current collider detectors have a calorimeter system divided into two sections: 
a dedicated electromagnetic part and a hadronic calorimeter behind this. In fact, many 
hadrons s ta r t  to shower in the electromagnetic calorimeter, so for hadronic energy measure­
ment the combination of both |)arts must be considered. In the future, hadron calorimeters 
will certainly find a place at the multi -TeV energies of the LHC and SSC, however the 
distinction between a purely elect romagnet ic and a hadronic section to the calorimetry may
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become blurred and both functions may be fulfilled by one device. There follows a short 
discussion of the mechanisms of hadron showering, and the factors affecting the resolution 
of hadronic energy measurement. The remainder of this chapter will concentrate mainly 
on electromagnetic calorimeters, but there will be some discussion of hadron calorimeters 
where appropriate. A good general review of current hadron calorimetry may be found 
in [61].
2.5.1 T he H adronic Shower
The absorption of high energy hadrons in a block of m atte r  proceeds in a  similar 
fashion to the electromagnetic shower, although the mechanisms involved are much more 
complicated and not as well understood.
A hadron penetrating a block of m atter will collide with one of the atomic nuclei. This 
collision produces some mesons ( pions and kaons). Some energy is transferred to the nucleus, 
which releases this energy by emitting nucleons and low energy gammas, the nucleus also 
recoils from the collision and loses (uiergy by ionisation. The nucleus may split into many 
particles with a large transverse momentum (spallation) and heavy nuclei may also undergo 
fission. The secondary particles from the collision may go on to hit other nuclei, thus causing 
a shower to develop. The transverse momentum of the secondaries dictates the shower size 
rather than multiple scattering.
There are two components to a hadronic shower: a hadronic part  and an electromagnetic 
part. The interactions in the hadronic shower produce mainly neutrons, protons, charged 
pions and neutral pious. The 7t“ .s (and other secondaries such as 77, and 7 ) form a prompt 
electromagnetic shower. The size of the tt'  ^ ])art is largely determined by the primary 
interaction, so fluctuations in this rate are very important. The fraction of the initial 
hadron energy converted into this electromagnetic fraction will vary strongly on an event to 
event basis, depending on the detailed processes at the s tar t  of the shower process, where 
production of these particles is energetically ])ossible. The hadrons produce a longer range 
shower whose energy is absorbed slower.
The dimensions of hadronic showers are related to the nuclear interaction length A,„(. 
This is related to the cross-section, and thus strictly speaking depends on the type and 
energy of the incoming particles. To first order, the cross section varies as the nuclear 
radius, and a good approximation is A,„, = 35.4‘/^/y/c77i ’ . Experimental da ta  indicate that 
the longitudinal and lateral profiles of hadronic showers show scaling in units of Xint-
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Parameterizations of the clevolo|)iiient of liaclronic showers are obviously more difficult 
than for purely electromagnetic showers. A lot of the knowledge on hadronic showers has 
been obtained from Monte-Carlo simulation in conjunction with experimental measure­
ments. The depth of the shower maximum may be parameterized as :
t,naAXint) = 0.2/77 £ (  GeV) -f 0.7 (2.5.1)
The longitudinal depth for 95% containment is
9^5% = I m a x  + 2.5A(,(( (2.5.2)
where Xatt =  x E { G c \ ' f  ^ ^ describes the exponential decay of the shower beyond tmax- 
As the fluctuations in hadronic showers are very large, and the shower may not s ta r t  till a 
point well within the calorimeter, practical devices need to be thicker than  the value for 95% 
containment would suggest, bi order to contain 95%, of the shower energy 95% of the time,
around 3A,„( more of material is nefxled. Having said this, studies of calorimetry a t the LHC
and SSC have found that the energy leakage for a thinner device will not seriously affect 
the physics signals and it may be the case that devices with a  coarse readout resolution in 
the latter planes may be built for the LHC/SSC.
The transverse profile of hadronic showers also roughly scales with Xint- The shower 
consists of a central core surrounded by a halo extending to around 2A,„f, and the transverse 
radius for 95%, containment is approximately X,„,.
2.5.2 F luctuations in Hadronic Showers
One reason for the large flurtnations in hadronic showers is the invisible energy. A 
major difference between hadronic and electromagnetic showers is tha t  in hadronic showers 
part  of the energy is dissipated in an undetectable form. Up to perhaps 25% of incident 
energy goes into breaking up and exciting nuclei (to cause nuclear breakup binding energy 
has to be supplied): only a tiny part of this will appear in the detectable signal. Energy 
is also lost by muons, neutrons and neutrinos which escape the detector. The fraction of 
invisible energy can be up lo around 10%. So each incident hadron of the same energy may 
give rise to a  very different shower com position.
Another important difference between hadron and electromagnetic calorimetry is tha t  
in the hadronic shower a considerable fraction of the energy is carried by soft neutrons 
from nuclear breakup. Since low-emngy neutrons lose energy only by collisions with atomic
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nuclei, their contribution to the signal from the calorimeter depends on the properties of 
materials used for the absorber and del ector layers.
As has already been mentioned, there is a substantial electromagnetic component in 
the hadronic shower arising from 7r° — 2 7 . The fluctuations in the size of this component 
are à m ajor contribution to the resolution. The average number of 7r°s produced is:
Utto % oh iE  (GeV) — 4.6 (2.5.3)
and is small, therefore the fluctuations in this number are relatively large. Experimental 
evidence (for materials over a range from aluminium to lead) indicates tha t  the intrinsic 
resolution is around :
a ( E ) 0.45
~T:  y /T(G eV )
Table 2.5.1 shows a comparison of t lie performance of several hadron calorimeters.
(2.5.4)
Detector Type A E j E
.MAC
UAl
UA2
CIIAH.M
AFS
Iroii/PW’C 
Iron/scinlillator 
iron/scintillator 
.Marble/scintillator 
Cu/Uranium/.scintillator
0 . 7 5 /y E
0 . 8 0 / / E
0.30/E4
0 . 5 3 / / E
O M / y / E
T a b le  2.5.1: Examples of Hadron Calorimeters
2.5.3 C om pensation
If a  (hadron) calorimeter is sensitive only to the ionising part of the signal, i.e. the 
electrons, positrons and charged hadrons, then it will only be sampling a fraction of the 
deposited energy. The resolution will be dominated by the intrinsic shower fluctuations, of 
at least the 45%, figure (|noted in K(|. (2.5.4). and there will be deviations from linearity 
since the invisible energy fraction is itsc'lf energy-dependent.
In a  given calorimeter, hadron showers have a worse energy resolution than electro­
magnetic ones: this is due to the fliictuatious in the energy carried by ionising particles, as 
discussed above. The distribution in energy signal for pions is wider, and normally has a 
smaller mean value, than that for electrons of the same energy. That is to say the c/ tt ratio
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is greater than  1. The level of nuclear effects, and the difference in response to the electro­
magnetic and hadronic parts of the showei' is experimentally measured in a  test beam by the 
e /x  ratio, i.e. the ratio of calorimeter response to electrons and pions of the same energy. 
The inequahty of response to the hadronic vs. the electromagnetic parts  of the shower is 
measured by the electronrhadron response ratio e//i. The e /x  ratio is energy dependent, 
but may be related to e /h.  If we take the detector efficiency for the electromagnetic part  of 
the shower as e  ^ and the efficiency for detecting the hadronic part  as then e fh  =  Cg/e^. 
Every material (or combination of materials) has its own characteristic e fh  value. Due to 
the effects described above, for most calorimeters C/, < e, and e//i  >  1 : a  typical value for 
e //i  is around 1.4.
The fraction of the shower energy which goes into x° production has large, non- 
Gaussian fluctuations and from Eq. (2.5.3) it can be seen tha t  this fraction increases log­
arithmically with energy: so in a calorimeter with e /h  ^  1 the following effects may be 
seen:
• the signal distribution for mono-energetic particles is non-Gaussian
• the fluctuations in the size of t he electromagnetic fraction of the shower worsen 
the energy resolution
• the energy resolution does not improve as l / v / F
• nonlinearity of response is observed
• the e /x  ratio is energy dependent
It is therefore desirable to design a rompensatinfj device where e jh  is as close as possible to 
unity.
Compensation can be achieved either by reducing the response to the electromagnetic 
shower components or by boosting the response to the non-electromagnetic components (in 
particular neutrons) or by a combination of both. The original idea was to use uranium as 
the absorber which would contribute an additional compensating signal from nuclear fission. 
Fission compensation was first investigated by Fabjan et.al. in 1977 for a  sampling liquid 
argon calorimeter [62]. The first successful device to make use of fission compensation 
was the AFS uranium/scintillator calorimeter at the CER.N ISR in the early 1980s [63]. 
Uranium calorimeters were constructed which had e /x  close to one over a wide energy 
range and showed an improved energy resolution for hadron showers.
However, compensation is not simply explained as arising from fission alone. The 
mechanisms of compensation are now well understood, as explained by Wigmans in [61]
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and [64]. The low-energy neutrons in the siiower. and their conversion and absorption by 
the active material play a leading part. Neutrons may be detected by the ionisation losses 
from the protons in neutron-proton collisions, so a calorimeter with hydrogenous material 
in its sampling layers will have a larger fraction of the neutron energy measured in these 
layers.
Another important part  of bringing e/h  closer to unity is decreasing the response to the 
electromagnetic part of the shower. The e /h  ratio can be altered by changing the ratio of 
high-Z absorber to low-Z sampling materials, due to the Z-dependence of the absorption 
mechanisms in the shower. The cross-section for ionisation is proportional to Z, tha t  for 
pair production to Z~ and for the photoelectric effect to 7A. Therefore, most of the low 
energy electrons in the shower are produced in 1 he high-Z absorber and deposit their energy 
there. They will only produce a signal when they escape into the absorber layers, which 
only happens at the boundaries hence the importance of the thickness ratio of these layers.
Another method of compensation, which does not aim at having e / h  =  1 as an in­
trinsic property of the detector, is to make off-line corrections to the measured data , for 
example [65]. This approach re(piires a finely segmented device giving information on the 
longitudinal shower development. An attempt is made to determine the x° content for each 
shower, and a weighting scheme is applied to correct for the different calorimeter responses 
to the x° and hadronic parts of the shower. .\ weighting scheme is also used for hadronic 
energy measurement in the combined .Af.EPlI calorimeters [148.149].
As indicated in 2.1. the current and next generations of collider experiments are con­
cerned with the measurement of jets, which consist of a mix of neutral and charged leptons 
and hadrons. In an uncompensated devic(' (where this is the purely electromagnetic section 
of the calorimeter.the hadronic section or a combination of both) the calorimeter response 
to jets will be dependent on the jet composition, which may have effects on the physics 
being studied. In [66] Wigmans discusses the consecpiences of having a calorimeter which 
is non-compensating, using the combined .\EEPH calorimeters as an example. He goes on 
to discuss the compensated calorimeters being installed, or planned for the next generation 
of experiments, with special reference to the scintillating fibre ‘spaghetti’ calorimeter.
If the performance of the compensated ( alorimeters constructed to date  is examined, it 
is found th a t  the intrinsic resolution is around {) .Tl jy/E.  Eventually, even for a compensated 
calorimeter, instrumental effects such as light collection uniformity, leakage or calibration
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issues will be the limiting factor to the energy resolution at very high energies, since they 
do not improve as 1 / y/E.
2 .6 . H o m o g e n e o u s  C a lo r im e te r s
In an homogeneous or total absorption calorimeter the incoming particle collides with 
a  block of material and deposits all or most of its energy in it; a  readout signal is obtained 
from the bulk of the material. There are two categories of homogeneous calorimeter: those 
which use scintillator materials and those which measure the Cherenkov radiation produced 
by relativistic e+e" tracks. The materials used are high-Z, transparent and have short 
radiation length.
Homogeneous shower counters offer the l)est possible energy resolution. Homogeneous 
devices are also compact (as there are no sampling gaps). Compensation is much harder 
to achieve in a homogeneous device, where il is not possible to adjust the thicknesses and 
types of absorber and detector layers. It could be possible to perform offline corrections, but 
only if the detector is highly segmented and it is possible to determine the electromagnetic 
and hadronic fractions in the shower. Homogeneous calorimeters have therefore tradition­
ally been employed as electromagnetic calorimelers. Hadronic calorimeters, given the large 
intrinsic fluctuations in hadron showers, are normally of the sampling type. In large exper­
iments, homogeneous calorimeters may prove too costly: and thus many electromagnetic 
calorimeters at collider detectors use sampling readout, as discussed in 2.7
2.6.1 R eadout
The readout is usually performed by photomult iplier tubes either directly joined to the 
scintillator blocks or coupled via optical librc's. If the number of photoelectrons detected is 
small, then the counting statistics of I his (jiiantity will have a contribution to the resolution:
For instance, in lead glass this contribution is nround 'd%/y/E.
The term g~^ in ecpiation Fq. (2.6.1 ) descrilx's the contribution due to the finite gain of 
the photosensitive device, and re])resents find nations at the dynode or collecting surface. It 
is unimportant in photomultiplier tubes (which have gains of % 10’^ ). but is significant with 
photodiodes/ triodes which have gains of order I 10. With low gain detectors the electronic 
noise of the readout circuit must also Ix' taken into account, and will have an impact at
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low energies. Readout via photodiodes and photot riodes lias become more common in high 
energy applications, in spite of their low gain, because there are difficulties in operating 
conventional photomultiplier tubes in magnetic fields. Photodiodes/triodes are insensitive 
to magnetic fields: for instance the OPAL and DELPHI calorimeters at LEP use vacuum 
photo-triodes in fields of 0.7 and 1.2 Tesla.
2.6.2 Total A bsorption  Cherenkov C ounters
In these detectors the incident particles are totally absorbed in the detector medium, 
and produce Cherenkov light by two processes :
• the electrons and positrons in the shower produce Cherenkov light
• a  secondary of the interaction e.g. a recoil proton, produces Cherenkov light
For use as calorimeters, Cherenkov detectors are made of liquid or solid materials, as these 
have the required density and have a high refractive index which reduces the threshold 
energy as much as possible. .Vs Cherenkov detectors only detect the relativistic particles in 
the shower, they have a. high threshold energy and a low light yield.
The most common type of these devices is an array of lead-glass blocks with photo­
multipliers. The lead decreases radiation length without affecting light transmission. For 
lead-glass the resolution is around (the Cherenkov radiation process yields
many fewer photons than scintillation, so we have the extra photon statistics term rj to add 
to the resolution). Typical resolutions achieved are of the order of 5 — 10% /\ / Ë (GeV), see 
Table 2.6.1. The Cherenkov light is produced in the picoseconds when the electrons are 
slowing down, so these detectors have excellent liming resolution. The main disadvantages 
of such devices are the expense and space occupied by the readout photomultipliers; lead 
glass also suffers from darkening when exposed to intense radiation flux, and there is great 
interest in using other materials such as lead fluoride.
2.6 .3  Scintillator—Based H om ogeneous C alorim eters
Scintillators fall into three categories: organic, inorganic and liquid noble gases. They 
are characterized by efficiency of light ont put : light output spectrum (and its matching 
to the PM tube response): speed and linearity. Calorimeters based on arrays of inorganic 
scintillator crystals read out by photomultipliers have been used for many years in nuclear 
physics and astrophysics applications. The most common material used is sodium iodide 
Nal(Tl), which has a high light yield and a spectral out])ut well suited to s tandard  photo­
multipliers. A good example is Crystal Hall, which is a spherical array of Nal crystals [67].
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Other scintillator materials are used, and new materials are under investigation. More 
recent devices, for instance the CLEG II calorimeter [68], have used CsI(Tl) which has the 
advantages of being less hygroscopic; mechanically easy to work with; having a spectrum 
better suited to silicon photodiodes and a shorter radiation length. The L3 detector [69] uses 
Bismuth Germanium Oxide, (which has the shortest radiation length amongst the presently 
known optically transparent materials), BGO is capable of a resolution of l % / \ / Ê  [70]. 
Other materials such as R a i s ,  GSO and CeF^  are being investigated. The interest here 
is in exploiting a fast component of light ou tput for high ra te  applications, and in finding 
materials with a  high radiation resistance. Table 2.6.1 shows a comparison of the properties 
of several typical homogeneous electromagnol ic calorimeters.
Detector 4'ype A E / E
OPAL Pb Class ( herenkov 5 % / y E
read out by MPT
DELPHI Pb Class ( ‘herenkov 5%/v/£'  +  0..357o
(forward ) read out by VPT
TOPAZ Pb Class ( ‘In'ieiikov 5 % / y E
PM 1 ubes
Crystal Ball sphere of 672 Nal 2.7%/E^
r rystals
CLEO II Csl blocks 1.6% at 5CeV
photodiode readout
L.3 H( l( ) sciiil illalor 1%, for > 5CeV
where: VTT -  vacuum plio(o-i riodc'. PM - photomultiplier 
Table 2.6.1: Examples  of Homogeneous Calor imeters
2 .7 . S a m p lin g  C a lo r im e te r s
The other main class of calorimeters art' sampling devices. These are the most popular 
and diverse class of devices. .A sampling calorimeter consists of sheets of absorber (usually 
a high-Z material) interspersed with acti \e  sampling layers: the shower multiplies in the 
absorbing layers and sweeps through the sampling layers where it is measured.
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As only a small fraction of the shower is detected in sampling devices fluctuations are 
larger, as discussed in 2.7.5. These sampling' llnctuations are not the dominant factor 
in hadron calorimetry, which has large intrinsic fluctuations. Compensation may also be 
achieved very much more easily in a sampling device, where the different compositions and 
thicknesses of the layers may be tuned. Thus hadron calorimeters are normally sampling 
devices. They are also appropriate for medium resolution electromagnetic calorimeters. 
Sampling calorimeters are cheaper, using materials like lead and iron for the absorber and 
mass-produced elements for the readout planes. Sampling calorimeters have very flexible 
designs, and can be built to suit the space constraints in a  detector. The readout geometry 
of sampling calorimeters can be very finely sogmented without too great a  cost of material 
or readout electronics. This gives good position resolution and the possibility of particle 
identification by inspecting the longitudinal and lateral shower development.
The sensitive layers may use scintillators, licpiid noble gases or warm liquids read out by 
ionisation chambers, gaseous wire chambers (imilti-wire chambers, limited streamer tube 
chambers etc.) or silicon detectors. The most common metal absorber is lead : other high- 
density metals such as tungsten and uranium are also used. Fig. 2.7.1 shows a schematic 
representation of the readout configurations for various types of sampling calorimeter.
Table 2.7.1 shows a comparison of the performance of several sampling calorimeters.
Electromagnetic calorimeters are used to measure not only the energy of incoming 
electrons or photons, but also their spatial position and direction. Particle identification 
may be aided by using the pattern of energy deposition: thus electrons and photons may 
be distinguished from hadrons or muons.
Sampling calorimeters can be further divided into two classes: ‘digital calorimeters’ 
where only the number of tracks traversing the sampling planes are counted; and ‘propor­
tional calorimeters' where the energy of the elect rons and positrons traversing the gaps is 
measured. This distinction will have a con.secjuence when the calculations of energy resolu­
tion in sampling calorimeters is discussed.
2.7.1 Scintillator R eadout o f Sam pling C alorim eters
Scintillator readout is very often used with sampling calorimeters. The ‘classical’ form 
of sampling calorimeter consists of lead sheets separated by plastic or liquid scintillator. In 
scintillator-based calorimeters charged pa rt icies in t he shower produce flashes of scintillation 
light in the scintillator planes. The signal is large, which makes the contributions of photon 
statistics to the energy resolution very small, and fast, and so is suitable for use in a  high
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d
a -  scintillator plates inclivicliially roiiplotl lo a pliotomultiplier
b -  scintillator plates read out by wavelengili shifter
c -  liquid argon. Charge is collected by <dectrodes which are absorber plates 
d -  proportional wire chamber readout
Fig . 2.7.1: Schematics of common calorimeter readout techniques.
From [41].
rate  environment. Compensation is possible by selecting the correct scintillator material 
and adjusting the thickness ratio.
However, it is not possible to operate photomultiplier tubes in a  magnetic field -  which 
requires a complex light guide system, or an alternative readout device. Also, it is difficult 
to make highly segmented scintillator calorimelers. For large scintillator sheets position 
measurement is possible however by comparing the dilTereiices in light signal from both 
ends of wavelength-shifting bars on the edges of the sheets. Optical readouts in general are 
affected by non-uniformities in light collection over the sheets and gain variations between
the photomultipliers. Aging and radiation d amage will also decrease the light ou tpu t over
time. The calorimeter is calibrated by its response to minimum ionising particles and 
test-beam s. Stability of output is monitored by LED flasher systems or laser systems, as 
discussed in 2.9.
Many variations exist on the theme of scint illator calorimeters. For example, the WA70 
electromagnetic calorimeter [71] is a t vjucal device for fixed target experimentation. It is 
a device 4m x 4m x 0.5m. consisting of -Imm lead sheets interspersed with tubes of liquid 
scintillator and read out by photomultiplier tubes. This achieves an energy resolution of
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Detector Absorber 
thickness (mm)
Sensitive
material
Total
Depth(A5)}
a / E  
(% /V E )
ARGUS 1 Pb 5mm Sc 12.5 8
CELLO 1.2 Pb 3.6mm LAr 20 13
MARK II 2 Pb 3mm LAr 15 13
MARK III 2.8 Pb 12.7mm PWC 12 18
Tagged-y 1.6 Pb 12.7mm LSc 19 12
PLUTO Pb Sc 8.6 35
TASSO 2 Pb 5mm LAr 14 11
MAC Pb PWC 18 17
TPC 3mm Pb/Al/fibregla.ss Ch'iger cells 10 16
AFS 1.6 V 2x2.5mm Sc 19.5 16
UAl 3 Pb 2mm Sc 26 15
UA2 3.f) Pb 1mm Sc 17 14
ALEPH 2/4 Pb 4mm PWC 22 17
DELPHI 3.5 Pb 8mm P\\ C 28 17
UA6 4 Pb 5mm PWC 24 28
where : Sc -  plastic .scintillator; LSc licpiid .scintillator: LAr -  liquid argon;
PWC -  proportional wire chamber
Table 2.7.1: Examples  of EM Calor imeters
3.5% +  2.25%/\ / E . Other readout methods use optical fibres to couple directly to photo­
multipliers or wavelength shifting bars on the edge of the scintillator sheets. This saves 
space and enables the PA Is to be located outside' of magnetic fields. Another technique is 
the use of wavelength shifting fibres stre'tched across the scintillator sheets to collect the 
light [72]. A new concept in scintillator calorimelers is the 'spaghetti calorimeter’ which con­
sists of scintillating fibres embedde'd in a heavy metal matrix and read out by m ulti-anode 
photomultipliers [73].
2.7.2 Charge C ollection R eadout o f Sam pling C alorim eters
In this type of calorimeter the absorlx'r again consists of sheets of metal. The gaps 
contain liquid-filled ionisation chambers, where the charge produced by ionising particles
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as they pass through a dense liquid is collected by electrodes. The most usual liquid is liquid 
argon; several large sampling calorimeters based on liquid-argon filled ionisation chambers 
with iron or uranium absorbing plates have been built [74]. Liquid argon calorimetry has 
been used for example by the CELLO experiment, and is being used by the HI detector at 
HERA.
A liquid argon calorimeter has a series of metal plates, typically a few mm apart, 
immersed in a  cryostat of liquid argon. The plates are at a  positive high voltage, so ionisation 
electrons drift towards the plates. The liquid argon is dense and an adequate amount of 
charge can be measured using a simple ion chamber. As there is no charge multiplication 
process, these devices are not subject to t he problems of gain control and stability of wire 
chamber readout devices. The disadvantages are the necessity for a bulky cryogenic system, 
purification systems for the liquids (especially for room tem perature liquids and xenon) and 
the slow readout times (which are a function of the high electrode capacitance as well as 
the slow drift times in the liquid). Li(|iiid argon calorimeters also have a rapid deterioration 
of the energy resolution at low energies: as the signal levels are very low. electronic noise is 
a major problem and dominates tlie resolution at low energies. Advantages are long-term 
stability, immunity to magnetic fields, high uniformity and accurate calibration.
More modern devices are proposed using li(|uid xenon [75] which would seem to be the 
ideal approach. With liquid xenon it would be possible to build more compact devices with 
a higher energy resolution -  t he prototype device mentioned achieves an energy resolution of 
3 .4 % / \ /F  . Also being investigated are room temperature liquids like tetra-methyl-pentane 
(TM P), which was proposed for the I'.M d('tector upgrade [76]. However, this suffered 
from problems with extreme sensitivity to any impurities in the liquid, and was not put 
into practice.
2.7.3 G aseous R eadout o f Sam pling C alorim eters
The alternative to licpiid filled ionisation chambers is 'gaseous readout’, which involves 
the use of Geiger tubes, multi-wire proportional chambers or streamer chambers as active 
layers and can give a very fine spatial resolution.
As the applied voltage in a wire chamber is increased the mode of operation changes 
from the ionisation chamber modi', where then' is no amplification of the signal, through 
the proportional mode with gas amplification, to t he Ceiger-Muller region where the output 
signal is independent of the deposited ('iii'igy. There are two broad classes of wire-chamber 
based calorimeters, depending on the mode of opi'iation.
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The first are digital devices where only t he iiimiber of gap crossings is counted (which 
is proportional to the energy). A disadvantage of digital calorimeters is th a t  they saturate  
at energies above a few GeV due to the higher track density near the shower axis. Digital 
calorimeters are used in the applications where a massive device with low cost per channel 
is needed, but where the ultimate in energy resolution is not necessary, e.g. in neutrino 
detectors and in proton decay experiments. Digital calorimeters have been used with flash 
tube readout, and more modern devices use larocci streamer tubes.
The second broad class of gas readout calorimeters are proportional calorimeters. The 
energy of electrons and positrons in each gap is measured and summed to give the total 
signal. The mechanism of operation of proportional counters has already been introduced 
in section 1.8.2. As has been said, the gas amplification factors reach values of 10^ to 10®. 
This greatly improves the signal-to-noise ratio, and means that less external amplification 
of the signal is needed. However, the response is very sensitive to factors which affect 
the uniformity and stability of the gas gain. .Mechanical variations and distortions of the 
chambers can distort the electric field. Impurities and changes in the gas pressure and 
temperature can change the gas amplificat ion. These issues are discussed in detail in section 
2.9.1.
Gaseous readout has the advantage of being affected little by magnetic fields, so these 
calorimeters can sit inside a detector solenoid. Gaseous readout devices also have the 
advantages of built in amplification, high radiat ion resistance and relative cheapness. They 
can be read out with a high spatial segmi’iit at ion. ,\ two-dimensional readout with small cell 
sizes is good for resolving midti-shower evi'iits. Disadvantages include low energy resolution 
and slow response. .Another disadvantagi’ is that the absorber planes have a. low density, 
and need to be relatively thick to be efficient. 'This leads to a less compact device. Another 
undesirable feature of readouts employing gas gain mode is the comparatively small amount 
of active material: this usually introduces additional sampling fluctuations which may be 
quite noticeable in electromagnetic caloriim'ters. as discussed in 2.7.5, but are thought to 
be less important for hadron calorimeters.
Wire chamber calorimeters may also suffer from non-linearities due to saturation at 
high energy. If a large number of slowly drifting positive ions are formed in a  cell by a large 
deposit of energy they will distort the eh'ctric field within the cell. This is a  problem for 
detectors which are required to operate efficiently over a large dynamic range, for example 
from minimum ionising particles to 100 G e\ ' as at TEP.
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Early gas sampling caioriinelers used i ho signal from the central anode wires, or from 
the cathode wall. If only the calliode ilscdf is used to pick up the induced signal, the 
requirements for an electrode to be both cathode and detection element may create problems 
and  limitations in the design. The pattern  of the readout geometry is limited by the 
construction geometry of the chamber and the cathodes must be designed carefully so tha t  
the  electrostatic field for the sense wires is not disturbed by their pa ttern . A big advance 
was the development of resistive cathodes, first investigated by Battistoni et.al. [77]. One 
side of the proportional chamber cell, or perhaps the whole cathode in the case of plastic 
tube  chambers, is formed by a layer of conductive material with a high resisitivity. This 
resistive layer does not shield fast transient signals, so the induced signal can be read out 
by exterior cathode pads or strips independent of the geometry of the proportional tubes. 
This means tha t  two functions of the cat hode are split, separating the field shaping cathode 
of the chamber from the signal pick-up ('h'ctrode. and allowing a complicated readout 
geometry. In this way any problems of interference between the high-voltage system and 
the read-out system are avoided. I'liis also results in cost savings, as the tubes can be 
mass-produced and complicated cathode geomet ries which fit a projective readout can be 
overlaid on them. Configurations using conductive plastic tubes, or a resistive layer forming 
one side of an aluminium extrusion, as in the ALEPll electromagnetic calorimeter, are used. 
In many devices the anode signals are not used and read-out is only via cathode pick up. In 
order to have a reasonable transparency for typical geometries of the order of centimetres, 
resistivities of the order of 2 x lO' 'Q/rnr  a re needed. If a smaller readout pa ttern  is wanted, 
then a higher resistivity is needed to avoid a broadeiiing of the amplitude distributions on 
adjacent channels.
At LEP, the .41eph electromagm'tic calorimeter [78-79], [109] uses MVVPC planes with 
signal readout both on the anode wii('s and via highly segmented cathode pads. This gives 
a very detailed picture of the shower. I lu' DELPHI detector [80] employs what is known 
as a ‘High Density Projection" ( HPC ) ch'vice [ X I ]  which is based on work with medical 
gam m a imaging cameras and large v o I u i i k '  drift cha.nd)ers. Here the ionisation is drifted 
along tubes in the device. This techui(|iie gives very detailed images of the interactions in 
the detector.
Many large calorimeters utilizing proportional gas gain readout are in use- Table 2.7.2 
and Table 2.7.3 give some examples of past and < urreiit calorimeters employing wire chamber
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Detector Physics
Regime
Construction Readout <r{E)fE
CLEO e+e“ 1.7mm Pb 
A1 prop, tubes
anode
wires
17% /^E
UA6 PP 4mm Pb-blmm steel anode wires 28%/yE4-0.6%
TPC e+e“ 1.4mm Pb 4- 0.23mm AI 
-b 1.6mm hbreglass
cathode strips 
and anode wires
16%/y/E
AMY e+g- 3.5mm /  7mm Pb 
plastic tubes
cathode strips 
and anode wires
29%/y/E+  1.0%
CDF
endplug
PP 2.7mm Id) 
plastic lub(^s
cathode pads 
and anode wires
2S%/y/E
ALEPH g+g- 2mm /  -Imm Pb cathode pads 
and anode wires
I7%ly /E+  1.7%
DELPHI g+g- 3.5mm Pb cathode pads 23%/v/E-f 1.1%
L3
hadcal
e+g- 5mm I proportional 
chamber planes
5 5 % /y E + 5 %
CPLEAR low energy p 1.5mm PI) cathode strips 15% /yE
T a b le  2 .7 .2 : Performance of Cas Calorimeters with Proportional Readout
readout. For more detailed reviews of wire-chamber based calorimeters see for example [43] 
and [82-86].
2 .7 .4  S ilicon I n s t r u m e n t e d  D e te c to r s
Devices using semiconductors as the act i\ e ehmients are in the early stages of develop­
ment, and have only very recently been installed in some detectors. Silicon detectors are 
being used at the moment in smaller calorimeters which fill in the space between the main 
calorimeter and the beam pipe: such devices are used for low-angle tracking and luminosity 
measurement, for example the SLD luminosity moidtor and the III-PLU G  calorimeter. The 
ZEUS collaboration intend to have large arrays of silicon detectors embedded at depths of 
3 and 6 A"o in their urauium/scintillator calorimeter. This precise imaging of the shower 
development will help in the discrimination between electrons and hadrons. This year, 
ALEPH has installed the SIC.AL de\ic(' a small silicon based calorimeter. There are 
proposals for silicon instrumented hadron calorimeters for the SSC detectors.
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Detector Physics
Regime
Construction Readout (t { E ) I E
FNAL
E594
u sand 4- steel shot 
flash chambers
cathode strips 
magnetostrictive wires
« 8 %
ALEPH
hadcal
e+e~ ocm Fe 
streamer tubes
cathode pads 
cathode strips
84%/y  F
DELPHI
hadcal
e+e~ 5cm Fe 
streamer tubes
cathode pads 1.2/x/E
SLD
hadcal
e+e~ 5cm Fe 
streamer tubes
cathode strips 
cathode pads
80% /yE
OPAL
hadcal
f + f - 8cm Fe 
multiwire chamber
cathode pads 1.05/v'F%
T a b le  2 .7 .3 : Performanre of Gas Calorimeters with Digital Readout
Silicon detectors are expected to display several advantages over other detectors. The 
number of electron-hole pairs collected is much larger than, for example, the number of 
ionisations in a typical gas. This will lead to much lower statistical fluctuations. Silicon 
detectors do not suffer from saturation, and compensation is possible. They are solid, and 
therefore dense, and will enable more compact devices to be built. The main disadvantage 
is the sensitivity of silicon detectors to radiation damage and the high cost.
2 .7 .5  E n e r g y  R e s o lu t io n  o f  S a m p l in g  C a lo r im e te r s
This section deals with the processes determining the resolution of electromagnetic 
sampling calorimeters. The results apply to all such devices, but special attention will be 
paid to calorimeters with gaseous wire chamber readout. In practical sampling calorimeters, 
the intrinsic fluctuations due to fiuit(' cut -off (uiergy are insignificant when compared to 
fluctuations due to other processes. The sampling fluctuations are particularly important 
for very thin active layers e.g. gaseous readouts.
Only a fraction of the shower energy is measured in sampling devices. The ‘intrinsic 
sampling' fluctuation is the fluctuation in the number of c+c" pairs crossing active layers. 
For an active layer thickness t. the total track huigth T  (assuming a cut-off energy r) of 
zero) is cut into N track crossings as seen in the sampling gaps:
/ /•; /: 
■' =  7  = = Â C
(2.7.1)
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where A E  is the energy loss of a minimum ionising particle crossing an active layer. This 
then gives a contribution to the energy if'solulion of:
(7{E)
E
cr{N
;V (2.7.2)
These fluctuations in track counting are called sampling fluctuations.  For a typical hadron 
calorimeter, the sampling fluctuations add a contribution of around 9% to the resolution.
From Eq. (2.7.2) it can be seen tha t  in order to have a good energy resolution a material 
with a low critical energy should be chosen. Values for the radiation length and critical 
energies of common absorber materials used in calorimeters are given in Table 2.7.4. This 
explains the choice of lead as an absorber in many calorimeters. Uranium will give no great 
improvement in the sampling fluctuations. It is interesting to note tungsten, which due to 
its density has the shortest radiation length of any metal, and hence would make a very 
compact calorimeter. The high cost prevents its use in all except small specialist devices, 
for example the .ALEPH HC AL described in 3.13. It can be seen tha t  if iron is used (as in 
many hadron calorimeters), the resolution w i l l  I x '  much worse.
Material A1 Ar Vo Cu W Pb U
A'o igcm.--) 21.0 19.0 13.9 12.0 6.89 6.52 6.13
e(MeV) 39.3 29.x 20.5 1X.7 7.9 7.2 6.6
T a b le  2 .7 .4: Critical Energy of Various Materials
When applied to real devices, the rough estimate of Eq. (2.7.2) represents a lower bound 
to the sampling fluctuations and must be refined as there are other effects, principally:
• there is a finite cut-off energy // which reduces the number of tracks by the 
factor F ( ^ )  as described in 2.3
• multiple scattering, especially in high- Z materials, spreads out the shower, thus 
effectively thickening the absorlxu" layers and increasing the track length
The sampling fluctuations are then described by:
(t {E)
E
> :,.w/ / A E (M eV )V [ / ' ( ( )  (cos #>^(CeV)] (2.7.3)
where A E  is the energy lost b y  a  minimum ionising particle crossing an active layer.
A Monte-Carlo calculation b y  Fischer [XT]  o f  the mean angle for all cascading particles
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gives (cos#) =  0.57. Then, to a fiist appmximalion. the energy resolution of a  lead based 
sampling calorimeter with c = IMeV is:
=  l 3 . - % f t / E { G e V )  (2.7.4)
\ /  »amp
W ith digital sampling calorimeters, only the sampling fluctuations as already described 
are important. In analogue sampling devices, the deposited energy in each gap is also 
measured. This then introduces new sources of fluctuations :
• Landau fluctuations -  from the long tail in the energy deposition in thin layers, 
due to 6 ray emission
• path  length fluctuations -  due to low energy electrons which scatter a t  large 
angles and travel long distances in the sampling gap.
The electrons and positrons in a shower which deposit energy in the active layers can 
be considered to be minimum-ionising particles. The energy losses of minimum-ionising 
particles follow the Landau distribution: peaked at the most probable energy loss, and 
having a long high-energy tail. This then gives a contribution to the resolution of:
(2.7.5)
E  J  La,uicn. / V / // ( 1 .3 X 1 E )
where 6 E ( Me V )  is the energy loss per active plane.
The Landau fluctuations are small for E  in the range of a few MeV, e.g. planes of scin­
tillator, but become comparable to the sampling fluctuations for very thin detectors, i.e. 
gaseous detectors where I) E is a few ke \’.
W ith gaseous detectors path length fluctuations are also significant. Path  length fluc­
tuations are much larger in a gas than in a solid detector as:
1. the cut-off energy in gaseous chambers is lower than in other media, so the 
contribution of low energy electrons which deposit energy when travelling along 
the sensitive layers is greater
2. in the gaseous layers, multiple scattering is much less. Electrons have a long 
mean free path and can travel along the detector planes. In solid detectors 
they are quickly scattered back into an absorbing layer.
Monte Carlo calculations have been used to study these fluctuations, and to investigate 
schemes for reducing them to acceptable levels, several of which have been put into practice. 
Path  length and Landau fluctuâtioii^ dominate in gas-filled detectors, as demonstrated
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Fig . 2 .7 .2 : Contributions of sampling, path longtli and Landau fluctu­
ations to the energy resolution of a leacl/MWPC sampling calorimeter. 
From [87].
in the paper by Fischer [87] in which an early version of EGS [90] is used to study the 
contributions to the resolution in lead/wire chamber calorimeters, see Fig. 2.7.2.
One remedy for reducing path length fluctnations is to stop those tracks which travel 
too far from the shower axis. If an array of proportional tubes is used, instead of a  planar 
multiwire proportional chamber, the ma jorily of the /) -rays are stopped by the tube walls, 
and electrons can escape away from t he shower axis in one direction only. This approach was 
taken by Ludlam et.al. in an early device [xx]. They include a Monte Carlo simulation which 
compares the contributions t o t he resolution in calorimeters with an array of tubes or planar 
chambers. This shows tha t  the path lengt h fluctuations are reduced in the former case. This 
is one reason why many gaseous readout calorimeters use arrays of proportional tubes. The 
use of high-Z gases such as Xenon (as ns(xl in the ALEPH calorimeter) will absorb 6-  
rays along the tube direction. The Landau fluctuations may be reduced by operating the 
proportional chambers at a higher voltage, in the region of partially saturated  gain. Here, 
there is a  shielding of the central wire by t he high ionisation density, which reduces the large 
signals in the Landau tail. This has the disadvantage of causing non-linearity however. The 
gain chosen for the device will be a com prom is(' betw(’en good energy resolution and non- 
linearity at high energy.
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To summarize, Lan cl au and path-lengt it fluctnations dominate the energy resolution of 
sampling calorimeters with proportional contiter readout and add in quadrature  with the 
samphng fluctuations. See reference [89] for further discussion of these fluctuations.
2.7.6 S p a t ia l  R e s o lu t io n
The spatial resolution of a calorimeter is limited by the lateral spread of the shower, 
which is mainly due to the multiple scattering of electrons. An electromagnetic shower 
consists of a dense core surrounded by a halo. The core disappears after the shower maxi­
mum. As discussed in 2.2.3, the scaling variable for the lateral distribution is the Molière 
radius R^f .  For two showers to be distinguishable, they have to be at least one Molière 
radius apart. Approximately 90% of the total shower energy is contained within a cylinder 
of radius and 95%> within 2/?,\/. High Z materials, such as lead, have larger R \ f  due 
to their lower critical energy, and thereforr showtu s have a larger transverse width than in 
low-Z materials. In a  solid block of lead, tlu' Molière radius is 1..5cm. This becomes wider 
when sampling gaps are introduced. The calorimeter must be as compact as possible to 
keep the Molière radius small and avoid the overlap of adjacent showers. Accuracies of the 
order of millimetres on electromagnetic shower position are possible, even if the readout 
has a coarse granularity, e.g. lead-glass blocks. Higher spatial resolution can be achieved 
by using a MW PC or silicon strip detector embedded within the calorimeter at the depth 
of a few radiation lengths.
In a real device, the fjmnularUy of the readout cells is the factor determining the spatial 
resolution, (a device with a high granularity has many small readout cells). It is in this 
area of fine readout that wire chamber based calorimeters have a great advantage, as a 
large number of small cells may Ix' rt'ad out without great complication. The position of 
electromagnetic and hadronic showers is obt ained from the centre of gravity of the transverse 
energy depositions. If the granularity is adcxpiate. the resolution is dominated by the 
signal/noise ratio, and therefore improves with increasing energy.
Hadronic showers similarly have a narrow core, surrounded by a halo several times the 
core diameter. Measurements of the spat iai resolution of the impact point of hadronic show­
ers, for example [63]. may be parameterized as: {cm)  ~  (A ) /^ 4 \ /E 'G e V j . Spatial
resolutions of a  few centimetres at 1 Ge\ are possible, reaching a few millimetres at 100 
GeV.
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2 .8 . C o m p u t e r  S im u la t io n s
It is the normal practice to simulate calorimeter performance by Monte Carlo computer 
models before prototyping or construction. Exact analytical solutions for any radiation 
transport problem involve sets of coupled differential equations which may well be very 
difficult or impossible to solve except under very simple approximations. The mathematics 
are complicated, and the results only apply in the longitudinal direction. Three dimensional 
shower theory is even more complicated.
Monte Carlo simulation is obviously a much better way of investigating shower be­
haviour, as all of the fundamental processes are included, complex geometries may be used 
and other minor processes of interest may bo added. .Another fundamental reason for using 
Monte Carlo is the intrinsically random nature of showers. Since showers develop by quan­
tum processes, each shower is different. For applications where only summations over many 
showers are of interest an analytical solution is sufficient. However, for most situations in 
high energy physics, e.g. calorimotric moasnromonis of single high-energy particles, the 
shower by shower fluctuations are important. .Analytic solutions for such situations would 
need not only the computation of the mean values, but quantities such as the probability 
tha t  a  certain amount of energy is deposited in a given volume of material. Such calcula­
tions are obviously next to impossible, so the Monte Carlo method must be used. Computer 
simulation also allows the experimenter to 'try  o u t ' different techniques and materials to 
see if they achieve the design and cost goals, without going to the time consuming and 
expensive process of building a complete device.
The standard code for electromagnetic calorimeter simulation is the EGS4 code sys­
tem [90]. EGS is a. system of computc'r codes for i he simulation of electromagnetic showers 
produced by electrons and photons in an arbitrary geometry. EGS4 can track photons down 
to 10 keV and electrons to rest. It has been well tested, and gives very accurate results 
(at least for the present energy ranges). 1 he EGS code system is used with the GEANT 
detector simulation package at CEH.X [91]. Of course, the results from simulation must 
be checked against real data . In [92] Del Feso and Ros investigate the energy resolution 
of EM sampling calorimeters using I'.GS l. fhey study how the energy resolution depends 
on the shower energy, absorber thickness, sampling layer thickness and on materials used 
in construction. .A comparison of .\lont(' Carlo results with data  shows tha t  the intrinsic 
resolution of most calorimeters is w('ll [«'produced by Monte Carlo, but tha t  very often 
instrumental effects (e.g. noise) wors('ii the résolut ion. and these cannot be predicted.
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The simulation of hadron caioriinelers is more difficult, as it involves simulation of 
complex, low-energy nuclear phenomena. Several programs have been developed to simulate 
the particle production in the hadronic cascade. These require careful tuning to  ensure 
agreement with the data. The proceedings of the LEP workshop on shower simulation [93] 
contain extensive discussions of the use of the codes TATINA, GHEISHA, CASCADE84, 
EGS, FLUKA, HETC and the CERN detector simulation package GEANT. This workshop 
is mainly concerned with shower simulation for the four LEP detectors, but there is also 
discussion of the UAl experiment, and applications in radiation shielding and dosimetry. 
For a description of the simulation methods used for the ALEPH electromagnetic calorimeter 
see 4.3.1.
2 .9 . M o n ito r in g  an d  C a lib ra tio n
The present generation of calorimeters are large, complex devices with many tens of 
thousands of readout channels. At the high energies now being investigated i.e. of tens to 
hundreds of GeV, the intrinsic shower fluctuations are of the order of only a few percent. The 
excellent intrinsic resolution can only be utilized effectively if care is taken with the absolute 
calibration of the device, and the relative calibration of each channel. The difficulties of 
calibrating and maintaining the stable operation of a large detector over long periods of 
time become very important. Monitoring of all the components with an accuracy at the 
1% level is needed. The success of a calorimeter installation can depend on the strategy 
and devices chosen for the monitoring of pc'rfbrmance. Calibration and monitoring of a 
calorimeter follows several stages.
The first stage is a. primary calibration in a test beam. A number of the calorimeter 
modules are exposed to beams of muons, electrons, pions and protons of known energy. This 
gives the absolute energy scale, the « / tt ratio, the energy resolution and the linearity. A 
scan of the test beam over the face of a module measttres the channel-to-channel variations. 
Ideally, all calorimeter cells would undergo this primary calibration. However, this is not 
always possible, and a combination of t est beam calibrations of selected modules plus cosmic 
ray muon runs (or some other techni(pie) (Ui all modules is often used to transfer the 
calibration to all modules.
W hen the experiment is running, a monitoring system is used to give a reference signal 
to transfer the energy scale from test beam measurements to the running experiment and 
to track the stability of calibration ovi'r 1 he mont hs or years during which the experiment is
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running. Types of monitoring system depend on the type of calorimeter, which splits into 
two broad classes: photon-c.ollectiou or charge-collection types.
Calorimeters having optical readout methods are troubled by two main complications: 
light collection is inherently non-uniform requiring elaborate correction methods; photon 
detectors with internal multiplication (photomultipliers as opposed to vacuum phototriodes) 
require cumbersome calibration procedures. The light ou tput of scintillator based calorime­
ters decreases with age and radiation exposure: the latter  is likely to have a non-uniform 
effect. In such calorimeters a  stable light source is often used for stability measurement. 
Radioactive sources coupled to a scintillator or a standard  calibrated light source may be 
used. Many calorimeters use a system consisting of a photodiode or laser light source cou­
pled to each photomultiplier by fibre opt ics. Another technique is to scan intense radioactive 
sources across the face of the caloiimet«'r.
A recently devised technique is to use periodically a small radio-frequency quadrupole 
based accelerator within the detector to give a low energy calibration beam. In the system 
developed by CalTech for the L3 experinn'iit [9-1] there is a. small RFQ accelerator mounted 
within the detector. .V proton beam from i he accelerator is directed onto either a  lithium 
or CaFo target, producing a photon beam which is used as a calibration source. This can 
give an absolute calibration of the 13 HCO calorimeter to an accuracy of 0.7%. within a few 
hours, or a relative calibration to 0.4% within minutes. Of course, this technique is useful 
only for scintillator based calorimeters. In the future, neutron emitting targets may be used 
for the calibration of large hadron calorimeters.
The deposition of energy by cosmic rays may be used for a monitoring signal. At e+e" 
colliders, large-angle Bhabha scatter «'vi'iits give a signal with a well-known energy.
Uranium based calorimeters may ns(' the background radiation from the uranium as 
a s tandard  reference. For instance, the 1.3 hadron calorimeter uses the uranium noise 
spectrum to obtain a g a in  per chatittel to within an accuracy of 2%,.
In those detectors using ion chamber readout, i.e. liquid argon or room tem perature 
liquids, excellent uniformity of response is obtained by close mechanical tolerances in con­
struction and long term stability de])ends on the purity of the liquid. A precision pulse 
generator may be used to inject known charges into these devices and so monitor stability. 
A precision of Q.r>% in calibration is typically a< hieved with these devices.
In fixed-target experitnents. a beam of known energy may be swept across the face of 
the calorimeter to give a relative cell to-cell comparison.
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Finally, it may be possible periodically lo re-calibrate a module in the test beam, 
although this does take time and elTort and may be done at intervals of years if at all.
It has proved possible in many devices to maintain the calibration to the 1-2% level. 
References [95-97] give descriptions of the problems encountered in the calibration and 
monitoring of typical calorimeters, viz. a neutrino experiment and two lead-scintillator 
calorimeters.
2.9.1 U niform ity  and Stability  in W ire C ham ber B ased C alorim eters
Calorimeters having gas gain type readouts must be exceedingly carefully constructed 
to control the numerous effects which contribute to the non-uniformities and gain varia­
tions. The mechanical effects which cause variations in gain are wire diameter variation, 
wire displacement, transverse gap variations and variations in the distance between pro­
portional tubes and resistive pads. Using a rectangular geometry for the wire chamber 
tubes minimizes the dependence on cell dimensions, and this is the type chosen by most 
collaborations
Calorimeters using wire chamber readouts also have to cope with long term global gain 
variations due to changes in the gas gain caused by impurities in the gas, fluctuations in the 
gas composition, pressure, temperature and high voltage. In carefully constructed devices 
gain variations of cr % 5%. — 10%, are reported, .\veraging of the gain non-uniformity over 
the dimensions of a shower will reduce these variations to a level which should not in most 
cases affect the performance of these devices. High voltage, gas flow and gas composition 
have to be controlled to the necessary |)recision of several parts in a thousand. Calibration 
is done with test beams and elastic scat lering (’vents. Penetrating muons may also be used. 
The global gain variations due to the gas conditions may be monitored by a set of monitor 
chambers containing radioactive sources, which sit in the gas volume [98-99]. The CDF 
endplug and forward calorimeters use /T ' '  sources in monitoring tubes to track the gain 
changes to within 2%. Using an Ff''"’ source installed on each pad the gain of the DELPHI 
HPC is controlled to within 1.5% [100]. I’Ik' AI.ICPH electromagnetic calorimeter also uses 
monitoring sources, as described in 5.1. ,\n intercalibration among modules is also 
made using radioactive A'r gas.
At the Fermilab workshop in 19X2, .Mishina [X4] gave typical values for the various 
contributions to the gain variations, as shown in Table 2.9.1. It may be concluded that 
there is, in principle, no fundamental ba trier to the high-precision performance of gaseous 
readout devices. The careful construction met hods used bv the ALEPH collaboration for
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the electromagnetic calorimeter, discussed in 5.2. were designed to result in a  device with 
a  uniform response. Tlie various factors influencing the uniformity and stability of this 
calorimeter are discussed in detail in 5.4.
Parameter Measured Measured Standard Corrective
Tolerance gain change Regulation Procedure
tube cell size 1.4% 4-5% device dependent scan across
wire diameter 1% 5-7% 0.5% tolerance surface with
wire displacement 3% 1% device dependent showers
high voltage ±1 volt 0.9% within 0.1 volt monitor using
gas temp. ±1°C 2.5% within 0.1“C mips or
gas pressure 1 % x% device dependent radioactive
gas composition device dependent device dependent within 0.5% sources
T a b le  2.9 .1: Effects of Mechanical 4 olerances and Operating Param eters
Careful attention must also be |)aid to mapping and dealing with non-functioning read­
out channels. In a. calorimeter, dead chanm'Is have a much more serious impact than  in a 
tracking chamber: in a tracking device, a dead channel will slightly affect the accuracy of 
measurements on an otherwise well constrained track: in a  calorimeter, missing channels 
lead to systematically wrong measurements of showers near to tha t  point.
Chapter 3. 
LEP and the ALEPH Detector
‘Depression is for the middle classes. The rest of us have an early start in the morning. ’ -  R iff Raff
3 .1 . T h e  L E P  A c c e le r a to r
The Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP) [101-102] is situated at the CERN labo­
ratory near Geneva in Switzerland. The LEP project was first conceived at CERN in 1976 
when two study groups were formed to invest igale the feasibility of a  large electron-positron 
storage ring [103-104]. After tindergoing several re-designs [105-106] the accelerator was 
finally approved for construction in 19SJ. The construction of LEP began in September 
1983 and was finished in .July 1989. The first positron beam circulated successfully in LEP 
on the 14th of .July 1989 and the first collisions prodticing were achieved during a pilot 
run in August 1989. A good review of the design, construction and operation of LEP over 
the first year’s running may be fotind in [107].
The LEP complex, shown in Fig. 3.1.1. is sit tiated below the plain between Geneva 
airport and the Jura mountains. LEP is a very large facility consisting of the main storage 
ring, eight underground experimental caverns, purpose built injector stages, the CERN 
Proton Synchrotron (PS) and Su])er Proton Synchrotron (SPS). plus beam transport lines, 
and a large infrastructure of power suppli('s. cooling water, gas supplies, cryogenics etc.
3.1.1 Injectors and P re-in jectors
Electrons for LEP are generated by an eh'ct ron gun. and positrons from the collision 
of the electron beam with a. tungsten convertor foil. The particles go through several 
acceleration stages before stable colliding beams are available in the experimental areas.
The first stage of acceleration occurs in the LEP Injector Linacs (LIL) which are two 
linacs in tandem, producing electrons at 100 MeV and positrons at 600 MeV. The electron 
and positron bunches are stacked in the Idectron Positron .Accumulator ring (EPA). The 
EPA ring acts as a buffer between the fast cycling LIL and slower PS.
The next stage of acceleration uses th<' CER.X Proton Synchrotron (PS) as a  3,5 GeV 
e‘*"e“ accelerator. The PS was one of tin' first machines built at CERN in the 1950s, and 
is still in use in its original role as a 28 CcV proton accelerator, an injector for the LEAR
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Fig . 3 .1 .1 : The LEP (oinplex.
anti-proton ring, an injector for the SPS nnd as part of LEP (a role for which it was 
not originally designed). The next accelerator in the chain is the SPS which acts as a  20 
GeV injector for LEP. The SPS was originally commissioned in 1976 as a  450 GeV proton 
accelerator. In addition to its original use in fixed target physics, the SPS has been used as 
a  proton/ anti-proton collider, a heavy ion accelerator and as an e+e" accelerator for LEP. 
For LEP running, the PS and SPS operate in a multicycle mode: an accelerator cycle has 
been developed which allows four r + r"  cycles followed by a proton cycle. So LEP running 
has little impact on the normal SPS fixed target operations, which can run in parallel. The 
decision to make use of two large accelerators already in place at CERN saved the LEP 
project a. large amount of money and tiim\
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After accumulation of the beams in LEP. the energy is ram ped up to the coUision energy 
of around 45 GeV per beam. The superconducting quadrupoles a t the  experimental points 
are adjusted to squeeze the beams, the energy is held constant and the experiments take 
da ta  over a  period of several hours. Barring a catastrophic loss of the beam, the intensity 
decays away slowly, due to losses by collisions and instabilities of the beam. At a  certain 
point, a  decision is then taken to dump the beam and refill.
3.1.2 The LEP Ring
The LEP ring is in the shape of an octagon with rounded corners, having eight straight 
sections where the experiments and RF power installations are located. The LEP tunnel is 
3.8 metres wide, varies in depth from 50 to 150 metres and is 27 kilometres in circumference.
This enormous size is required in order to reduce the synchrotron radiation losses from 
the circulating electron beams. Synchrotron radiation is the radiation emitted by charged 
particles travelling on a curved trajectory. The energy lost per tu rn  as synchrotron radiation 
by a charged particle in a circular accelerator is:
A f  = (3.1,1)
•3 r
where :
e : electron charge:
13 : velocity;
E : total energy; 
r : radius of accelerator.
Synchrotron radiation losses dominate the power requirements for electron machines, as the 
particle mass is small. There is a compromise between the costs of accelerator components 
and the civil engineering works on the one hand, and the expense of ex tra  RF components 
and electricity costs to counter the synchrotron losses on the other. The large radius chosen 
is the result of this compromise.
The accelerator has counter-rotating beams of electrons and positrons in the same vac­
uum vessel. The vacuum vessel is lead-coated to absorb the intense synchrotron radiation. 
The magnetic held guide and beam focusing system of LEP is comprised of several differ­
ent types of conventional magnets. The machine lattice has 3368 dipole bending magnets, 
816 quadrupoles, 248 focusing sextupoles and 256 defocusing sextupoles. Each of the eight 
arcs of the machine is comprised of 31 'standard cells' of magnets grouped in the following 
order: a  defocusing quadrupole. a vertical orbit corrector, six bending dipoles, a  focusing
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sextupole, a focusing quadrupole, a horizontal orbit corrector, six bending dipoles and a 
defocusing sextupole. The dipole magnets are of a unique design with a  core of steel lami­
nations interspersed with concrete. This produced a cost saving of around 40% compared 
with conventional solid steel cores. The maximum dipole magnetic field at LEP 1 is 0,059 
Tesla.
The design beam current is 3mA. with the beams concentrated in 4 bunches, each a  few 
centimetres long and a few millimetres high and wide. However, the collision points in LEP 
are arranged as so-called lo\v-/3 points, where the beams are squeezed by super-conducting 
focusing magnets to a size of fractions of a millimetre, hence increasing the luminosity. The 
number of interactions occurring per second is given by the product of the cross-section 
for tha t  particular reaction, multiplied by the luminosity, i.e. N  — L a . The luminosity 
at a collider depends on the numl)er of "bunches' of particles in each beam, the number of 
particles per bunch, the revolution frequency (i.e. the time between bunch crossings- which 
is 22/Z5 at LEP). and the size of the beam spot at the collision point. The luminosity in 
LEP is given by the expression ;
L  = ^  ' (3.1.2)
where:
He,Up are the number of particles in each bunch of electrons and positrons; 
k is the number of bunches in each beam: 
f is the revolution frequency;
<Tx and Gy are the horizontal and vertical r.m.s beam radii at the collision point
Using da ta  from the 1991 LEP running, a study was made by ALEPH [108] which used 
the mini-vertex detector to measure the j)rimary Z'  ^ decay point for selected —>• 
and e'^e~ events. The size of the beam spot in the horizontal plane was found to be
142 ±  2//m and less than 8//m in the vertical.
3.1.3 R adio-Frequency System
The bending radius is the most critical parameter in the minimization of RF power. 
The LEP accelerator was designed such that the W pair production energy of around 90 
GeV per beam could be reached by using only conventional room -tem perature  RF cavities. 
The constraints of the number of cavities needed for this, the maximum power of cavities 
then available, and the length of straight section needed to house them gave the LEP 
circumference of 27km. At LEP I. with a beam energy of around 50 GeV, there are 128
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conventional RF cavities. The RF power, at a frequency of .352 MHz, is provided by 16 
klystrons each of 1 MW.
A large amount of effort has since gone into the development of superconducting RF 
cavities, where there is essentially no energy loss in the RF cavities. These are currently in 
use in the SPS, and will be used at LEP II. The present option for upgrading to LEP II 
involves instalhng 192 superconducting cavities, with an increase of only 12 M W  in the RF 
power.
3.1 .4  Future Plans for LEP
At the moment, the LEP accelerator has an energy of up to 50 GeV per beam, and is 
known as ‘LEP F. As discussed in section 1.3.1. the experiments at this energy concentrate 
on the properties of the boson.
However, LEP is currently incapable of reaching its design luminosity. The maximum 
current per bunch is limited to 0.5mA. due to couplings between the synchrotron and be ta ­
tron oscillations of particles within a bunch. The couplings are caused by a thin ( ~  /^m) layer 
of nickel deposited on the beam pipe at manufacture, which has become magnetized. The 
nickel layer was used by the manufacturer to bond on the lead coating already mentioned. 
The luminosity at LEP would be substantially increased if there were more bunches per 
beam than the current four. However, this would result in colUsions at the odd-num bered 
interaction regions, which is undesirable due to beam -beam  interactions. To avoid this, 
the beams are separated at these points by electrostatic separators, in what is known as a 
‘pretzel’ scheme. It is planned to increase the number of bunches to eight per beam during 
the 1992 running. Increasing the number of bunches will also necessitate changes in the 
triggering and readout sequences of the detectors.
It would also be possible to arrange for the beams at LEP to have longitudinal polar­
ization, which would enable very precise jneasurements of the weak couplings of the Z°. 
However, with the very good results already achieved by the LEP experiments, the physics 
needs for polarized beams are far from clear and there are no plans to install the necessary 
equipment in LEP.
In the late 1990’s, LEP is due to be upgraded in energy to the ‘LEP IF configuration, 
with up to 100 GeV per beam and a design luminosity of 2.9 X 10^^cm~‘ / 5ec. At LEP II 
there will be sufficient energy to create (F+IF"  j)airs. and the physics of these particles will 
be under intense studv.
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3 .2 .  T h e  L E P  D e t e c t o r s
LEP was constructed with eight experimental areas where the beams may be made to 
collide. Four of these house experiments : ALEPH (A detector for LEP pHysics), DELPHI 
(Detector with Lepton, Photon and Hadron Identification), L3 (Letter of Intent number 3) 
and OPAL (Omni Purpose Apparatus for LEP). The detectors are general-purpose devices, 
but each experiment has a  different emphasis, which is reflected in the detector elements 
used. The DELPHI experiment is the most technologically sophisticated, and is the only one 
to use Ring Imaging Cherenkov ( RICH ) detectors for particle identification. It also should 
have excellent calorimetry with its High density Projection Chamber ( HPC ) device. The 
OPAL detector is the most conventional of the LEP detectors: it has a  warm iron solenoid, 
and uses lead-glass detectors for calorimetry. The L3 device is the largest, and concentrates 
on precision measurements of photons, electrons and muons with a resolution of 1%. The 
ALEPH apparatus will be discussed in detail in section 3.3 and subsequent sections of this 
chapter.
The usual form chosen for a detector at a colliding beam machine is tha t  of a  cylindrical 
barrel section, closed by two end-caps. The tracking devices which measure the trajectory 
of particles are the first layer surrounding the beam pipe. These devices aim to measure 
the initial trajectories of the charged particles from the interaction point. As the particles 
will scatter from any material in their path, this implies th a t  vacuum beam pipe and all 
the inner detectors ought to have as low a density of material as possible. Next come 
destructive detectors where the particles collide with the detector and the signals from this 
are detected.
All four LEP experiments have a laige axial magnetic field to bend the particle tracks for 
momentum measurement and to separate the particles in a jet on entrance to the calorime­
ters. The OPAL experiment has a normal warm coil, as this was proven technology. Their 
0.4 Tesla coil is within the calorimeters. The L3 experiment, with its emphasis on high- 
precision muon tracking built a very large 12 metre diameter, warm coil, with a  field of 
0.4 Tesla. The ALEPH and DELPHI experiments use superconducting coils of 1.5 and
1.2 Tesla respectively, which are outside the calorimeter layer. Both of these experiments 
use time projection chambers, which depend on a uniform axial magnetic field.
Measurements of the t rajectories of charged particles are obviously important, not only 
for momentum determination, but also for jet studies and for searching for neutral vertices. 
Small and very precise tracking devices called vertex detectors are placed close to the beam
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pipe. In OPAL, this device is a wire chamber with a position resolution of 50/fm. ALEPH 
and DELPHI use silicon micro-strip based devices with a position resolution of around 
5//m. The vertex detectors will be used to study the secondary decay vertices of short lived 
particles. The next layer is the tracking chambers proper, which need to be a metre or more 
in diameter, in order to measure the bend in the trajectories of particles up to 100 GeV. 
ALEPH uses a combination of an inner drift chamber (ITC) plus a  large time projection 
chamber. DELPHI also uses a time projection chamber, OPAL has a more conventional 
wire jet chamber and L3 has a device known as a Time Expansion Chamber, similar to a 
TPC .
The next layer is a calorimeter to measure charged and neutral energy. The electromag­
netic calorimeter chosen for the OPAL d erect or uses an array of 10 x 10cm lead glass blocks 
where the Cherenkov light from showering particles is measured by vacuum photo-triodes. 
The L3 calorimeter uses a similar techni(pie. using 2 x 2 cm Bismuth Germanium Oxide 
(BGO) crystals. The superior properties of BCO make this the most precise and compact 
of the four calorimeters, but also the most expensive. ALEPH has a sampling calorimeter 
made of lead sheets interspersed with proportional wire chambers. The DELPHI device is 
the ambitious High-density Projection Chamber. Lead sheets are used as an absorber, and 
the ionisation signal is drifted along the sampling gaps to an end plate detector, rather in 
the fashion of a  drift chamber. This device gives highly detailed information on the shower 
development. Table 3.2.1 gives the performance ligures for the calorimeters from tes t-beam  
results.
Energy Resolution 
r rE /E  (%)
Position Resolution 
(mm)
ALEPH 17 2.5
DELPHI 23 3-10
L3 3 3
OPAL 5 3.7
T a b le  3 .2 .1 :  Performance da ta  on the LEP EM Calorimeters
The energy and position of photons is measured by the showers in the electromagnetic 
calorimeter. Calorimeters are usually s('gmeni('d laterally to improve spatial resolution. 
Adjacent segments with deposited energy above some threshold are grouped together offline
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Fig . 3.2.1: Idealized Particle Interactions with a Calorimeter
to form clusters: photons are defined as energy clusters which have no charged tracks 
pointing at them. If the detector is longitudinally segmented then the depth development 
of the shower can be used to identify and reject showers from neutral hadrons, e.g. neutrons 
and A'°, which have much longer showers Ilian photons and tend to s ta r t  further into the 
calorimeter. Once the photons have been isolated then the invariant mass of photon pairs 
can be computed to search for and // — OT- As there are typically 6 7r° per event,
there are ~  60 wrong combinations in the background. The number of ?r° or t] is obtained 
by fitting the invariant mass spectrum with a Gaussian plus background. The width of the 
Gaussian depends on the detector resolution. Additional cuts may be necessary to obtain 
a reasonable signal to background ratio. Most photons come from 7r° decay and their x 
distribution peaks at low values. There is a tail of high-.?: photons from initial s ta te  photon 
radiation: the distribution of these photons can be used to check the radiative photon 
generators used by the Monte Carlo programs.
After traversing the coil and the EGAL layers most hadronic particles have not started 
to shower. More interaction lengths of material are needed to stop and measure these. In 
the ALEPH, DELPHI and OPAL experiments the iron structure of the flux return from 
the magnet has been instrumented as the hadron calorimeter. The L3 experiment uses a 
uranium-scintillator calorimeter around the BGO electromagnetic calorimeter.
Muons are identified as those particles which penetrate all the detector layers. A fit 
connecting these external tracks with the central tracking chambers is recpiired: this is done 
in the cases of ALEPH. DELPHI and 0 PAL by using tracking chambers covering the outer 
surface of the detector. In the L3 detector the muons are tracked within the very large
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magnet using three layers of very precisely positioned wire chambers which have a position 
resolution of 40/tm.
The identification of particle types is im portant as, for instance, leptons can be the 
signature of super-symmetric decays or are used to identify heavy quark decays and the 
separation of kaons from pions is useful in reconstructing resonances. The ability to distin­
guish leptons within a jet of particles is highly useful and leads to a  requirement for devices 
with high granularity. The separation of muons, hadrons, electrons and photons is achieved 
by their distinctive patterns of energy deposition in the calorimeters. The identification of 
the other charged particles: pions, protons and kaons, may be done on the basis of their 
rate  of energy loss {( lE/dx)  in the tracking chambers.
The DELPHI experiment uses a Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector, introduced in section 
1.8, to supplement dE/d.v  information.
The following types of ’particles' are seen in a  typical detector at an e+e“ collider:
electron
muon
photon
tau
high energy jet
missing pt
electrons and jiosilions are seen as charged tracks in the 
central track chambers (the track curvature giving the mo­
mentum and the sign of the charge). They are also recog­
nized by the pat tern of energy deposition in the calorimeter. 
Fine-grained calorimetry is important for disentangling the 
signals of electrons close to jets.
a muon is recognized as a charged track in the central track­
ers which matches with signals in the outer muon chambers 
gammas appear as an electromagnetic calorimeter cluster 
with no charged track pointing to it
a tail decay is recognized by its low-multiplicity topology, 
which is seen as a set of associated tracks or as a  large 
cluster of energy in the calorimeters, which is interpreted as 
coming from a quark or gluon (or possibly several collinear 
partons) which has fragmented into the visible particles. 
The vector sum of the tracks and calorimeter cell hits gives 
the energy and direct ion of the original particle.
It is important to have a hermetic coverage over the solid 
angle. If the components of momentum transverse to the 
beam a re m easur'd for all visible particles, any imbalance
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can be attributed to penetrating neutral particles which do 
not interact. These are normally neutrinos, but for example 
could be a signature for supersymmetric particles.
Accurate measurement of the luminosity is im portant for measurement of cross-sections 
and widths. At e+e” machines, luminosity is measured by counting the numbers of Bhabha 
events. The angular distribution for these is strongly forward peaked and so very forward 
detectors are needed here, and the experiments have opted for a  configuration involving 
some sort of tracking device backed by an electromagnetic calorimeter.
As soon as possible after the bunch crossing the trigger system makes a decision to read 
out all the channels in a detector and write the da ta  to tape. A typical detector will have up 
to a  million readout channels. The signals are collected, amplified and multiplexed as close 
to the detector as possible, then sent along cables to the electronics barracks. Here, the 
d a ta  acquisition system, based on the CAMAC. VME or FASTBUS standards digitises and 
processes the signals, from where they a re sent to the on-line computers to be assembled 
into complete events and written to tape.
In the offline analysis, an a ttem pt is made to reconstruct the four-vectors of the original 
particles producing the signals seen in the detector. Selection cuts are applied to search 
for and count specific types of events. The LEE detectors are expected to record several 
million interactions over their working lifetimes. similar volume of Monte Carlo events 
will also be needed. This implies a need for large computing resources to store and analyse 
these events, both at CERN and in the home laboratories. CERN has installed a CRAY 
X M P-48 supercomputer, partially for LEP data analysis. There is also a six-processor 
IBM mainframe with a very large amount of disk space and tape drives. The experiments 
themselves are running private computer analysis facilities, with L3 having a private IBM 
mainframe, and ALEPH opting for a large cluster of VAX workstations.
3 ,3 . T h e  A L E P H  D e te c to r
The ALEPH experiment is at LEP interaction point number 4, which is 143 metres 
below ground level near the village of Echenevex. The .VLEPH detector was designed as a 
general purpose detector to measure events at up to 200 Ce\^ centre of mass energy. These 
events are complex, with typically 10 particles being j) rod need over the entire sphere around 
the interaction point. An ideal detector, which measures the momentum and charge of each 
particle in an event perfectly, identifies it unambiguously, and hermetically covers the whole
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region around the interaction point is impossible to construct. The ALEPH detector was 
designed to satisfy the following goals, with compromises being reached on each one in order 
to have the best overall detector:
• 4?r acceptance
• detector size optimized for the operating energy
• good spatial separation of particles in jets
• a  high magnetic field for accurate moment um measurement of charged particles
• fine grained calorimetry for energy measurement of neutrals
• identification of electrons and muons
• identification of hadrons
• good measurement of very short-lived particles
The design of the detector has been influenced by the expected physics processes of 
interest at LEP and LEP 200. for example :
electro weak physics precise measurements of the weak couplings of the indi­
vidual (piarks and leptons are needed to test the s tan­
dard model to its limits. To achieve these measure­
ments for the heavy quarks good electron and muon 
identification and a 7 r / e  rejection efficiency of ~  10"^ 
are needed. For short-lived heavy hadron reconstruc­
tion. e.g. /)" — good mass measurement and
kaon /pion identification is needed.
new particle searches for example Higgs production via the processes Z°
+ and Z" — / / ’’/z'*'//". The detector is designed 
to identify both the leptons and the jets from such 
events, and to se])arate the leptons within jets so tha t  
//" decays can be fully reconstructed, up to a  limit of 
around 10 CieV on the / / “ mass.
W  physics at LEP 200 .\f,EPH has Ix'on designed to study e'^e~ events up
to I he highest LEP energies: it has good momentum 
measurement at high energy for asymmetry measure­
ments. and hadron calorimetry for measuring je t- je t  
invariant massc's.
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Calorimetry which has coverage over nearly all of the solid angle around the interaction is 
important as gaps could fake genuine missing energy signals. An importance has been placed 
on good lepton identification (‘good’ meaning both high efficiency and low background) as 
electrons and muons have often been the signature of new physics in the past.
The letter of intent setting out the design for the detector was submitted in January 
1982. The original concept of ALEPH also contained the proviso th a t  no sub-detector 
was to use scintillator readout, with its problems of photomultiplier drift, radiation aging 
of scintillators and the problems of operating photomultipliers in a magnetic field. All of 
the m ajor sub-detectors opted for gaseous wire chamber read-out. The exceptions are the 
silicon-based mini-vertex detector and the low-angle HCAL which uses scintillators.
The remainder of this chapter describes the overall layout of the detector, its relation­
ship to the LEP accelerator and has detailed descriptions of each of the sub-detectors. 
The ALEPH technical reports and the .ALEPH Handbook [109-111] contain more detailed 
information on the detector.
The detector. Fig. 3.3.1. is built as a series of concentric cylinders, with two ‘end-caps’ 
covering the end regions. The whole detector is mounted on a. system of rollers which enable 
it to move on rails along the floor of the experimental hall from the ‘garage’ position to 
the da ta  taking position on the LEP beam. The end-caps can also be moved outwards to 
permit access to the inner detectors. Electronics and services barracks are on either side of 
the detector. Once in place, each of the sub-components of the detector is surveyed with 
a high accuracy to determine its position relative to the overall ALEPH reference frame. 
These coordinates are then used in the reconstruction software to improve the accuracy of 
tracking. The coordinate system for the .ALEPH detector is defined as follows :
the origin is at the nominal interaction point:
the z-axis is along the LEP tunnel c~ direction (which is anticlockwise from 
above);
the x-axis points towards the centre of LEP:
the y-axis is upwards;
the spherical coordinate angles are 0 (rotation around the x-axis), and <f) (ro­
tation around the z-axis)
This coordinate frame is in fact tilted slightly with respect to the vertical, as the LEP tunnel 
dips.
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a -  vertex detector 
b -  inner tracking chamber 
c -  time projection chamber 
d -  electromagnetic calorimeter 
e -  superconducting coil 
f -  hadron calorimeter 
g -  muon chambers
Fig. 3.3 .1: The ALEPll Detector
3 .4 . B e a m  P ip e
Going radially outward from the interaction region, the first component is not an active 
part of the detector, but the Ix'am pipe. The beatn pipe section through the ALEPH 
detector is 5.5 metres long and Ibctii in diatnetei. The diatneter of the beam pipe is chosen 
to be as small as is practicable without increasing backgrounds from the beams striking
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the walls. The beam pipe has 0.5 mm walls and is made of an aluminium alloy in order to 
present the least possible density of material before the first active layers of the detector. 
This material must be kept to a minimum because of conversion of 7 ’s to e'*'e~ pairs and 
energy loss or multiple scattering of charged particles. A carbon fibre support s tructure for 
the mini vertex detector is also placed on the beam pipe around the interaction region. For 
the 1991 running, a smaller 11cm diameter beryllium beam pipe was installed.
The beam pipe extends between the two quadrupole magnets on either side of ALEPH. 
As already discussed in 3.1.2, these superconducting low-/) magnets serve to focus the 
beams on the interaction point.
3 .5 . M in i V e r te x  D e te c to r
The mini vertex detector [112] consists of an array of silicon strip detectors placed 
around the beam pipe as shown in Fig. 3.5.1. The vertex detector is intended to help in 
the studies of production and decay properties of short-lived particles by improving the 
accuracy of impact param eter measurements and resolving secondary vertices close to the 
interaction point. During the 1989 running this detector had only one set of wafers installed 
for test purposes and the da ta  were not read out. For the 1990 running the original version 
of the detector was installed and the data read out for many runs, but problems were 
encountered. When the smaller diameter beam pipe was installed for the 1991 running, a 
new version of the detector was built.
The apparatus consists of two cylindrical barrel layers of double sided detectors: the 
inner one has 9 faces of detector chips at 0.3 cm from the interaction point, and the outer 
15 faces at 10.7 cm. Both layers are 20 cm long. The faces are arranged to overlap to allow 
fuU (f) coverage. The device covers an angular range in 6 of ±58° for the inner layer and 
±44° for the outer. Both layers together cover 71% of the solid angle.
Each silicon wafer has readout strips on a 100 //.m pitch, parallel to the beam on one 
side, and at right angles on the other side enabling a position measurement from the charge 
centroid. This two-sided readout scheme reduces both the number of modules needed and 
the amount of scattering material near the beam pipe. Readout is by a specially developed 
64-channel CMOS VLSI analogue amplifier chip. C.A.MEX64A. This gives a  high gain, low 
noise operation with low power consumption and fast switching, which is vital for a  device 
mounted in a small space in the centre of ALEPH. The mini vertex detector has a  to ta l 
thickness of about 4% of a radiation length ai ^ =  90°. The device has been very carefully
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constructed with respect to the spatial accuracy and positioning of the strips. Once in place 
in the centre of ALEPII. the final positions of all the detector wafers were determined by 
using extrapolations of tracks measured in the ITC and TPC .
The device has a position resolution for single muon hits of <7^0 =  P2/im and = 13^m. 
A preliminary measurement of the impact parameter resolution gives a  =  26/im in r<t> and 
a = Mi-im in z. The capabilities of the device for precision vertex finding, and for finding 
the beam centroid, will be fully exploited in studies of r ,  beauty and charm physics.
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Fig. 3 .5 .1 : The ALEPH Minivnrtox Detector
3 .6 . In n er  T ra ck in g  C h a m b e r
The Inner Tracking Chamber (ITC) is a cylindrical multiwire drift chamber with three 
dimensional coordinate readout. The Ll'C ser\es two pur])oses in ALEPII: to act as the 
Level 1 charged track trigger, and to give several highly accurate points in 3D to complement 
the TPC  tracking at low angles and near io the vertex. The ITC gives up to eight r — </> 
points between 160 and 260mm from the interaction point. .Ml tracks with ô between —166° 
and +166° will traverse all the la vers of t lie 1T( '.
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Fig . 3 .6 .1: The ALEPH Inner Tracking Chamber
The overall device, see Fig. 3.6.1, is 4.64 metres long, with an active length of 2 metres. 
The inner wall is made of polystyrene and aJnniininm foil and is 0.002 radiation lengths 
thick. The outer load-bearing wall is of carbon fibre and presents 0.01 radiation lengths. 
These walls are as thin as possible to minimize conversion of photons and multiple scattering. 
There are eight concentric layers of sense wires i nnning parallel to the Z-axis. The inner 
four layers have 96 wires, and there are 144 wires in the outer four. Each sense wire has 
four field wires grouped round it, forming a hexagonal drift cell, of which there are 960 
altogether. The device is run at a positive voltage of between 2.2 and 2.4 kV.
For the Level 1 trigger, the ITC readout has an r — à  processor which finds tracks in 
two dimensions: the coordinate is given simply by the number of the hit wire, and gives a 
signal in 500 nsec, In the future, an r — o -  z processor may be used. This works in three 
dimensions, and information is availaLle in less than 3/i.sec.
The sense wires are attached to preamplifiers mounted on the ends of the device. These 
are read out by C A AI AC and FASTBUS time-to-digital converters. The r — 4> coordinates 
are obtained by measuring the drift time, and are accurate to 100 /mi . The z-coordinate 
is obtained from the time difference of the arrival of the signal at the ends of the wire, 
and is accurate to around 3cm. A more detailed discussion of the ITC construction and 
performance may be found in [113].
3.7. The T im e Projection  Chamber
The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is the main tracking device in ALEPH. A device 
of this type was chosen as the best method to measure with good momentum and angular 
resolution the 20 or so charged tracks arising from a typical c+f"  event. A T P C  was chosen 
because of its high z-coordinate resolution, good two-track separation and the ability to 
measure the ionisation energy loss for particle identification. The ALEPH T P C  measures
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21 three dimensional points for fnlly-rontained tracks, and also gives up to 330d E / d x  
measurements per track, which can be used for particle identification. A similar device 
could have been constructed using a conventional drift-chamber setup, but only at the cost 
of a  much larger amount of read-out electronics and cables and probably lower reliability.
The Time Projection Chamber concept was first proposed by Nygren [114]. T P C  devices 
have been built and successfully operated by other collaborations, but the ALEPH device 
is the largest yet built. A T P C  is a tracking device consisting of a large cylindrical volume 
of gas with parallel, axial magnetic and electric fields. Charged particles leave a trail of 
ionised gas molecules and electrons on their passage through the gas volume. The electrons 
are drifted along the z-axis by the large electric field and the charges are recorded by a 
system of proportional wire chambers at each end. As the electric and magnetic fields are 
parallel, there are no E  x i? forces to broaden the tracks. The strong magnetic field reduces 
diffusion broadening of the tracks. The combination of electric and magnetic fields means 
th a t  the trajectory of a charged particle in the T P C  is a helix thus by measuring the sagitta  
of the arc of the circle which this track makes at the end-plates, the transverse momentum 
of the track is measured. The resolution in the transverse momentum, p r ,  is related to the 
error in sagitta measurement by :
—  = O-n-27,,,—  (3.7.1)
P t
where:
As  (m m ) is the error in curvature measurement:
B (Tesla) is the magnetic field:
/(m) is the length of the projected track
The ALEPH T P C  was designed to have a resolution of 10% for the highest m omenta 
particles foreseen (muon or electron pairs at the LEP 200 energy of 100 GeV per beam), 
which means an error in the sagitta measurement less than 100 /mi. Given a. magnetic field 
of 1.5 Tesla, it was necessary to construct a device with the largest possible radial size, 
hence the radius of the sensitive area is I =  1.1 metres.
The principles of operation of the T PC  and the electronics designs were first studied 
on a  smaller prototype, known as T P C  00.
3.7.1 C onstruction
The ALEPH T PC . Fig. 3.7.1. consists of a cylindrical drift volume with a central 
membrane electrode and planar wire chambers at either end. It. has an outer diameter of
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Fig . 3 .7 .1: The ALEPII TPC
3.6m, and is 4.4in long. The gas used is a 9 PT aigoii /  9% methane mixture at atmospheric 
pressure. The central mylar electrode divides the chamber into two parts. A drift field 
of 11 kV /m etre  is applied between the centre and the ends. Electrons from the ionisation 
tracks drift to the end-plates in this field. The end-plates have a system of proportional 
wire-chambers; there are I S  sectors of wire-chambers on each end-plate. These sectors are 
arranged in two concentric circlch. i he inner with 6 and the outer with 12 sectors. The 
geometry has been chosen such that a straight track lying along a sector edge will still give 
a sufficient number of hits for reconst metioti. Lite sectors have concentric rings of cathode 
pads which give the ro  ])ositioii. The z-coordinate is obtained from the drift time. There 
are 41004 pad readout channels and 6336 wire chatiiiels. Up to 21 points from each track 
may be measured. Betweeti the pad rows there are rows of long trigger pads, which are used 
in the second level trigger. There are 32 trigger pads per sector. The trigger pad signals 
require fast processing, and are read ont by specialized electronics.
3 .7 .2  G a t in g
If the T PC  were to be operated in a continually sensitive mode problems would arise 
due to the build up of space charge from backgronnd electrons on the sense wires at the 
end-plates. .A grid of gating wires is placed in front of the sense wires. When this is ‘closed’,
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at a  low positive voltage, ionisation electrons cannot drift beyond it to the sense wires. At 
the appropriate time in the machine cycle after a bunch crossing, when the T P C  is ready 
to be read out, the gating grid is grounded to open it and electrons may pass through. 
The grid is held open for the full 45 /i-s drift time only if there is a first level trigger. The 
electrons then drift into the high-held region between the cathode grid and the sense wires 
where they avalanche: this gives a signal on the sense wire, and an induced signal on the 
cathode pads.
3.7.3 Electronics and R eadout
FASTBUS modules known as Time Projection Digitisers (TPD s) are used to read out 
the TPC . These use eight-bit hash ADCs to measure the amplitude and time prohle of each 
hit with a  sampling frequency of 12.5 .Mllz. During the 45 drift time up to 510 samples 
may be taken. Read out of the TPD s is controlled by the Time Projection Processor modules 
(TPPs), based on the Motorola 68020 microprocessor. The T P P s  read out the d a ta  from 
the TPD s, format it. perform compaction of wije data , calibration, and monitor selected 
events. Each T P C  sector has one T P P  for pads and one for wire readout. D a ta  from 
the T P P s  is assembled into a complete event by the Event Builder (EB). There are three 
Event Builders for the T P C , which ])erform the tasks of readout and da ta  formatting, da ta  
monitoring, analysis of any abnormal conditions during the run and passing of complete 
events to the VAX cluster.
3.7.4 T P C  Perform ance
The straightness of the tracks in the I PC is measured by taking cosmic ray tracks 
and by using a laser calibration system bn ill pa rtly by Glasgow University. A system of 
two UV lasers creates tracks by a process of resonant two-photon ionisation of residual 
impurities in the gas. system of mirrors and prisms creates thirty straight tracks in 
the T P C  emanating from near the interaction point. Information from this system, and 
information from the detailed magnetic field map is used to correct the T P C  tracks in the 
reconstruction program. Tracks from the leptonic Z" decays recorded in 1989 and 1990 have 
been used to measure the performance of the T PC  [115]. After corrections the resolution 
for a  single point coordinate of 173 //m in the azimuthal direction, and 740 /iin in the z-  
direction is achieved. This gives a momentum resolution of A p / ; r  =  1.2 X 10“^(G eV /c)” \  
satisfying the design requirements. Using information from the ITC also, the detector as a 
whole then achieves a momentum résolut inn of A p / / r  =  0.8 X 10"^(GeV/c)~^ . The two
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track resolution is such tha t  for energies o \er iGeV. tracks separated by larger than  2° are 
separated. For particle identification measiirements the T P C  achieves a  resolution of 4.4% 
in d E f d x .
3 .8 . T h e  E le c tr o m a g n e t ic  C a lo r im e te r
The ALEPH electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) measures the energy of electromag- 
netically interacting particles (electrons and photons) and in conjunction with the hadron 
calorimeter, pions, protons etc. The device consists of alternating layers of lead converter 
sheets and proportional wire chambers. The particles shower in the lead, and as they 
traverse the gaps the signals are measured by the wire chambers. The electromagnetic 
calorimeter has a barrel section made up from tw(*lve identical modules, together with two 
end-cap sections each with twelve 'peta l ' modules. Insensitive cracks between the detector 
modules account for 6% of the end-cap and 2% of the barrel coverage. The total angular 
coverage is 3.9?r sr with coverage in the polar angle extending down to 13° of the beam axis. 
The ECAL is read out in 72 000 projective lowers, each divided into three depth sections. 
This longitudinal depth separation is for use in particle identification as different particles 
deposit energy in the calorimeter with a different shower shape. The ECAL was designed to
have an energy resolution of 10%/ \ /E  ((ieV). Chapter 5 describes the end-cap calorimeter 
modules in detail.
3 .9 . T h e  M a g n e tic  C o il
The axial magnetic field for the .ALEPH detector is created by a superconducting 
solenoid. The magnet normally runs at a field of 1.-5 Tesla, this high field being needed 
to bend energetic particles sufficiently for precise tracking. A superconducting coil was cho­
sen for reasons of power consumption. I 'he siijierconducting coil encloses the ECAL, T PC , 
ITC and beampipe. It is 7 metres long, with an outer diameter of 5.84 metres. The coil 
was designed to present as little density of material as possible to particles coming from the 
interaction region, and consists of a single layer of superconducting NbTi cable reinforced 
by high purity aluminium. The coil is supported by a shell of aluminium alloy which with­
stands the magnetic forces of several thousand tons. The total structure has a  thickness of
1.6 radiation lengths, or 0.4 absorption lengths. There are 1532 turns in the main coil, and 
a current of 5000 amps in the coil results in a field of 1.5 Tesla. The magnetic energy stored 
by the coil is 136 Mega.loules. .At the ends of the main coil there are two compensation
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coils each of ninety turns wiiicii are fed with current in parallel with the main solenoid, and 
are intended for correction tuning of the field. The solenoid and magnet yoke were carefully 
designed to provide a uniform field over the T P C  volume since momentum measurement 
depends on the field strength and uniformity. The design criterion was for a distortion of 
less than 0.2 mm in the sagitta of the T P C  tracks. Careful maps of the magnetic field 
within the coil/yoke were taken with an autom ated Hall and NMR probe assembly in 1987 
when these parts were assembled in the BEBC hall at CERN. The aim was to measure the 
field components to an accuracy of % 10” "*. For the z-component, A B / B  < 0.2%. The 
radial and azimuthal components also show variations, which are due to differences in the 
magnetic reluctance of the return yoke end-cap modules. Given a field map, corrections can 
be applied to the measured T PC  momenta. The uniformity of field achieved is of the order 
of 0 .2%, and the variations in the transverse lield components result in sagitta  distortions 
in the T P C  which are less than 0 .2mm.
3 .1 0 . T h e  H a d ro n  C a lo r im e te r
The flux return path of the magnet coil is a. massive iron structure, which is instru­
mented to form the hadron calorimeter (IICAL). The IIC.AL acts an an absorber for the 
hadronic particles from the interaction (charged pions, protons, neutrons etc.) and acts as 
a ‘fourth layer’ to the ECAL, as any leakage from the ECAL is measured in the HCAL. 
The HCAL also serves as a muon filter, as muons are the only particles likely to traverse 
this thickness of material. The muons ai(' then detected by a system of wire chambers on 
the outer surface.
The HCAL is made up of 2-1 barrel modules, each covering a 15° angle in azimuth and 
weighing 70 tons, plus 2 x 6  end-cap modules of 75 tons each, the total weight being 2580 
tons. The magnetic force on the end-caps at full field strength is of the order of 2000 tons. 
The end-caps give coverage down to an angle of 6°. The HCAL modules are offset with 
respect to the ECAL modules by 15° to el iminate the overlap of dead zones. The iron in 
both the barrel and end-caps is subdivided into 23 slabs: the outer one is 10cm thick while 
all the others are 5cm, giving a total thickness of 120cm of iron. This represents in total
7.6 interaction lengths at 90° in the barrel. .V 5mm thick inner layer of iron sheet is added 
to support the first layer of tubes in the barrel. The end-caps are designed such th a t  there 
is maximum symmetry in the o  angle, thus making least disturbance on the uniformity of 
the magnetic field.
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The active part of the detector is 23 layers of larocci streamer tubes inserted into the 
2.2cm gaps between these iron slabs. The tubes used are wire counters made of a  graphite 
coated plastic operated in limited streamer mode, at a high voltage of around 4000 volts. 
The gas mixture used is Ar /COo /isobutane. The streamer tubes have a 9 X 9mm^ active 
cell size, a  separation wall thickness of 1mm and a 100/rm anode wire. Three of the cell 
walls are formed by plastic extrusions coated with graphite. The signals are picked up by 
4mm wide aluminium strips which run parallel to the wires, plus copper cathode pads. Due 
to the presence of strengthening rods between layers, there is a  complicated geometry of 
streamer tubes, leaving some dead regions, which amount to around 6% of the to ta l solid 
angle.
Each tube layer is equipped with pad readout for integrated energy measurement. The 
pads in each layer are connected into towers pointing to the vertex, which subtend on average 
3.7° X 3.7°. The pad dimensions increase piojectively from approximately 20 X 20cm at the 
first plane up to 33 X 33cm. There are 47X8 HCAL towers in all, with a geometry which is 
chosen to match tha t  of the ECAL: on average there are 14 ECAL towers covered by one
HCAL tower. A typical energy resolution is 8 4 % /-y/E(GeV). The tubes are also equipped 
with strip readout, parallel to each tube and on the opposite side to the pads: this is known 
as the digital readout, as there is only a single level indicating if the tube has fired or not. A 
spatial accuracy of 0.35 cm perpendicular to the strip direction is possible with the digital 
readout. These strips provide a detailed, two-dimensional view of the hadronic shower 
development and are invaluable for muon tracking and identification, which is decided upon 
the number of planes fired.
For the trigger, signals from the HC.\L wire |)lanes are used. The HCAL is grouped 
into 24 ‘supermodules', and an OR signal of all pairs of wire planes is taken from each 
supermodule which gives a value corresponding to the number of planes fired. The triggers 
implemented in the 1989 running were a cosmics trigger and a single muon trigger, which 
uses ITC information also. After initial low efliciency due to changing gas mixtures and 
electronics problems, the muon pair triggering efficiency rose to 99.6 ±  0.1% at the end of 
the running. Other HCAL triggers foreseen for the future are charged and neutral hadronic 
energy triggers.
3 .1 1 . T h e  M u o n  C h a m b e r s
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The ALEPH detector is surrounded hv two double layers of streamer tubes -  the muon 
chambers. These are constructed as a barrel, two end-cap and two middle-angle sections, 
there being 94 chambers in all. The inner layer of muon chambers covers 92% of the solid 
angle, and the outer layer 85%. The muon chambers are separated by a distance of 40cm or 
50cm so th a t  the position and angle of a track may be measured. The streamer tubes are 
of the same type as the HCAL tubes. Each layer has two planes of readout strips parallel 
and perpendicular to the wires. No cathode pad readout is necessary with these devices. 
There are in to ta l 23378 x-str ip  and 31432 y-str ip  readout channels. The muon exit angles 
are measured to an accuracy of 10 mrad. The HCAL digital tube readout also serves to 
track muons, and as the muon trigger. The miion chambers are basically an extension of 
the muon tracking in the HCAL.
3 .1 2 . T h e  L u m in o s ity  M o n ito r s
The luminosity detector is a very important component of ALEPH. The luminosity is 
determined by counting the number of small-angle Bhabha scatter events. In this region, 
there is no interference between y and Z". and the cross-section is well predicted by QED 
to be :
m  "  (3 .12.1)
at small angles 6, and to first order in o. The luminosity measurement is crucial for
determining the Z° peak cross-section and line siiape. The ALEPH experiment measures
luminosity with an uncertainty below 1%. .so that the error in the Z" cross-section is not
dominated by uncertainty in the luminosity. This confidence in luminosity measurements 
enabled ALEPH to claim the most accurate ri'snlts in the 1989 and 1990 LEP running.
Luminosity events are counted by triggering on a. single electron and positron in coin­
cidence on either side of the detector. In order to trigger on good luminosity events and 
to reject background an accurate energy measurement of the electrons is necessary. Good 
angular measurement of the tracks is also needed as the Bhabha cross-section is strongly 
dependent on angle. The .ALEPH Inminosiiy monitors. Fig. 3.12.1. consist of small-angle 
tracking chambers (S.ATR) on either end cap close to the beam-pipe. These are backed by 
luminosity calorimeters (LCAL).
The small-angle tracking chambers use individual drift cells made from square brass 
tubing. This configuration was chosen due to the high background from synchrotron ra­
diation expected at low angles. The S.ATR are in four half-cylindrical modules, covering
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F ig . 3 .12.1: One Half of the Luminosity Monitor, with SATR and LCAL
the region from 92mm to 300mm radially from the l)eam. Each module has nine layers of 
drift tubes. The chambers are at 245.5 cm from the interaction point, and are 170mm long. 
The SATR covers the angular range from 40 to 90 milliradians. The SATR has a track 
position resolution of SOO//m in the radial direction and 3.8mm in the azimuthal direction. 
The SATR position is surveyed along with the LC.A.L modules, to which it is mounted.
The luminosity calorimeter again consists of four modules around the beam-pipe. It is 
a  lead-wire chamber sandwich sampling calorimeter, of a construction very similar to that 
of the ECAL. Each module has 38 layers, read ont in 3 stacks, and is 24.6 radiation lengths 
deep. The LCAL is situated 262.5 cm from the interaction point and extends from 10cm to 
52 cm from the beam, covering the angular range from 45 to 155 milliradians. Together, the 
luminosity monitors cover the polar angular range of 55 to 90 m rad. and have an acceptance 
of 300 degrees in the azimuthal direction. .V knowledge of the exact positions of the sensitive 
regions is critical for determining the errors in luminosity measurement. The modules have 
been constructed to high mechanical tolerances. Once mounted on ALEPH optical surveys 
have measured the positions of the modules with an error of 0.32mm in the radial direction 
and 0.85mm in z. Combined with mechanical tolerances, this gives an average error of 
0.134mm in the position of a tower, which should keep the error in acceptance to below 
0 .6%.
The expected trigger rate  for the luminosity monitors is 0.3 Hz at a  luminosity of 
10^^c7Ti“ “. The luminosity calorimeter readout is by small cathode pads, in a  similar fashion
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to the ECAL. The pads are arranged into projective towers, there being 384 towers in each 
module. Readout from each of the 38 layers of anode wire planes is also possible. The 
readout electronics used are essentially the same as tha t  for the ECAL, although an ALEPH 
Event Builder is used instead of a Read Out Controller. The LCAL modules are calibrated 
in a fashion similar to the ECAL: modules were tested in a  beam line, sources are 
used, and an electronics calibration is performed between each LEP fill. The LCAL has a 
resolution of 2 0 % /\ /Ê .  After careful corrections to the LCAL acceptance and alignment 
(based also on on Monte Carlo data), an error of 0.6% (experimental) and 0.3% (theoretical) 
has been achieved in the measurement of luminosity [116].
3 .1 3 . T h e  B C A L
The BCAL is a luminosity monitor for very small angle Bhabha events, from 5 to 10 
mrad. It is intended to give an immediate measure of the luminosity to the people on shift, 
and as it can operate independently of ALEPII. measures the luminosity when ALEPH is 
not accepting events and so helps in measuring the ALEPH efficiency and dead-tim e.
The BCAL is composed of four modules wrapped around the beam pipe, on the far 
sides of the superconducting quadrupoles. Each pair is 7.7 metres from the interaction 
point and extends to within 6.5cm of the beam, as they are inset into elliptical sections 
of the beam pipe. Each of the modules is a sampling calorimeter made of tungsten sheets 
interspersed with layers of plastic scintillator. Tungsten is chosen as this has the shortest 
radiation length (3.8 mm) of any material, making for the most compact design. Each 
module is rectangular in shape. There are I en layers: the first layer is 4 radiation lengths 
thick and the nine others 2 radiation lengths thick. The sampling planes are 3mm thick 
plastic scintillators read out by small photo-multiplier tubes. A plane of vertically oriented 
silicon strip detectors is located after the first eight radiation lengths. There are 40 silicon 
strip channels on a 0.5 mm pitch. These provide very accurate angular tracking. Finally, 
there is a  6 radiation length thickness of tungsten to protect the sampling layers from 
synchrotron radiation entering from the rear.
3 .1 4 . T h e  T r ig g er
The purpose of the trigger system is to decide (piickly which signals are genuine events 
and to provide a signal to initiate the full read out of the detector as soon as possible after 
a valid event has occurred. The trigger system is intended to reduce the dead time of the
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apparatus, and to reduce the flow of events to the cartridge drives and reconstruction farm 
to a manageable level. The trigger must be good at rejecting background events, yet must 
also not be so narrowly set that any new physics events are overlooked. The interaction 
rate  at LEP is low enough that it is not necessary to have a trigger decision to select 
specific types of events and to reject the more common ones. Five sub-detectors play the 
major roles in the trigger: the hadron calorimeter, electromagnetic calorimeter, luminosity 
calorimeter, ITC and T PC . The ECAL and HCAL give trigger information from both wires 
and pads, and the LCAL provides pad signals only. The ITC and T P C  give a bit pa ttern  
which indicates through which segments of these detectors a  charged track has passed. The 
basic philosophy is to look for either a charged track or a deposit of energy anywhere in 
the detector, or a  combination of both, above certain thresholds. Triggers based on single 
‘objects’ in the detector are the best for acceptiiig any new types of events, but triggers 
based on the simultaneous detection of signals in two parts of the detector are also used. 
The trigger scheme implemented is a three-level configuration.
The Level- 1 trigger uses essentially digital information based on tracks from the ITC 
and special fast trigger sum signals from the pads and wires of the ECAL and HCAL. The 
LCAL is also used to trigger on forward Bhablia events. Level- 1 needs to deliver a  decision 
within % bf.is (there are 22fis between beam crossings): this means there is no dead time 
introduced by this trigger. The detectors are split into 60 trigger segments (plus 24 for 
the LCAL) which closely follow the physical construction. The trigger electronics sums the 
signals arriving from the calorimeters to get values for each segment, which are compared 
to four preset threshold levels, giving four 5 fCS XO signals per sector. The resulting 60-bit 
arrays are given to the modules which make physics trigger decisions. The total energy in 
each of the 36 individual ECAL modules and 21 HC.AL modules is also given to the trigger 
system. For the ECAL modules the total wires energy signal is an AND of the signals 
from the even and odd planes. This reduces any accidental triggers due to noise or sparks 
in just one plane. A total energy sum is computed for the barrel and each end-cap. A 
particular physics trigger is defined by setting the threshold level in each segment of each 
sub-detector in the trigger, then ORing the results. The overall Level 1 trigger is the OR of 
all the individual triggers. Information ou which triggers have fired is written out to tape 
with each event.
It is possible to define up to 32 different triggers. Possible trigger types are :
• single muon
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• double muon
• neutral electromagnetic cluster
• charged electromagnetic cluster (with ITC track)
• neutral hadronic cluster
• charged hadronic cluster (with ITC track)
• isolated photon
• various Bhabha event triggers
• total energy in calorimeters
• n -  track event
• cosmic event in ECAL
• cosmic event in HCAL
• random
The Level-1 trigger rate  is a few hundred hertz. Once a Level-1 trigger has been 
satisfied a full readout of the detector is initiated with d a ta  conversions by ADCs and 
TDCs started.
At the end of the T P C  drift time the Level-2 trigger is applied. The Level-2 trigger 
bases its decision on the Level- 1 information plus T P C  tracks and a requirement for the 
tracks to come from the vertex. The signals for the second level trigger are taken by rows 
of special trigger pads in the TPC . Hard-wired processors look a t  tracks from the T PC  in 
the r-z  plane. Straight tracks found in r-z then set bits in the 60-bit array, and the second 
level decision is made by replacing ITC informal ion with the TPC . The Level-2 decision 
takes 45/Z5. A Level-2  NO will stoj) and clear the da ta  acquisition for tha t  event. If the 
second-level rejects an event, the subsecpient drift time in the T P C  and the time needed 
to refresh the ECAL amounts to 6 i//..s. The experiment is then ready to take da ta  again 
after the fourth bunch crossing following that event. The Level-2 reduces the trigger rate 
to around 10 Hz.
The Level-3 trigger is a more sophisiicak'd software-based system which is run on 
the VAX cluster. The Level-3 trigger tries to identify genuine e+e" interactions from the 
background of events caused by cosmic rays, two-photon events, beam gas interactions, and 
beam-related particles travelling along the tunnel. At the design luminosity, the Level-3 
trigger should reduce the trigger rate to % 1 Hz. which is the maximum rate for writing to 
magnetic tapes. The level 3 trigger is run on complete events at the time they are being 
processed by the reconstruction farm (FALCON) after the event has been read out -  this
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degree of parallelism is necessary in order to keep np with the event rate. The algorithm has 
been optimized for high efficiency of pattern  recognition and low CPU time, and does not 
depend upon calibration of the analogue signals having been performed. Reconstruction is 
applied only to those detector segments showing activity at Level 1 or Level 2.
3.14.1 Trigger C onditions in 1989
During the 1989 running with ALEPH. two main types of triggers were used to identify 
Z° events. The first used the ECAL wires signals and the ITC. (The ECAL pads were not 
used in the trigger in 1989). The following thresholds were used :
• total energy > 6.5 GeV in EGAL Barrel
• total energy > 3.8 GeV in either of EC.AL end-caps
• total energy > 1.6 GeV in both eiul-ca])s
• a single ECAL Module > 1.3 GeV (Single neutral EM trigger)
• a single ECAL Module > 1.3 GeV |)liis at least one ITC track in the same 
azimuthal region (single charged EM trigger)
It should also be noted, as mentioned above, that the sums of the odd and even wire planes 
are also required to exceed half of these values. This, along with the low values of electronic 
noise, means tha t  triggers are feasible on energy deposits as low as a few hundred MeV. 
The thresholds were chosen such that at least 50% efficiency was achieved.
The second trigger type used the IK ’.VL and ITC information to trigger on penetrating 
particles. The requirement was for a track candidate in the ITC and a digital pattern  
readout of 4 double planes out of 12 in the HC.-VL. in the same azimuthal region.
Luminosity events were triggered using 1 he LC.VL. with the following requirements :
• a coincidence of > 20 GeV of energy on one side with > 16 GeV on the other
• a single-arm trigger of > 31 G e\ ' on oiu' side
The conditions achieved by the LEI* machine in its first months of operation were such 
th a t  Level 1 trigger rates of around 0.5 Hz at at luminosities of 10^®cm“ -5"^ were achieved. 
As most events satisfy more than one trigger, the trigger efficiency could be measured easily, 
and was found to be 100%, for hadronic Z" decays and 99.7 ± 0 .2%  for Bhabha events. The 
triggering scheme used was very successful, as t he event sample has a large physics content. 
There were 538472 triggers taken, of which 28592 were identified as hadronic Z° decays 
and 52669 as Bhabha events. The rest of the events are from beam-related muons (which 
come from the beams scraping the collimators upstream of ALEPH), beam-gas interactions
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(during 1989 the vacuum pumping station at ALEPH was inoperative, therefore there was 
not such a good vacuum as in the rest of LEP). off-momentiim electrons, cosmic rays and 
triggers due to electronic noise problems in ECAL.
3 .1 5 . D a ta  A c q u is it io n  S y s te m
The modular nature of the da ta  acquisition computer system reflects the way the 
ALEPH detector is configured as a  set of sub-detectors. It was required in the design 
tha t  each sub-detector can be run independently, during the hardware development phase, 
when bringing the complete detector into operation prior to da ta  taking and during times 
when parallel activities, e.g. calibration runs, are taking place.
The system is implemented using modern hardware and software standards. The hard­
ware used is almost all FASTBUS whicli is the most modern standard for high-density 
electronics for use in nuclear experiments. FASTBUS offers more channels of readout per 
crate (up to 96 single-width modules), a data transfer rate 10 times faster than  CAMAC 
and a 32 bit da ta  bus. There are in addition a few CAMAC and VME units. NIM hard­
ware is used for fast timing and trigger related electronics. A database system is used to 
keep track of the detector configuration. F.\STBUS crates and their interconnects, and is 
used to initialize the system. The embedded processors in the FASTBUS system are all 
from the Motorola 68000 family (with the exception of the bit-slice processors in the ECAL 
ROCs). These use the OS-9 operating system. The OS-9 based micros are connected by an 
Ethernet network, which also has links to tin' \ ’AX cluster. The FASTBUS system handles 
all of the zero-suppression, formal ting and on-line calibration of the data , thus taking a 
considerable load of the processing.
All of the da ta  from the individual sub-detectors is collected and written to tape  by 
the on-line computer system. The data acquisition cotnputer system is a  VAX cluster, 
with one large VAX as the main machine [)lus three stnaJler VAXes dedicated to the large 
subdetectors: T PC . ECAL and HC.VL. fhe \'.VXes are located in the surface control room 
and are connected to the FASTBUS in I he barracks by a fibre optic link. The ALEPH online 
system is based on the ( DF collaboration's buffer manager scheme [117]. This has many 
simultaneous processes which create or consume da ta. program called the switcher is run 
a t each terminal, this allows the operator to switch control from one to another process. 
The switcher is controlled by the F PI menu package. There exists one scheduler process
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per VAX which is responsible for t he creation and deletion of processes, and inter-process 
communication.
There are also several VAX graphics workstations in the cluster. The work-stations 
are used for control, monitoring and on-line event display purposes. Programs run on 
the ÈCAL computers to check constantly the functioning of the ECAL, recording pedestal 
stability, high voltage and low voltage, gas conditions and the energy deposits in each 
module. Histograms of the time evolution of all the relevant quantities may be viewed on 
the workstations. The excellent ALEPH on-line event display can display the ECAL in great 
detail, and is very useful for spotting non-functioning modules, or modules where pedestal 
drifts have occurred, which results in many towers above threshold. These monitoring 
activities are intended to find ])ioblems quickly and allow experts to fix them as soon as 
possible, also the relevant information is available for possible off-line corrections.
3.15.1 FALCON
On the main VAX, raw events are written to cartridge tape and also to a dual-ported  
disk. When the run ends, this disk is turned over to the FALCON 1 cluster. This is a 
farm of VAX workstations which perform event reconstruction. The cluster consists of 12 
diskless VAX stations, one micro VAX server and 3.6 Gigabytes of disk. These disks are 
‘dua l-po r ted ’ devices, such that when the on-line VAXes have written all the da ta  from a 
run to these disks, the FALCON cluster cau then take control and process the same files.
The micro VAX server does a preliminary scan of the da ta  to produce an event directory 
(EDIR) with the location of each event, and also any global reconstruction variables, such 
as those ECAL towers which are flagged as being noisy in many events. Sets of events 
are then allocated to the workstations which run in parallel and have random access to 
the raw event data. Each workstation runs the full .JULIA reconstruction code. The files 
of reconstructed events are written to separate disk files which are joined together by the 
server node. Reconstructed events are immediately written via a fast link to disks on the 
CERN IBM and the ALEPH workstation cluster at the Meyrin site. Reconstruction of 
events by our own computers takes a great load from the central computers at CERN, 
and also means tha t  da ta  are available for off-line analysis within a m atter  of hours of the 
events being taken. The availability of fully reconstructed da ta  within a short time of the 
events occurring was extremely useful in debugging and monitoring the performance of the 
detector
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The FALCON cluster has also proved its worth during times of no LEP beam as the 
ALEPH da ta  sample has had to be reprocessed several times to use the most u p - to -d a te  
calibration constants and reconstruction techniques. This takes a  prodigious effort, and the 
CPU power for this may not have been available on the main CERN machines, but the 
FALCON cluster is well suited to this sort of task.
Chapter 4. 
ALEPH Software
‘Don’t know what I want, but I know how to get it -  the Pistols
This chapter describes the ALEPH software used for Monte Carlo generation of events, 
event reconstruction of real and Monte Carlo events, physics analysis and graphics.
It is common practice in high energy physics to generate many simulated Monte Carlo 
events, and to analyse them in a similar fashion to the real da ta  sample. The physics 
processes and parameters input to the Monte Carlo sample are well known. Comparison of 
the simulated with the real da ta  enables the effects of detector resolution and acceptance to 
be calculated and gives estimates of background events which mimic processes under study. 
The cross sections measured by an ex]>eriment are corrected for detector acceptance and 
initial state radiation using factors obtained from Monte Carlo samples, giving values which 
can then be compared with other experiments.
Once the raw da ta  from events have been written to tape or disk by the online comput­
ers, the events undergo a process of offline reconstruction. The reconstruction package does 
tasks such as track fitting, calorimeter clustering etc. The events are then available for use 
by analysis packages and graphics programs for event scanning. Within ALEPH, the re­
constructed events are available in several diffcnxuit formats, and are distributed worldwide 
to  the various collaborating institutes.
4.1. Software Engineering, A D A M O  and the A L EPH  D atabase
In the first stages of the writing of the ALEPH computer programs, it was decided to 
use software engineering technicpies to overcome the software problems which have affected 
large HEP experiments in the past. The ALEPH experiment uses software engineering 
methods such as SASD (Structured Analysis. Structured Design) [118]. SASD involves 
using da ta  flow diagrams, which identify sub-parts  of the software which can be developed 
independently and updated without affecting the overall operation, as the data-flows are 
the only couplings between modules. All .ALEPH da ta  structures are rigorously described 
by an entity-relationship database model, known as ADAMO [119-120]. ADAMO is a 
d a ta  management system for defining and manipulating data with FORTRAN programs.
1 O b  -
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The da ta  structures are mapped into tables which are compatible with a  relational da ta  
base management system. The AD.VMO system has been applied to the online system, the 
detector database and the offline analysis packages. In actual fact, the ALEPH analysis 
programs do not use the ADAMO code for accessing the da ta  directly. The Table Access 
Package (TAP) of ADAMO was not used due to ])ossible extra  CPU demands and overheads 
in software development. The BOS memory management package was used for reasons of 
speed and economy. However, all the da ta  banks and their relationships are strictly defined 
using the D ata  Definition Language of AD.A.MO. If the da ta  are rigorously defined in such 
a fashion, the software has a uniform way of accessing all da ta , the attr ibutes of all da ta  
banks are known and software upgrades can be easily applied.
A database [121] was constructed for the ALEPH detector, based on the ADAMO
model. It contains such quantities as;
• physical parameters, e.g. geometrical and aligmnent information
• FASTBUS configuration data and readout addresses
• trigger setup information
• experiment book-keeping
• LEP machine information - exact energy and luminosity of runs
• detector slow control parameters, e.g. HT and pressure settings
• calibration constants for each subdelector, e.g. ECAL ‘platine’ data , T P C  drift 
time
• a detailed description of the geometry of each of the towers in ECAL
• lists of dead ECAL storeys and 'glowing' towers
The subdetectors of .ALEPH were designed such that the individual da ta  acquisition 
system for each subdetector readout perlorms zero suppression and applies calibration fac­
tors to the individual channels of the raw data. The da ta  read out onto tape are already 
corrected to the level of individual modules, so only a small number of calibration constants 
is needed in the off-line database.
The HISTORIAN package [122] is us('d for software code management: this allows 
teams of programmers in separate locat ions to work on developing the code independently. 
HISTORIAN also enables the writing of code which can be run on several different opera t­
ing systems. Modifications and new code are periodically gathered together and released as 
official versions. .All new code is tested before release on IBM/AAIS. V.AX/VMS and UNI- 
COS. The ALEPH offline software uses the HOS memory management package to store
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data. BOS [123] is a ‘memory managemeiU' package where collections of da ta  are held in 
structures known as ‘banks’. Tlie movement of these banks into and out of computer mem­
ory, and their mapping into a FORTRAN COMMON block are the function of the BOS 
package. Each da ta  entity described by the AD.AMO d a ta  definition language is organised 
into a  BOS-bank.
4.2. K IN G A L
KINGAL (KINetics for GALeph) is a library of Monte Carlo event generators interfaced 
to the ALEPH software. The Kingal generators are computer programs which use models 
of physics processes to generate events of a ixxpiired type. After generation each event is 
held in a  standard  form with lists of particles and their four-vectors ready for input to the 
next step of the chain. The following types of generators are available :
• zero mass final states e.g. Z" — '  nu
• Bhabha scattering (with radiative corix'ctions)
• muon pair production
• tau  pair production
• quark pair production (and other ()( '!)  processes)
• tw o-gam m a physics
• other physics e.g. supersymmetry. Higgs production
• background processes : cosmics and beam-gas interactions
4.2.1 T he H V FL02 G enerator
The KINGAL generator which is of most relevance to this thesis is known as HVFL02. 
The HVFL02 generator was developed by the LE PH Heavy Flavours physics group and 
contains facilities to deal with heavy flavour decays and mixing [124-126]. It is the s tandard  
generator used for production of Monte Carlo r/r/ events by the ALEPH collaboration. The 
generator may use different generators for the initial c/ry pairs: .JETSET [127], BR.EM5 [128] 
or DYMU3 [129]. At this stage asjmcts specific to heavy flavours are added. Mixing and 
CP violation parameters for bh events may be changed by da ta  cards. The most u p - to -d a te  
branching fractions and decay modes are given in a standard set of da ta  cards. The decays 
to bottom  hadrons are included.
As has been discussed in 1.5. fragmental ion is the process by which the initial quarks 
and gluons form into the colourless hadrons sc'eu in the experiment. Fragmentation cannot
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be calculated from first principles in QCI) and is described by semi-empirical formulae, 
the fragmentation functions.  The fragmentation function gives the probability for a  quark 
to produce a certain hadron with a certain momentum. Within HVFL02, the Peterson 
fragmentation functions are used for charm and bottom  quarks: as explained in section 
1.5.5; heavy quarks have a harder fragmentation distribution, which is better  modelled by 
the Peterson fragmentation functions.
4.3. G A LE PH
For software testing purposes, optimization of reconstruction algorithms and physics 
event generation the GALEPH (Geant for ALEPH) detector simulation program provides 
simulated raw da ta  which is similar to the real da ta  from the detector. This gave the col­
laboration opportunities for very detailed testing and debugging of the full reconstruction 
and analysis chain before real data, were taken. G .ALEPH uses the GEANT detector sim­
ulation package [91]. which was developed at CERN. The G.-ALEPH program takes as an 
input the particles produced by KING.AL and simulates their decays and interactions with 
the detector, both the active components and the passive material such as cables and the 
magnet feet etc. The output from GALEPH is a set of BOS banks identical in format to 
th a t  of raw data , containing ADC readings and hits as in real data. .Any analysis programs 
can then be used in exactly the same fashion with simulated da ta  as with real data.
4.3.1 ECAL Sim ulation in G ALEPH
Within GALEPH. no highly detailed EC.Al. geometry at the plane-by-plane level has 
been implemented. Rather, an 'average' medium is used, which consists of a mixture of 
lead, aluminium, fibreglass etc. with their atomic weights and atomic numbers considered. 
Regions covering each stack and areas like the electronics boxes, signal cables and outer case 
are used. Signals corresponding to each stack of active material are given by the simulation. 
A highly complex geometry would consume lots of computer time, and would give no more 
useful physics results.
Energy deposits in the EC.AL are simulated by ])arameterizations of the showers, since 
detailed simulation with, for instance. EG SI would consume too much computer time for 
routine use [130]. In a calorimeter the deposited energy has fluctuations from event to 
event, as explained in Chapter 2. The mean deposited energy signal 5 is made to fluctu­
ate with a Poisson distribution such that A s / y / s  ~  O.lTGeV’^". The parameterizations
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for the longitudinal shape, transverse shape and fluctuations were chosen by comparison 
with results from the calorimeter prototype and Monte Carlo simulation using the EGS4 
program [131-132], The prototype da ta  were electron showers between 5 and 50 GeV, 
and pion showers of 5 and 10 GeV. The EGS4 da ta  ranged from 25 MeV to 25 GeV. The 
parameterization used for the mean shower is :
rl F
—  = A-Ce~^^  (4.3.1)
as
where:
s  is the path length measured from the entrance face in radiation lengths;
N is the normalization = {EB — C) /V (M) ;
A and B are functions of the particle energy E: 
r  (A) is the gamma function;
C describes the energy loss of an incident election before the first bremsstrahlung:
(C = 0.016GeV and is the measured mean energy loss of a minimum-ionising particle 
per radiation length, obtained from measurements of non-interacting pions).
If C  is neglected, this parameterization ri'duces to a standard shower formula, and is in­
dependent of the incidence angle of the electron. The testing of ECAL petal and barrel 
modules in a test beam of known energy is described later in section 5.8. The test beam 
da ta  were used to determine the best parameters for these GALEPH simulations. According 
to [110] and [133] the test beam data agree well with an EGS simulation if the following 
param eter values are used for E  > 0 . 1 GeV:
A / B  =  5.26 + \ m i o ( j E  (4.3.2a)
1 / /I  = 1.86 -H ().04/or/£ (4.3.26)
and E  < O.lGeV:
A / B  =  ().36 A- \.~hilof/E (4.3.3a)
i / B  = 1.31 4- \A)7lofjE (4.3.36)
A good simulation will not only give a good value for the mean shower behaviour, but 
will also include the fluctuations of individual events. Two mechanisms are responsible 
for these, called the shape and sampling fluctuations. The sampling error was estimated 
from the width of the total detected signal, and is found to be unimportant above 1 GeV, 
and comparable to the shape fluctuations at around 500 MeV. The shape fluctuations are 
intrinsic to the cascading process occurring in the passive layers and they affect the energy 
profile. The method used to simulate ihes(' is lo consider fluctuations of the A and B
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parameters. In fact 1/A and D/A  are the parameters cliosen as these are iincorrelated and 
display a Gaussian fluctuation. A Gaussian smearing is applied to these two parameters in 
the Monte Carlo.
The transverse shape of the shower is given by :
& &  = ( 7 W  (4.3.4)
in a  coordinate frame where x and y are the transverse dimensions and z is depth in the 
calorimeter. The ECAL simulation includes the addition of noise, and the trigger signal 
from a module is simulated.
4.4. JULIA
JULIA (Job to Understand Lep Interaction in Aleph) is the ALEPH reconstruction 
program. It takes the digitisations read out by the detector, and a ttem pts  to assemble 
these into objects of interest to physicists, which are accurate representations of the particles 
participating in an event. JULI.-V performs the following main tasks :
• track fitting in T PC  and ITG (i.e. hits are associated into helical tracks, and 
the momenta and directions of tlu'se tracks are computed)
• association of T PC  and ITC t racks
• vertex detector coordinate finding
• kink finding and (neutral) vertex finding
• calorimeter calibration
• calorimeter corrections for missing pads/wires and for the effects of dead zones
• calorimeter clustering. This involves sc'arching for all those pads which are 
‘connected’ and summing their energies to form a single object. The impact 
point in the ECAL based on the centre-of-gravity of the hit pads is computed.
• association of charged tracks. EC.AL objects and HCAL objects. This helps in 
separating neutrals, hadrons and eh'ctrons.
• energy flow
• finding of muon tracks by exa.miiiiug the pattern of strips fired in the HCAL 
and muon chambers
• particle identification, from dfijd.r  in the fP C , shower transverse and longitu­
dinal shapes in the EC.AL and HC.AL. and penet ration of the HC.AL and muon 
chambers
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4.5. ECAL R econstruction in JULIA
The parts  of the JULIA program which deal with the electromagnetic and hadronic 
calorimeters process the raw da ta  from tiie online system and construct ‘Ecal Objects’ 
(PECO) and ‘Calorimeter Particles’ (PCPA). The philosophy is first to locate as many single 
particles as possible. Then individual particle types (electrons, gammas, neutral hadrons) 
are reconstructed and identified. The reconstruction of energy deposits in the calorimeters 
and the identification of particles in the calorimeter takes place via the following steps :
1. unpacking the raw data and application of calibration factors
2. find topological clusters of fired calorimeter storeys*
3. associate, if possible, tracks from the ITC and T P C  to these clusters (or report 
no matches in the case of neutral particles)
4. associate clusters in the ECAL with cliisiers in the IIC.AL, using the charged 
track trajectory
5. evaluate particle identificai ion probabilities for the clusters
4.5.1 C luster F inding in ECAL
The raw energy read out from the .ADC’s has a. calibration factor (i.e. MeV per count) 
applied to it on-line by the ROC s. Lhese calibration factors are loaded before the s ta r t  of 
the da ta  taking period and may be taken from radioactive gas measurements or from the 
da ta  of previous runs [134]. The radioactive gas calibration of the end-cap petal modules 
is described later in section 5.9. The procedures used to obtain calibration constants are 
discussed in this section, and the calibration constants taken prior to the LEP s ta r tup  in 
1989 are given. At the JULl.A reconstruction stage improvements are made to the energy 
calibration, principally based on Bhabha scattering data. There is one calibration factor 
calculated for the pads of each module, and one for the wires. These calibration factors are 
kept in the ECHE bank of the POT (Production Output Tape).
In the JULIA routine EPRED.V. the raw EC.AL data  are read from the bank ETDI 
(Ecal Towers Digitisations). Any "glowing" towers (i.e. towers which are consistently firing)
* As explained in section 5.2. the caloiime|.<'r moduh's are divided in depth into three slacks. The  
readout pads are grouped into projective l o i v f i s  which point at the intersection point. Each tower 
is subdivided into three s i oni j s .  which correspond in dc'pth to the stacks.
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are suppressed. The glowing towers are identified by an algorithm running on the FALCON 
cluster and a list is kept with the run data. A calibration factor is applied to the da ta  from 
each whole module, as described in the previous paragraph. The bank ESDA (Ecal Storeys 
DAta) is created which contains the energy, module number, 0, <f) and depth of each fired 
storey. If platine based corrections are available for tha t  run, these are applied a t  this stage. 
As described in 5.4, the platine devices take data from sources which track the changes 
in gas gain for each module with time. Gain changes at the 0.4% level can be measured. 
These time dependent factors are applied to each module by JULIA and are kept in the 
ECMC (ECAL Module Correction) bank.
The EDST (Ecal Dead STorey) bank is built from a combination of the list of per­
manently dead storeys from the database (FDDH -  Ecal dead storeys) *; glowing storeys 
identified at the FALCON stage ( FG L O ): and the storeys killed in the ROCs (EKLS). Be­
fore the clustering algorithm is run. a check is made to see whether any of the storeys in the 
ESDA bank of fired towers is also in EDST. which are then flagged. A correction is made 
for missing pads based on inter])olat ion of its expected value depending on its depth in the 
shower profile.
The JULIA routine EC CL US handles the association of ECAL storeys into clusters 
and sums up their energies. A topological cluster is a group of spatially connected storeys. 
This is defined to mean that connected storeys share at least one corner. The conditions 
for connectivity are applied equally in all regions of the calorimeter -  therefore clusters can 
include storeys from different modules and can span the barrel/end-cap  overlap region.
The raw da ta  input to the cluslering algorithm is the bank ESDA. The clustering 
algorithm uses two thresholds: //„«. which is currently set to 30 MeV and thigh-, currently 
90 MeV. A storey must have at least one storey above thigh- Only storeys which are 
above tiou, are considered for inclusion in clusters. The cluster thresholds are held in the 
ECNS bank in the detector database, fhe thresholds may be altered if the da ta  are later 
reprocessed. The algorithm scans the storey data bank, and s tarts  a cluster around the first 
storey it finds exceeding thigh- A recursive algorithm then scans all the neighbours, adding 
them to the cluster if their energy exceeds //f,„. The access method is optimized to run 
quickly [135]. The process is repeated until all clusters have been found. The output is a 
BOS bank called ECLU which contains the position and energy in the three stacks of each 
cluster. For each cluster there is also a pointer to the first storey in the ESDA bank which
dead storeys may be found usiuf; the wire' pidsiii;:, leclmic|ue described in section 5.6
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was used to s ta r t  the cluster. lu the ESDA bank, each storey is tagged with the index of 
the cluster to which it belongs, and a chain of pointers is kept between all the storeys in a 
cluster.
The possibility of dead storeys occurring within a cluster must be dealt with. As each 
event is being passed through the clustering routine, this bank EDST (Ecal Dead STorey) 
is accessed. If one of the neighbours to a cluster is a dead storey it is added to the cluster 
with an energy of 0.1 MeV. No a ttem pt is made to correct further for the energy contained 
in a  missing storey.
The routine ECFOB.J transforms ECAL clusters into calorimeter objects -  ECOBs. 
The following quantities are computed for every cluster : region (end-caps, barrel, overlap); 
positions in the ta  and phi; particle identification variables; raw and corrected energy. To 
compute the corrected energy, corrections are applied for :
• g e o m e t r i c a l  losses: a particle entering a crack between two modules does 
not deposit its energy evenly. 'Phe (Miergy in the IIC.AL directly behind may 
be used to compensate for losses in l lu' crack. Also, a  particle entering the 
overlap region between barrel and end cap deposits energy in an insensitive 
region, and may also leak energy at the back as there is less depth of material 
here. An algorithm exists for energy compensation in this region.
• c lu s te r in g  losses; during clustering, storeys below threshold are not included, 
but their energy should then be accounted for and added to the cluster. A 
correction based on the region in I h e  E ('. \L  and the raw energy of the cluster 
is applied. The procedure used is based on test beam data.
• s a tu r a t io n :  If the cluster has been identified as an electron or a photon, a 
correction is also applied for sal mat ion in the calorimeter. The correction factor 
used is 1 +  7.8 X 10"^ E *. This reflects the fact that the device does not measure 
all of the energy in the core of the highest energy electron showers. In the 
overlap region no saturation correct ion is applied as no electron identification 
probability is computed in this region.
• leakage: which takes into account leakage of energy from the back of the 
ECAL. Leakage can occur at any point in t he calorimeter, due to the statistical 
fluctuations in shower size. Phis loss is parameterized as a function of energy
*  b a s e d  o n  t h e  t e s t  b e a m  r e s u l t s  o f  s e c t i o n
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and incident angle. Energy losses in material before the calorimeter are not 
considered.
• o v e r la p  c o r re c t io n ;  in the barrel-endcap overlap region the energy observed 
is reduced. A correction based on test beam work is applied.
• d e a d  c h a n n e l  corrections are not applied
• a n  e/7F r a t i o  correction is applied to the non-electromagnetic showers
The outpu t of the clustering algorithm is the BOS bank ECOB (ECal OBject) which con­
tains a  list of clusters, their 0 and é  coordinates, the energy in each stack, the region of the 
cluster, the number of dead storeys included in the cluster, and pointers to associated T P C  
tracks.
4 .5 .2  C h a r g e d  T ra c k  M a tc h in g
The next step is to associate charged tracks with EC.\L clusters. The information from 
the charged track banks (FRET) is extiapolat('d to the entrance point into the ECAL. The 
track information (position, direction cosines, mojiientnm and charge) at the entry point 
to the ECAL is put in the bank E T P l .  Certain low momentum spiralling tracks are not 
considered safe to be extrapolated and are flagged as such i.e.-
• those tracks which spiral more llian five turns
• tracks with a momentum less than 500 .MeV (this threshold is in ECNS)
• tracks which end at a secondary \ertex
A stepwise helix extrapolation is performed for each track. At each step the storeys inter­
secting the track are found. The clustering algorithm routines are used to see if this track 
or its neighbours are a member of a cluster. track and a cluster are associated if one point 
of the track is in one storey of the cluster or if the track has one point in a  storey which is 
neighbouring with one storey of the cluster. I'herefore. the size of the ‘road’ searched for 
associating a track with a cluster is of t he order of 3cm. The extrapolation is then continued 
until the track exits the ECAL. .At this stage more than one cluster may be associated with 
a track. It is possible for many tracks to point to a cluster, but many clusters arising from 
one track would be difficult to interpret and so this is not allowed. Next, EcalObjects are 
constructed from the tracks and clusters. (It would be possible to split clusters to create 
composite entities, e.g. gamma ])lus extra energy, but this is not done.) Each ECAL cluster 
becomes an EcalObject. However, a given track may only be part of one EcalObject. This 
cluster is the one with which the track ini('rsecis first. The m any-to-m any relationship
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between clusters and tracks is thus rosoivod. The EcalObjects bank ECOB also contains 
information on the particle identificalion hypotheses.
4.5 .3  A ssociation  o f HCAL Clusters
Next, the association of T PC  tracks and ECAL objects with HCAL objects is performed. 
The da ta  input to this stage consists of T PC  tracks. EcalObjects and HCAL clusters. The 
tracks are split into two classes; those which are minimum ionising particles (i.e. those T P C  
tracks associated with no ECAL object or an ECAL object with an energy consistent with 
the particle being a mip) and others. For mip tracks the track is extrapolated through the 
HCAL (using the muon tracking routines). At each plane in the HCAL the distance to the 
neighbouring fired HCAL storeys is computed. If the neighbouring storeys in HCAL are 
within a distance consistent with multiple scattering then tha t  HCAL object is associated 
with the track.
For other charged tracks which interact in the ECAL the association between the HCAL 
cluster and the EcalObject is made on the basis of the pr  w.r.t. the track. The smallest 
angle between the entering track and any storey in the HChAL cluster under consideration 
is computed. This together with the HCAb cluster energy gives the pr-  The decision to 
make an association is based on the angle, t he /;•/• and the HCAL cluster energy. Neutral 
EcalObjects are assumed to have a straight t rack from the origin pointing to the barycentre 
of the cluster. These are then associated to lIC.AE objects in a similar fashion, based on the 
P t  with respect to the track (unless they are deemed to be isolated gammas -  see below).
The last part of this stage is the formation of Calorimeter Objects -  CalObjects, stored 
in the PECO bank. Each CalObject is a s('i of connected EcalObjects and HCAL clusters. 
A CalObject includes all the EC Ah and 11C A I. storeys in which one or more primary 
particles have deposited energy. .A primary particle should deposit all of its energy in one 
CalObject.
4.5 .4  N eutral Particles
Neutral particles are isolated gammas and neutral hadronic particles which result from 
a comparison between the energy of a CalObject and the total momentum of all associ­
ated charged tracks. For each CalObject the program examines the particle identification 
hypothesis for each contributing EcalObject. 1 he most likely candidate type is used and 
each particle is added to the bank PCPA. If t he IhalObject is flagged as a  mip, the energy 
is multiplied by the p f f  ratio, otherwise i Ik' remaining energy is assumed hadronic and is
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multiplied by the 7r/e ratio. Then all associalcci HC.AL clusters are scanned, with the as­
sumption tha t  the HC.AL is only hit by pious. Finally, the neutral energy particle associated 
with the CalObject is found. Its momentum is the difference between the sum of residual 
energies and the sum of track momenta. In order to obtain the best energy resolution with 
ALEPH, the T P C  momentum is used for charged particles and the combined calorimeters 
are used for neutrals.
4.5.5 Energy Flow
The energy flow algorithm a ttem pts  to improve the uniformity of response and minimize 
the resolution of the calorimeter. It uses information from the three stacks of the calorimeter, 
plus the HCAL energy in a weighted fit which is dependent on the angular position of 
the shower in the calorimeter. The objectives of the energy flow analysis group was to 
devise methods in the JULIA reconst ruction program to optimize the performance of the 
calorimeter. Their goals were to:
• achieve an unbiased estimate of the en ergy  entering the calorimeters, unaffected 
by angular effects or dead zones
• achieve the best energy resolution possible
• give a precise value for the energy vector in the event
This is done to get the best possible physics : good measurement of jet energy and angles is 
needed for searches for non-interacting part icles: missing energy and momentum imbalances 
are needed in the search for new |)articles.
The inputs to such an algorithm arc' from three sources. Firstly, the calibration infor­
mation, which is discussed extensively elsewhere in this thesis. The calibration work ensures 
that the da ta  input to .JULIA is correctly calibrated with respect to absolute calibration, 
electronics (ADC and amplifier gains) and uniformity corrections. Corrections for missing 
pads will be handled by the on-line system. More complicated faults are handled off-line. 
Slow control corrections for pressure, tempera I tire and voltage drift are computed in JULIA 
or at the analysis stage with code in .Vf.Pll.\. Secondly, corrections are made for losses in 
the apparatus which are due to :
• dead zones : there are dead zones at the ('dges of all modules and also in HCAL 
there are spacer bars between the iron sheets.
• dead channels
• energy loss in t he magnet coil and ot lu'r non-sensitive material
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• losses at small angles, wliicli con Id bo corrected using luminosity calorimeter 
information
• losses of low energy charged particles, which spiral in the magnetic field and 
do not enter the calorimeter and of low energy photons which are below ECAL 
threshold
Thirdly, corrections are included which depend on the physics processes in a  particular 
event :
• the e /x  ratio. ECAL calibrations are a])plied assuming the particle is an elec­
tron or photon : however the e /x  ratio of the device is about 1.3 -  1.4. This 
is the factor which must theji be applied if the deposited energy in ECAL is 
identified as belonging to a hadronic cluster.
• non-interacting charged hadrons in ECAL
• high energy muons. .Muon energy is not well measured by the calorimeters; the 
T PC  momentum should be used.
4.5 .6  E lectron Identification
The identification of electrons relies on information from the ITC, T P C  and ECAL. 
This consists of momentum. dE/d.v  measurements, extrapolation into the ECAL and the 
energy deposit in each storey of the EC.\L. Identification is only done for charged tracks in 
ITC and /o r  T PC  which are associated with an EC.VL cluster. .Also, the following discussion 
is only valid for those clusters not near a crack. Seven ’estimators’ are calculated for each 
candidate. The estimators are dimensionless (piantities. which are the deviations of specified 
parameters from the expected values for a i rue electron. The estimators are based on te s t-  
beam da ta  and Monte Carlo simulation. Four of the estimators describe some feature of 
a shower: its compactness, the longitudinal shape, the fraction of track energy deposited 
within the calorimeter. The others are i he dE/d.r  and a comparison of the impact point 
on the ECAL with the shower centre. Lhe energy deposited in the ECAL is more useful at 
high energy and the dE/d.v  at low energy.
M om en tu m -en ergy  balance: Lhe lirst est imator R\  measures the difference in the 
T P C  measured momentum and the energy measured by the ECAL :
where: E  is ECAL measured energy: /> is track moment urn; c r { E . p )  is the quadratic sum of the 
resolutions of the T P C  and ECAL.
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T r a n s v e r s e  c o m p a c tn e s s :  From ECAL tost beam data , it was found tha t  % 83% of 
the shower energy for an electron is deposited in the four central towers, independent of 
energy. The second estimator then measures the transverse compactness of the shower:
(4.5.2)l>
where is the energy in the four closest storeys to the charged track extrapolation and 
ro is the value expected for an electron shower.
L o n g i tu d in a l  sh a p e :  The third and fourl h estimators are concerned with the longi­
tudinal development of the showers. .\s ex pi aim'd in d.3.1. the showers are parameterized 
as:
i lE/ fls = +  (4.5.3)
The quantities chosen for the estimator a re n =  1/.4 and b = B / A  as A  and B  are
strongly correlated, a and b are related to t he energy deposition pattern  in the four central 
towers:
~  (4.5.4)
where 5,- is the barycentre in depth of stack i which is deduced by optimizing the param e­
terization of the energy deposition with respect to E. The estimators used are then:
_  { ( I  -  U p )
"" =
E n e r g y  loss in T P C :  The fifth ('stimator uses the flE/d.v information from the T PC  
to give a probability for a track to be an ('h'ctron.
/C, =  ^  (4.5.6)
S h o w e r  B a r y c e n t r e :  The final two estimators are based on a comparison of the 
shower barycentre calculated from the four central towers and the track extrapolation into 
the ECAL. In fact, these estimators are not used in .lULl.A.
The estimators are held in the bank El I) I (Electron IDenTification ). This bank also 
has the overall electron identification hypot hesis. which is computed from the estimators. 
The electron efficiency has been measured at 9.8%. and the pion rejection at 99%, (for single
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particles above 2 GeV). In sininlatod hadionic events the electron efficiency above 5 GeV is 
87%, with a hadron contamination of 0.7%. For lower momentum  tracks, down to around 
2 GeV, the d E / d x  cut maintains hadron contamination at around 1%.
4 .5 .7  P h o t o n  I d e n t i f ic a t io n
In the case of photons, a given neutral ECAL cluster may either come from a photon, a 
x° 27, several photons, a  neutral hadron or a mixture of these. Probabilities for each of 
these hypotheses are computed, using the longitudinal and transverse profiles of the shower. 
A search for photon energy contained within charged clusters is also made. The results of 
the identification of neutral clusters, i.e. candidate x°s. gammas and neutral hadrons are 
stored in the bank PCPA (Pot Calorimeter P.\rticles). Neutral clusters in the ECAL are 
classified into the following types, depending on their proximity to discontinuities in the 
structure:
• cluster contained wholly in one module
• cluster close to a crack betwc'cn modules
• cluster near the barrel-endcap overlap region
• clusters at low angle end of end-caps
For each of these categories, a different algorithm is used to extract information on the 
nature of the particle(s) responsible.
C lu s te r s  w h o l ly  w i th in  a  m o d u le  Similar techniques to the electron identification 
are applied to classify the cluster into one of three types: purely EM, hadronic or am­
biguous. A second operation based on tiu' 1 ransverse spread is then done to separate the 
electromagnetic clusters into single photons, double photons from Xq decay and multi pho­
tons.
C lu s te r s  c lose  to  a  c ra c k  The algorithm uses the ratios of the energies on either 
side of the crack to get the energy and local ion of a presumed photon. For particles near a 
crack, a correction is made. If the location of impact is directly in a crack, where most of 
the energy will be lost, a nominal energy is computed. HCAL information is not used at 
the moment. Monte Carlo studies have bec'ii made to tune this algorithm.
B a r r e l - e n d c a p  o v e r la p  reg ion  .\t present, these clusters are treated in the same 
way as wholly contained clusters, but are all classified of type ambiguous.
Low an g le s  No correction is made at the moment for photons in this region.
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4 .6 . A L P H A
ALPHA (Alepli PHysics Analysis) is the program used for physics analysis of ALEPH 
data . It is intended for use by the ordinary physicist in the collaboration, who is not an 
expert in the analysis software described above. ALPHA can process all types of ALEPH 
data: Monte Carlo tracks, raw da ta  and reconstructed da ta  in the full PO T, DST and 
condensed m ini-DST formats. All event input-output and BOS bank unpacking etc. is 
handled by ALPHA using the ALREAD package; the user only needs to supply a set of 
steering cards. ALPHA has many mnemonic names for physical variables, e.g. momentum 
or energy, meaning th a t  the user does not need a detailed knowledge of the ALEPH da ta  
structures in order to do physics. Utility routines for event analysis, e.g. jet finders, 
sphericity products etc. are also part of the .ALIMI.A package. Additional ALPHA routines 
which have been written by collaboration members, but which are not a  part of the official 
ALPHA package may be placed on the TPIIA' ( User PHYsics) disk. In this area, there are 
routines for the calorimeters energy flow algorithm, searching for x° in the ECAL, photon 
identification, tan tau selection, alternative fitting algorithms. ECAL calibration, selection 
of events good for physics etc. The .AbPII.A analysis program was used extensively for 
the da ta  analysis presented in Cha])ter b. Output from the ALPHA package is usually in 
the form of histograms or n-tuples. which can be displayed and manipulated by the PAW 
(Physics Analysis Workstation) program [130]. It gives one facilities for plotting, making 
cuts on and fitting HBOOK data and piodncing presentation quality graphs.
4 .7 . E v en t D ir e c to r ie s
A new concept developed for the A I.UPII experiment is tha t  of the event directory 
or EDIR. An EDIR (electronic directory) is a file containing the physical location of each 
event (disk or tape file) and an entry for ('ach event, which allocates it to one or more 
classes. These event types are based on t In' trigger fired, e.g. a. luminosity trigger or an 
ECAL trigger, and on an event selection criterion, e.g. hadronic decay. An EDIR file 
is created for each ALEPH run. One (an use the EDIR as a. preselection mechanism to 
ignore events not of interest in the particidar analysis, e.g. beam-gas events, luminosity 
events and cosmic triggers, or to select only c('i tain types of events, for instance all hadronic 
decays, in the da ta  sample.
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4 .8 . G r a p h ic s  D isp la y s
DALI (Display of ALeph Interactions) [137] is a two-dimensional event display program 
which runs on VAX graphics workstations. Its basic philosophy is to display events in 
several different projections : x-y, y -z . r-z, theta-ph i etc. This enables one to see the 
characteristics of an event, i.e. match tracks and calorimeter clusters without needing a 
3-dimensional view. Cuts can be made on track momenta, and also on the th e ta  and phi 
angles. Fig. 4.8.1 shows a DALI plot of the first event taken by ALEPH, on the 14th of 
August 1989. This is a — qqg three-jet event.
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Fig . 4 .8 .1 : D.VLI plot of the first Al.F.PH event
PIGAL (Prolog Interactive Gra]>iiics for Abojtli) [138] is a 3-dimensional graphics and 
physics analysis program for .ALEPH data. It is partially written in the Prolog artificial 
intelligence language. Using PIGAL. one can either draw or list any ALEPH da ta  bank, 
and draw any part of the ALEPH detector in 3-dimensions. Rotations, zooming and the 
picking of tracks of interest are all possible.
4 .9 . C o n c lu s io n
The test beam mea.sureinents on which the paranieterizations used in the GALEPH 
simulations are based is described in 5 .8 . The calibration constants used in the JULIA
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reconstruction are based on this test beam work, plus radioactive gas calibration and wide- 
angle Bhablia scatter events, as discussed in 5.9 and 5.10. The validity of the Monte Carlo 
event simulation of hadronic events by ALEPH and the GALEPH simulation of gam m a ray 
energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter will be examined in part in Chapter 6 .
Chapter 5. 
The ALEPH Electromagnetic Calorimeter
‘I f  work is so good, how come the rich haven't taken it all for themselves?’
5 .1 . I n tr o d u c t io n
The ALEPH electro-magnetic calorimeter is intended to detect electrons, photons and 
neutral pions with a good energy resolution, high spatial precision and also to help in 
particle identification. At high energy, the electron energy measurement will improve on the 
accuracy of the momentum measurement possible in the T PC . The detector was designed 
to measure particles over as much of the Itt region around the interaction point as possible. 
The design goals were [139]:
• an energy resolution of 15% /\TË
• measurements of particles from 50 MeV to 100 GeV
• a uniformity of response of [%■ across the face of a module
• a granularity similar to the size of a typical EM shower
• position determination for showers to within % 5mm
The above objectives had to be satisfied by a device capable of operating in a  magnetic 
field of 1.5 Tesla, with high reliability, stable with time and able to absorb high rates of
synchrotron radiation without aging, fhe device is placed within the magnet solenoid as
studies indicated tha t  if the calorimeter was to be placed behind 10cm of aluminium (equiv­
alent to the magnet coil) the tt/c reject ion was significantly degraded; a high proportion 
of the particles would s ta r t  to shower in the coil, worsening the position resolution and 
two-particle separation. In addition very low energy photons would be absorbed in the 
coil and could not be 'detected. The calorimeter was designed to have a high granularity 
to permit the separation of the many individual particles and specifically electrons in a  jet 
and the isolation and measurement of photons. A conventional lead/scintillator design was 
rejected as the fine granularity would have been impossible to achieve with this technique. 
Large area scintillator based calorimeters also suffer from non-uniformity of response over 
the large scintillator sheets, problems of photomultiplier drift and radiation aging of scin­
tillators which necessitates regular calibrai ion with very stable light sources or radioactive
\'2
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sources. The device chosen to satisfy all the ci ilei ia was a. sampling calorimeter with gaseous 
wire-chamber readout. Monte Carlo studies indicated tha t  this design should achieve an
energy resolution of 1 5% / \ / E { G e V ) .  Due to the large number of readout channels the 
signals are highly multiplexed and read out by custom-built FASTBUS modules.
In order to achieve an overall consistent performance of the detector satisfying the design 
goals, the knowledge of the calibration and of the stability of operation must be at the 1% 
level. This chapter is concerned with the various methods used by the ALEPH collaboration 
to perform these tasks. The chapter begins by describing in detail the construction and 
layout of the end-cap modules. The tests performed on the modules a t  the time of building 
and the tolerances achieved in construction are presented. The readout electronics for the 
many thousands of channels in the calorimeter are discussed. The method of assessing the 
module performance by wire pulsing, where test signals are applied to the anode wire planes 
is described and the information gained by this technique is discussed. The cosmic ray test 
station which was constructed at the Rutherford .Appleton Laboratory is described. All of 
the end-cap modules were tested using the cosmic ray muon flux, which gives a check on the 
correct functioning of all channels and may be used to give a uniformity map. Three of the 
modules were taken to CERN and placed in a test beam. This gives an absolute calibration 
with known electron, photon and pion energies. The modules were also tested in conjunction 
with barrel modules, to characterize the behaviour in the end-cap /barre l  overlap region, 
and with a prototype HCAL module to investigate the response of the combined ALEPH 
calorimeter to pions. The next section concerns the technicpie of radioactive gas calibration. 
This gives a relative calibration among modules, and when compared with the test beam 
results gives an absolute energy scale. 1 he radioactive gas results may also be used for 
uniformity mapping, although this was not the primary purpose for obtaining these data. 
Finally, a very short study has been made using llhabha scatter events for energy calibration 
of the calorimeter.
5 .2 . E C A L  M o d u le  C o n s tr u c t io n
The electromagnetic calorimeter, shown in Fig. 5.2.1. consists of twelve barrel modules 
together with two end-cap sections each with twelve "petaF modules. Fig. 3.3.1 shows 
the ECAL in relation to the whole detector. Several of the French collaborating institutes 
are responsible for the barrel const ruci ion. the gas system and associated electronics. The 
UK institutes involved with the electromagnetic calorimeter are the R u t her ford-Appleton
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Fig . 5 .2 .1: Tlie ALEPH Electroniagiiolic Calorimeter
Laboratory (R.AL), Royal Holloway College and the Universities of Glasgow, Sheffield and 
Lancaster.
Each module (petal and barrel) consists of 15 layers of lead sheets interleaved with 
multiwire proportional chambers. The petal and barrel modules are constructed in a  differ­
ent fashion due to their different shapes and because the mechanical stresses on them are 
very different when they are in place on the detector; the barrel modules being oriented 
at all angles and the petal modules hanging veitically. The modules are constructed from 
non-magnetic materials in order to pK'vent any disturbance to the magnetic field. The 
petals weigh 2.6 tons each, the barrel modules 1Ü.-I tons. The modules are divided up into 
three depth sections, making 22 radiation lengths in total. These are known as stacks 1, 2 
and 3. Stack 1 consists of 10 layers of 2mm lead, making 3.46 radiation lengths. Stack 1 
is separated from stack 2 by an aluminium plate. Stack 2 consists of 23 layers making 8.86 
radiation lengths. Again, stack 2 is separated from stack 3 by an aluminium plate. Stack 
3 has 12 layers of 4mm lead making S.91 radiation lengths. The thicker layers in stack 
3 reduce the number of readout channels and reduces the volume of each module. Early 
simulation studies [140] showed that there is no significant worsening of resolution with the 
coarser sampling in stack 3 as an electromagnet ic shower is dying away in this region.
5.2.1 W ire P lanes and Towers
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Fig . 5.2.2: Detail of Multi wire Chamber
Between each pair of lead sheets there is a. multiwire proportional chamber, Fig. 5.2.2. 
The multiwire proportional chambers in the barrel section have wires running along the 
length of the module. In the end-caps the wires run parallel to the edge of a  petal, rather 
in the fashion of a harp. Looking from the rear of a petal, the wires run parallel to  the right 
hand edge. Each wire is contained in an aluminium extrusion of rectangular cross-section 
on three sides and on the other by a resistive layer of graphited mylar which permits signal 
pickup on a system of segmented cathode pads. The mylar has a resistivity of between 2 
and 2.8 GCl/m.  The extrusions were sorted into batches which have the same overall height 
to ±50/xm and channel depth to ±12.5/im. Each layer is built of extrusions from the same 
batch. Overall, the extrusions have been measured to have have a height of 3.774±0.038mm 
and a channel depth of 3.200 ±  0.022mm. As explained later, the uniformity is critically 
dependent on the constancy of these dimensions. The wires are 25 /^m gold-plated tungsten 
on a 5.5mm pitch. There are 210 wires per plane. The high voltage supply to each plane is 
spht into three sections, each with approximately equal area, using the circuit in Fig. 5.2.3. 
The wires are connected in pairs by fuses to the HT supply. This means th a t  if there
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are broken or shorting wires, a pulse of current can be applied which blows the fuse and 
disconnects tha t  pair of wires. This procedure lias had to be carried out on most modules.
The wires are not positioned in tiie exact centre of the extrusion, as discussed in 5.4.2, 
but are 200 microns lower than centre. The wires are positioned to the correct height by 
nylon supports running at right angles: these wire supports are not necessary for electrical 
stability, but are intended to keep the wires from sagging, thus keeping the gain uniform to 
1-2 % over a  plane. The wire supports arc staggered from plane to plane so tha t  there are 
no ‘dead’ regions through the calorimeter, hiiere is a signal read out from each complete 
wire plane, i.e. 45 channels per module, which is used in the level 1 trigger.
The main readout is from the cathode pads. The pads, of average size 3cm by 3cm, are 
grouped together to form 'towers’ pointing at the interaction point, as shown schematically 
in Fig. 5.2.4. Each tower on average subtends l.bTx 10""' steradians, which is approximately 
the size of a typical electromagnetic shower. There are 25570 towers in the end-caps and 
49152 in the barrel. The 45 pads in each tower are ganged together into the three depth 
sections mentioned above, and so there are three readouts per tower, which are known as 
storeys. One of the differences between petal and barrel is tha t  in the barrel modules these 
cathode pads are on PVC sheets, whereas in the end-caps they are on fibreglass printed 
circuit (PC) boards. The printed circuit boards were manufactured in four sections per 
layer, and are carefully dowelied into place during construction. The pads are connected 
via through-plated  holes to tracks on the reverse side which run to the edge of the module.
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On the edges, the pads forming a tower are wired together and connected to the front-end 
electronics box by cables which pass through feed-throughs on the back face of the module. 
The pad boards in the petals have a complicated geometry. There are 50 rows of pads, 
laid out in two halves. Wlien the petals a re mounted one next to another on the end-caps 
these rows form concentric rings. The pad towers are planned such th a t  there are no gaps 
in these concentric rings, liowever the modules must have casings and space for the readout 
cables down the sides. To leave space, one line of pads at the side is cut almost in half, 
resulting in ‘half-pads’. In fact, some pads are completely missing even though they are 
logically in the readout order. The projective geometry also means tha t  some pad rows 
are physically missing near the back of the j>elals -  the towers simply project out of the 
module. The pads grow in size from the front of a tower to the back, and from the foot 
end of the module to the broad end. There are twenty different types of PC boards used to 
create this geometry. The pad geometry was planned using computer programs written by 
Steve Fisher of the Rutherford Lab. and outputs from these programs were used to instruct 
the computer-controlled routing and drilling machines used to manufacture the PC  boards. 
The uniformity of the calorimeter is very dependent on the precision of manufacture and 
positioning of the pads. Fig. 5.2.5 shows the composition of one complete layer of the 
detector.
5.2.2 Slow C ontrol P latines
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Fig . 5.2.5; Composition of one layer of the ALEPH ECAL
The gas conditions inside each petal are monitored by devices known as platines. A 
platine is bolted onto the back plate of a module, and is in contact with the gas volume. 
In ALEPH platines are mounted on each of the barrel modules, and one of each pair of 
end-cap modules. (The end-cap modules can share a platine as they are connected in pairs 
to the gas circulation system.) Each platine has a pressure sensor and a tem perature  sensor, 
plus a  small ionisation chamber equipped with an source which measures the mean
charge collected from (j keV X-rays ab,sorbed in the gas, and so monitors the gas gain. The 
chambers are inter-calibrated to 0.5‘X after manufacture. The response of gas gain 
to gas density changes is different for 6 k e \’ X-rays than from ionising particles traversing 
the cells, so tha t  for gain changes of more than 5% corrections must be applied for these 
effects. This is discussed in the section on electron calibration, 5.8.4.
The da ta  from the platines, and such information as low voltage power supply settings 
and high voltage settings for each module is known as slow-control information. In ALEPH, 
such information is handled by a system based on the G64 bus. The slow control information 
is available to operators at the surface console, and is written periodically in the da ta  stream 
as slow control records.
5.2.3 Tests D uring A ssem bly
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Each component was tested before assembly into the final structure, and the completed 
module underwent several testing and calibration stages. Before assembling the module, all 
PC boards were checked and if necessary repaired to ensure good electrical contact from the 
interior of the petal to the outside. The aluminium extrusions which form the wire chambers 
were all selected to be within a small tolerance, as described above, since a very small change 
in dimension will affect the electric field and hence change the gain. The wire planes were 
assembled on a flat metal surface, and the anode wires for each plane were positioned, 
tensioned and soldered into place by a specially constructed wiring machine. Completed 
wire planes were ‘flare tested’ -  where high tension is applied in air and the corona discharge 
from the wires is photographed. Such discharges indicate deformed regions on the plane 
and tracking at the HT rails. Any unconnected wires show up as dark lines. The planes at 
this stage were also visually inspected whilst high voltage is applied. Any area which sparks 
consistently indicates a fault, which was repaired. Next the PC boards, wire planes, mylar 
sheets and lead sheets were married in a. partial stack. This stack was then ‘tank tes ted’ 
-  high voltage is applied in an 90%Ar/10‘X('()•_, atmosphere and the currents drawn and 
spark rate  per plane is monitored. Then all 15 planes were assembled and compressed for 
several days to make them as flat as ])ossible. The individual pads were wired up into the 
projective towers, and the wiring checked. (Completed towers were checked by measuring 
their capacitance. The assembly was then surrounded by a vacuum tight case. PVC bags 
were inserted between the layers and the top and sides of the case and araldite resin was 
pumped in under a pressure of 0 . 1 bar and allowed to cure. This procedure is intended 
to stop mechanical deformation of the planes when the modules are hung vertically on the 
end-caps of ALEPH. Detailed simulations of the mechanical loadings on the petals were 
performed using the NASTRAN finite-element ])ackage at the design stage. Also of concern 
is the possibility of creep in the lead planes since they are hung vertically. The lead alloy 
selected and the construction method chosen should minimize this. Fig. 5.2.6 shows the 
construction details of one complete petal.
5.2.4 Choice o f  O perating Conditions
The original choice for a gas mixture was 50/f .Argon /  50% Ethane. In the prototype 
tests, this mixture gave a resolution of 18‘/f / \ / Ë  in the absence of a magnetic field. However, 
in a magnetic field of 1.37 Tesla parallel to the wires (as is the case for the barrel modules 
in ALEPH) the resolution worsened to 2 I% / \ /F .  Simulations using EGS showed th a t  this 
was due to low energy electrons s|)iraling along the wires. Tests were repeated using a
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80% Xe /  20% CO-j mixture and a résolut ion of 18.0% /  \ / F  was measured. Xenon is a  denser 
gas, which has a lower mean free path for the low energy electrons. This gas mixture should 
present no problems with chamber aging as no hydrocarbon-based additives are used*. 
The gas system constantly recirculates the mixture in the modules to ensure a uniform 
distribution of gas pressure and composition throughout the many small volumes of gas in 
each module, as the stability of the caloriim'ter (h'pends critically on the gas gain. This will 
also help to avoid gas aging effects, although these are not a concern with this mixture. The 
gas system keeps the pro|)ortion of Xenon in the mixture to 80 ±  [%. (It has been noted 
that a change of 1% in the proportion of X ( m i o i i  changes the gain by 8% [110].) The gas 
system incorporates oxygen filters, as oxygen is an electronegative gas which stops the gas 
multiplication process. The j)etals operate at atmospheric pressure plus 60 mbar. Running 
at above atmospheric (pressure meatih that if there are small leaks the gas mixture should 
escape, rather than atmos])heric gases giuting in. The gas tem perature is required to be 
controlled to within 0.5°C. Samples of the gas in each module are taken periodically and 
analysed using a mass spectrometer. This was also done during the beam line tests.
* In multi wire proport ional rhamhi'is using gas mixiiires contaiuiug hydrocarbons, deposits of 
polymerized molecules can build up on ihr wires leading to changes in electric, field and hence gain
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The choice of high voltage setting for the running period is based on a calibration 
performed with radioactive gas, as described in section 5.9.
5.3. The R eadout E lectronics
Each tower of pads is wired together inside the petal and a connection is brought out 
through a feed-through to the front end electronics box which is situated within the detector. 
A typical tower has a capacitance of around 2 nanoFarads. Each tower is connected to an 
integrating amplifier, see Fig. 5.3.1. This shows the circuitry of one eight-channel front- 
end amplifier hybrid (the individual towers are connected to the points marked IPO to IP7.) 
The front-end chips are manufactured to <\ custom design by the Neohm company using a 
thick-film hybrid process.
Due to the very large number of readout channels (216 000 in total) in the ECAL, it 
is impracticable due to reasons of cost, power consumption and space to a ttach  a cable, an 
amplifier and an analogue to digital converter to each one. Therefore multiplexing of the 
readout must be carried out. The individual integrating amplifiers are grouped into sets of 
32 which are read out by i^vmminej ainijiifiers. see Fig. 5.3.2.. The summing amplifier has 
two outputs: a low gain and a high gain which is 8 times the low gain. This is to enable 
the electronics to cover the full dynamic range required. The signals from the summing 
amplifiers go via twisted pairs to the FA STBl’S analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) in 
the barracks. The readout sequence is under the control of a  FASTBUS module called 
the sequencer which uses digital control lines to operate the switches A. B, C and D. The 
sequencer is a programmable device, and the t linings of the readout sequence can be changed 
between LEP fills.
Fig. 5.3.2 shows a diagram of the wliole readout chain. For reasons of clarity, only one 
of the integrating amplifiers from Fig. 5.3.1 is shown.
5 .3.1 T h e  R e a d o u t  S e q u e n c e
Looking at Fig. 5.3.2. the readout circuitry functions in the following manner. The 
charge from the front-end ])ads is integrated onto the feedback capacitors of the integrating 
amplifiers. Initially, the output from the summing amplifier is the sum of all 32 channels 
connected to it. When this has been read the summing amplifier is cleared, then each of 
the 32 channels are read out in turn.
The front-end electronics is normally cycling through a refresh cycle where signals are 
accumulated on the integrating amplifiers. If no event has occurred during the integration
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Fig. 5.3.1: Circuit Diagram of X-(’iiannol Hybrid
time, the accumulated charge on the capacitors of the integrating amplifiers is discharged. 
The refresh cycle is as follows :
• The switches are initially set to A open. B closed. C open and D open.
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• After l/,is switch A is closed for 2//.s to allow the capacitor C a to discharge. 
Switch A is then re-opened, Siniultaneoiisly the C switch is also closed but 
C remains closed for 8//.s to allow any transients produced by closing the A 
switches to die away.
• After lOfis the D switch is closed for l//.s to discharge capacitor Cd-  The B 
switch remains closed.
• At 15/i.s the system has accumulaied any signal on the front-end integrating 
amplifiers and is ready to receive a trigger signal to perform a readout.
If no trigger is received by 22.5//.S a fresh sef|uence is started.
When the trigger signal is received, a readout sefpience is started. Each of the integrating 
amplifiers transfers its charge to the storage capacitors C'b - These are then read out one- 
by-one by the summing amplifiers. The readout so(|uence is as follows:
• Initially, the switches are at A open. B closed. C open and D open. When 
a particle showers in the calorimeler. charge is collected from the tower pads 
on the capacitors C,\- (A I CieV partich' deposits around 6 picoCoulombs of 
charge per storey.)
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• Over the first 5//.s switch A is open and the B switch remains closed. The 
operational amplifiers then act as integrating amplifiers. The time constant of 
the circuit is 720 ns, so waiting for 5//s means all the charge is collected on C a -
• After 5/A5 the B-switches are opened, which isolates the capacitors Cg. After 
6/i5 the A-switches are closed to discharge the capacitors C a -
• The C-switches are closed at 5.1//.S to prevent charges being accumulated on 
C c  due to transients. After a further b//.s, when the circuit has settled, the 
C-switches are re-opened.
• Then each of the 32 integrating amplifiers is read out in turn, by the following 
steps in each case :
1. the appropriate B switch is closed for 3//.s, thus transferring the 
charge on this channel to Cç.
2. after a 7/t.s delay the ( ' switch is closed for 2/t.s, transferring the 
charge to Co
3. the voltage on Co  then read by the F.A.STBUS ADC.
4. the C switch is then closed
The whole readout sequence takes of the order of -lOO/z.s.
5.3.2 T he FA ST B U S System
The components for the readout and control of t he calorimeter are based on the FAST­
BUS standard. The .VDC modules (FfiS-l.) ADC [111] ) are single-width FASTBUS modules 
which process and zero suppress 3072 channels. This corresponds to the high and low gains 
for 512 towers, i.e. half a petal module or one fourth a barrel module. .As has been said, the 
front-end electronics are multiplexed by a factor of 32. and at each of the 32 digitisation cy­
cles the ADC digitises the da ta  from 10 towers, using another level of internal multiplexing 
by 8. The ADC contains 3 digitising sc'ctions (one for each stack) and a zero-suppression 
section. A digitising section contains four . \M 0112 12-bit ADCs and three 512X 12 bit mem­
ories, containing the high gain data, low gain data and zero- suppression thresholds. Zero 
suppression involves choosing either the higli-gain or the low-gain signal (if the high-gain 
has saturated  the ADC) and comparing this with a threshold before pedestal subtraction. 
The AM6112 chips have a conversion time of 7 //.s and the total conversion time for the  3072 
channels is 2.2 milliseconds. The readout cycle of the front end and the digitisation cycle 
of the ADCs are controlled by the secpiencf't module. Signals are sent from the sequencer
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to the digital control cards in the front end boxes via the fan-out  modules. The anode 
readout is controlled by the j\IUX45 module in its own special crate. To save space and 
power in the electronics racks, the wire signals are sent to spare channels in the normal pad 
ADCs, and the anode signals are then part of the normal pad read-ou t sequence and have 
to be separated out by the ROC. For each module an anode wire signal summed over all 
45 planes is also taken. The PASTIS module takes a sampling every 512 ns during the rise 
time of these signals. This gives a measurement of the time of interaction of these particles 
in the ECAL with a resolution which varies from 50 ns at 500 MeV to 20 ns at 45 GeV. 
This timing information is used to reject out of time events, e.g. cosmic background events. 
A full readout of the calorimeter takes nround 6 milliseconds (including 10 refresh cycles to 
get charge on the integrating amplifiers buck to base level).
After digitisation and zero-su])pressioii in the .ADCs the d a ta  are read out by a Read- 
Out-Controller (ROC). The ROC is a device nni(|ue to the EC.AL. It performs the tasks 
of:
• radioactive gas signal readout
• control of wire pulsing
•  calibration o f  front-end electronics between fills
• downloading of zero-suppression thresholds at s ta r t  of run
• readout of the EC.AL data
• pedestal subtraction
• gain correction
•  on-line  corrections for e.g. missing pads
• formatting of the ECAL data into an order suitable for the offline programs
The ROC is a F.ASTBUS master module, based on a bit-slice processor. Each ROC reads 
out 17 barrel or 27 end-cap .ADCs. .A single Event Builder (EB) module reads out the da ta  
from all the ROCs and presents this to the main ALEPll EB, which is then read out by 
the online system computers. If a valid event has occurred then the ECAL da ta  are read 
out from the front-end F.ASTBUS crates by the main ALEPH da ta  acquisition system, 
described in 3 .15 . The online system uses a combination of FASTBUS hardware and V A X  
computers to interrogate each sub detector, read out the relevant da ta  and format it into 
complete events.
5.3.3 E lectronics Calibration
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The calibration of the front-end cloctronlcs consists of injecting a known charge (of the 
order of pico-coulombs) into the in|)iit of the amplification chain. The response measured 
is the ADC counts for th a t  channel. For the wire electronics, calibration is possible for each 
plane as there is a known injection capacitor for each channel. It is not possible to calibrate 
each individual front end pad channel since they are multiplexed. For the pads, test pulses 
are injected after the multiplexer. The gain of the first part  of the chain, the integrating 
amplifier plus multiplexer, depends only on the ratio of two capacitors. This is trimmed to 
be 1.000 ±  0.005 at the production stage.
The purpose of the calibration is to check that the readout chain is working, to identify 
disconnected summing amplifiers and to measure the gain and linearity of each summing 
amplifier. Diagnostic histograms of these (| nanti ties are presented in the control room to 
help with fault diagnosis. The electronics is calibrated before each LEP fill and the results 
are loaded into the ROC for corrections, or in the case of dead channels are included in a 
bank in the event read-out.
5 .4 . U n ifo r m ity
The ALEPH ECAL uses multi-wire proportional chambers for readout, therefore the 
response is critically dependent on the gas gain. This in turn is dependent on both  the 
physical parameters of the gas and the exact mechanical dimensions of a  wire cell (which 
affects the electric field around the wires). \ n  early study [142] showed th a t  the gain 
was most sensitive to the vertical position of the wire in the extrusions, the height of the 
extrusions, the radius of the wires and the lead sheet thickness. During construction, as 
has been explained, great attention was paid to the rpiality control of these parameters and 
also great care was taken in compressing the stacks to achieve flatness of the layers. The 
figure aimed at was a flatness of 1mm per metre. The later sections of this chapter discuss 
the various methods used to measure the uniformity of response.
5.4.1 Pad P osition
Tests on a small test chamber where a vertical force was applied on the cathode pad 
layer showed a variation of 7.5% to 10% for a change in position of 100 microns. As discussed 
above, the wire planes were built from aluminium extrusions which were sorted into batches 
with depths to ±12.5//m. This should ix'sull in gain variations between wire layers of ±1%.
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5.4.2 W ire Position  and W ire D iam eter Variation
The gas gain at the wire depends on the electric field, which is at a minimum when the 
wire is exactly centred in the middle of the cell. The gas gain has a quadratic dependence 
on the vertical position of the wire in the cell as shown in Fig. 5.4.1. The same quadratic 
dependence on position also holds for the pads, however the minimum in gain for the pads 
is at a  wire position of 300;mi below the centre. This displacement is due to the p a d - to -  
wire coupling. The least sensitivity of wire (pad) gain to small displacements is obviously 
achieved when the wire is at the minimum point. It was chosen to position the wires at 
200 microns lower than centre where the gain dependence for the pads is |  th a t  for the 
wires. The plastic wire supports keep the wires to within ±30//m of the nominal value. 
This should result in A g/g  of ±0.8% for the pads and ±1.2% for the wires. No effect due 
to horizontal wire position was noted in [142].
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Fig . 5 .4 .1: Variation of wire and pad gain with vertical wire displacement
The anode wires have a tolerance of ±0.25/tm on their 25//m thickness. The gain 
variation as a function of wire diameter has a dependence to the power 3.5 to  4, so a  1% 
change in wire diameter results in a 3.5%) to 4% local variation in gain.
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5.4.3 Layer Thickness
Variations in the thickness of stacks will affect the sampling ratio between active and 
passive layers. Variations in the thickness are due to the cathode pad boards, which in the 
petal have a tolerance of ±70/im,  and the lead sheets which have a tolerance of ±50/im. 
Local thickness variations will also cause a change in the pad to wire coupling in the regions 
between wire supports. The wire supports in successive planes are staggered to average 
out these effects. Also, as a typical shower is sampled over 15 planes the differences should 
average out. A systematic 50//m increase in all lead planes would result in a  2% change in 
gain.
5.4.4 V oltage Variation
The changes in gain as a function of high voltage are discussed in the sections on beam 
line tests, section 5.8, and radioactive gas calibration, section 5.9. The slow control system 
aims to keep the voltage setting constant to within one volt.
5.4.5 Gas D ensity
Variations in the gas density through the module will cause changes in the gas gain. 
These are caused by absorption or outgassing and by tem perature gradients in the modules. 
Daily variations in the gas gain have been measured with the platine tem perature  probes 
during the test beam running in the West Area. However, the ALEPH pit is, in principle, a 
constant tem perature environment and these problems should not occur in normal running. 
Using test beam results, the gas gain was found to depend on the density to the fifth power, 
as discussed in section 5.8. As the pressure changes due to outgassing, leaks etc. there 
will be changes in gas gain. These are tracked by the chambers in the platines and 
corrections may be applied. At constant density the gas gain has no measurable tem perature 
dependence.
5.4.6 E lectronics
The uniformity of response also depends on the response of the front-end electronics. 
Each group of 32 channels has been designed to have a tolerance in gain of 0.5% by matching 
of the capacitors to % '2nf. Measurements have shown that  this requirement has been met. 
The summing amplifiers are calibrated by injecting known charges and, after calibration, 
are within similar tolerances.
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5 .5 . C a lib ra tio n
Calibration is the procedure involved in obtaining the formula for turning the raw 
d a ta  values from the calorimeter into accurate measurements of the deposited energy. This 
relationship is given by the formula [145]:
( t ^ )  (5.5.1)
where :
E : energy in GeV;
Cm  : calibration constant of the module (in pC/GeV) ;
(F) : mean electronic gain (in fC/GeV) for all channels;
fjk : normalized fractional electronic gain of storey j of stack k. (These values were determined 
by injecting test charges into the summing amplifiers);
Rjk : ADC counts from this storey;
Pjk : ADC pedestal for this storey.
The relationship between the energy deposited and the charge collected on the pads can only 
be determined experimentally. The calibration procedure determines this relationship for 
each module, tracks its variation with time and corrects for malfunctioning channels. In the 
following sections, we are primarily concerned with the calibration for electro-magnetically 
interacting particles (electrons and photons). Muons and hadrons require different calibra­
tion procedures. The methods of calibration and monitoring are as follows :
• absolute calibration with electrons of known energy in a test beam. Unfortu­
nately, only a small number of the modules can be tested in this fashion, and 
it may also not be possible to ie])eat this calibration at regular intervals
• relative calibration among modules and between the channels of a  module (uni­
formity mapping) using the response to cosmic rays and to filling with radioac­
tive gas
• use of events with well-known energy (Bhabha scatter events) during LEP 
running
• monitoring of the drift of gain versus time using the test cells in the 
platines
The relative calibration among modules again depends on their mechanical construction, 
the gas gain and the gain of the electronics. A precision of 1-2% in the relative calibration 
is expected. The uniformity of the channels in each module has been measured to the 1-2% 
level, so the relative gain of each channel will not be dominated by systematic errors. The 
calibration methods are presented in the following sections.
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5 .6 . W ir e  P u ls in g
In the wire pulsing technique signals are applied to each of the anode wire planes and the 
induced signals are read out from each pad channel. This enables confirmation to be made 
of the successful operation of the module readout. The technique serves as a  diagnostic for 
finding faults, either in the hardware of the petals themselves or in the readout electronics 
chain. The end-cap modules have had the wire pulsing technique applied to them on many 
occasions, principally following manufacture to diagnose any serious shortcomings, prior to 
installation at LEP in 1989 and between periods of LEP running. The results in this section 
are based on studies made with a complete set of wire pulsing d a ta  taken in July 1989.
It was also intended to use the wire pulsing da ta  to measure the petal uniformity, as the 
signal induced on a pad is proportional to its capacitance, and any variations in capacitance 
due to differences in pad-to-wire coupling will have an effect on gas gain. This m ethod is 
used for barrel modules to measure the distance between pad and wire -  from which the 
wire position in the cell is deduced -  and thus to determine the wire gain and the module 
gain maps for pads and wires. As will be explained, this procedure is not possible for the 
end-caps because of stray capacitances. The rest of this section discusses the method of 
da ta  collection, analysis and display by graphical means of the wire pulsing da ta  for the 
end-caps.
5.6.1 D ata C ollection
The electronics for applying the signals to the anode planes are contained in the MUX 
45. The petal is first disconnected from the HT supply (this is not strictly necessary as 
the circuitry was designed to operate with the voltage on, bu t there is less possibility of 
noise if the petal is disconnected). For each plane in turn, the anode wires are pulsed with 
a  signal of around 20 volts. This induces a signal on the cathode pads which is read out 
using a normal readout sequence. (Even though the pad planes are grouped into 3 storeys 
for readout, it can be seen that this technique gives signals for each individual pad plane 
when the readout is taken.) Each plane is pulsed 100 times and the results averaged.
5.6.2 Graphics D isplay o f W ire Pulsing D ata
In order to examine the approximately -15000 pieces of da ta  from each of the petals, it 
was decided to develop a graphical display- for the wire pulsing data. Standard histogram 
plots, such as those in the PAW system are useful for comparing the d a ta  from petals, for
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taking means etc., but the special geomet ry of the petal pads means th a t  a  s tandard  square 
histogram plot would not be useful to display the raw data . The d a ta  are read onto the 
disk of a VAX graphics workstation. The display software is based on the GKS graphics 
standard. In one version of the program, the da ta  may be displayed on a plane-by-plane 
basis, and in another each stack of the petal is summed and the d a ta  displayed. The user is 
asked to choose the end-cap containing the petal, the number of the petal and the plane of 
interest. For each plane, those pads which are logically missing from the readout are flagged 
(e.g. those pads near the broad end of the petals nearing the rear face, since the towers 
project out of the module). For each plane requested, the program chooses the correct 
printed circuit board type (of which there are 20 in the end-caps). Before display, the da ta  
may be corrected in several different ways, as discussed below. A mean d a ta  value is taken 
for each plane, and the da ta  are then plotted as a percentage of this, on a ‘tem perature  scale’ 
with increasing red hues indicating high values, and blue low. Pads within 2% of the mean 
are displayed in yellow. Each pad is displayed using its real geometrical shape. The positions 
of pad corners and pad areas were taken from a program written by Mehrzad Talebzadeh 
of the Rutherford Lab, which in turn was based on the programs used to drive the milling 
machines which made the pad boards. The wire supports and boundaries of the high voltage 
feed regions may also be drawn in. The display shows the correct geometrical relationship 
of pads, wire supports and the three high voltage regions on each plane. Facilities exist for 
the printout of values for a particular plane, and the creation of PAW n-tuples for planes or 
entire petals worth of data. Fig. 5.6.1 shows the wire pulsing results from a typical plane, 
viz. plane 4 of petal A l. The values in the key are percentages of the mean value. No 
corrections have been made to the values presented in this figure.
When the raw wire pulsing data are examined, it is clear tha t  there is a large range 
of values for the pads. Fig. 5.6.2 shows the values of wire pulsing d a ta  from a typical wire 
plane, again the fourth wire plane of jpetal Al. The plot shows the wire pulsing values as a 
function of the row number 1-50 which increases from the narrow end of the petal near the 
beam line. There is a very complicated structure in the data . However, the values follow an 
obvious pattern -  increasing along pad rows, getting larger towards the broad end and some 
very small values for the ‘half-pads' at the edges. Detailed studies of the uniformity would 
need corrections to be applied for the effects which produce this complicated distribution.
5.6.3 C orrections to W ire Pulsing Data
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Fig . 5.6.1: Wire Pulsing Results for One Plane
The first approach tried for the uniformity correction was to make a correction for 
capacitance per unit area, ie. to normalize the pad signals to a certain area. This correction 
results in plots such as Fig. 5.6.3, which is again plane 4 of petal A l .  The variations in pad 
response along rows are eliminated, but there remains a gross imbalance between the two 
sides (the left side being lower than the mean) and the region near the broad end shows very 
high values. The reason for the two-sided imbalance is tha t  on the left hand side the pad 
rows run mostly at right angles to the wires, so wires cross pads in a regular fashion. On 
the other side there is a more complicated situation. The reason for the broad end having 
a very much higher response is less clear. After much discussion, it was realised tha t  the 
tracks on the reverse side of the PCBs which connect the pads to the readout wiring at the
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side of the petal are also influencing the w ire pulsing readout signals. At the narrower end 
of the petal, the tracks exit from the sides. ,\t the broad end of the petal the tracks run 
towards the top end of the petal, rather than the sides in the same fashion as all the other 
pads. These readout tracks cross over the high voltage supply lines. It was also noted that 
the very topmost row of pads on each layer was giving very high signals. This is due to 
coupling between the high voltage rail running along the top of the module and this last 
pad row, which overlaps it. This pioblem is not present in the barrel modules which have 
a different design.
The next a ttem pt at a uniformity correction was to correct each pad for the length of 
wire under each pad. rather than just the pad area. Fig. 5.6.1 shows plane 1 of petal A2. 
The da ta  values in this plot have been corrected for the length of anode wire below each 
pad. The effect of t he wire su])ports. which increase the capacitance and hence the signal of
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the pads which are above them by a few percent, can be seen. This plot clearly shows the 
left/right imbalance in the wire pulsing values and the very high values at the broad end of 
the petal. On the right hand side, there is some evidence for high and low areas between the 
wire supports. These high and low areas may well be related to measurements of the pad -  
to-wire coupling in these regions. If corrections could be found for the gross imbalances, 
then the wire pulsing technique could be used to look at the pad-to-w ire  coupling in the 
end-cap modules.
In order to try  to correct for the gross imbalances described above and hence to approach 
a usable uniformity map, an approach which takes into account more factors which affect 
the pad response was tried. The PC board track length can have a significant contribution
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Fig . 5.6.4: Wire pulsing da ta  -  corrected for wire length
to the capacitance of channels in the end-caps. Files were obtained which give the PC 
board track length: both the ‘screened’ length under the lead layers and the ‘unscreened’ 
length at the sides for each of the 20 PC board types. Studies were made using PAW 
and the MINUIT package to assess the contribution of the PC board track length to the 
wire pulsing signal. The approach taken was to find a weighting function for the length of 
anode wire under a given pad, the screened track length and unscreened track length which 
minimizes the spread in values of pad response. A ttem pts to find such a function which 
would be valid for all petals were unsuccessful.
5.6.4 Search for Faults
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The wire pulsing technique may however be used to diagnose any defects in the modules 
themselves, or in the readout electronics. Such defects give rise to characteristic patterns. 
For instance, a single storey of pads which has not been correctly connected to the  side 
wiring shows up as a  low in the plot of values for a stack. Faults in the front end electronics 
generally show up as groups of adjacent anomalous channels. The defects in the modules 
may include:
• single disconnected pads
• connected pads
• broken anode wires
• missing anode wire sections ( I l \ '  disconnected and /o r  wire signal not available)
• disconnected planes
• disconnected storeys
• shorted storeys
• malfunctioning front-end amplifier channels
• faulty summing amplifiers
In the case of small corrections for defects which produce a perturbation in one layer of 
a  shower, such as missing pads, connected pads, missing wires or missing wire layers the 
software in the online system is used to apply the corrections to the reconstructed storey 
and wire energies. The corrections are based on an average shower profile. In the case of a 
defect which affects the formation of a cluster, or the cluster energy by a significant amount, 
for example a dead storey which is part of a cluster, tha t  storey is added to the cluster with 
an energy of 0.1 MeV.
Disconnected wires show up very w('ll on the colour plots of wire pulsing values. As 
has been detailed in the section on petal construction, section 5.2, the anode wires on each 
plane are connected in pairs by a fuse to the high voltage supply. If the graphics display 
is used to examine each plane, certain planes show a characteristic stripe of low values, 
which indicates a 'dead' pair of wires where the fuse has been blown. Fig. 5.6.5 shows 
a plot of the wire pulsing values for plane 7. petal 2 of end-cap B. These da ta  have not 
had any corrections applied to them. The solid white lines show the position of the  wire 
supports for this plane and the dotted lines show the boundaries between the three high 
voltage regions. The missing wire pair may be seen as a blue line of low values running 
parallel to the rightmost dotted line. It is obviously important to be able to identify exactly
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which wires on which petal planes are disconnected. Such information could be used in any 
detailed offline correction of petal response.
A substantial effort was put into a study of methods to identify which wire pair(s) on 
a given plane were disconnected from the HT supply. The approach taken was to identify 
all pads below a given threshold and then to histogram all wires which couple to these 
pads. Such a histogram is shown in Fig. 5.6.6. In this case the threshold for ‘low’ pads 
is set at 75%. Further plots were made after varying this threshold, but no improvement 
in the identification of the wire pair was seen. It has proved not to be possible to isolate 
the missing wire or wire pair to within better than  plus or minus one wire pair by such a
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F ig . 5.6.6: Hi-stogram for missing wire identification
method. This can be explained if it is realised tha t  there are on average six wires below 
each pad.
Fig. 5.6.7 shows the wire pulsing results for plane 2 of petal 2, end-cap A. The da ta  have 
been normalized for pad area. There is clearly shown a low area covering the middle third 
of the plane, where there is no response. This is a section of this plane which is disconnected 
from the HT supply. Such a fault shows up extremely readily in the wire pulsing data , but 
is fortunately very rare. It must also be pointed out tha t  it is not absolutely clear if such 
sections are in fact not receiving high voltage but rather are just disconnected from the 
wire pulsing signal injection circuitry. If this is the case, then the pads coupling to  these 
sections will contribute to the ionization signal in a shower. Information from real events 
which deposit energy on the pads of these layers is necessary to confirm this.
5.6.5 Conclusion
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In the case of the barrel modules, other workers have implemented a very sophisticated 
set of corrections, based on a numeric calculation of the electric field strength around an 
individual wire and its coupling to the pads. The wire pulsing technique has proved capable 
of measuring the uniformity of ECAL barrel modules, giving results similar to those obtained 
from cosmic rays and electron beam tests.
Unfortunately, the end-caps have a more complicated geometry and it has proved im­
possible to separate out purely geometrical effects, edge effects and pickup on the PC board 
tracks. There is pickup from the HT supply rail at the topmost end of the module. Each 
pad has a different length of PC board track connecting it to the outside, which will in­
troduce additional capacitance. The end-cap modules are smaller than the barrel, and
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there are therefore more edge effects contributing to the capacitance. The complicated 
non-rectangular shapes of the pads in tlie end-caps also prevent corrections being easily 
calculated for these effects. A large amount of time went into collecting and analysing the 
wire pulsing d a ta  from the end-caps. Due to the effects discussed above, the technique as 
applied to uniformity measurements of the end-caps must be unfortunately judged a fail­
ure. However, the wire pulsing technique has been applied to every petal for the purposes 
of fault finding, and the results are being used in the online and JULIA corrections to the 
ECAL data.
5 .7 . C o sm ic  R a y  T e s t in g
Each petal (and barrel) module underwent cosmic ray testing after construction. The 
response of each of the petals to the cosmic ray muon flux was recorded, in order to check 
the successful operation of all modules, to find and map faults and also to measure the uni­
formity of response of each module. Cosmic ray test stands were constructed at Rutherford 
Appleton Laboratory for testing the end-cap petal modules, and at the Saclay laboratory 
near Paris for the testing of the barrel modules. The Saclay se t-up  had a substantially 
different construction and is not discussed here.
5.7.1 The C osm ic Ray P etal Testing Rig
In the cosmic ray test rig at R.-VL. Fig. 5.7.1. the petal was mounted horizontally on 
a large iron frame. A trigger formed by ten plastic scintillators detects the passage of a 
cosmic ray and initiates readout of the petal and multi-wire chambers. Two small 25 X 25cm 
scintillators are situated above the petal on the gallery, and eight large scintillators are on 
the floor below the petal. The scintillators are arranged to define a beam of particles 
which roughly mimics the incoming paths in the completed detector. Each of the bottom  
scintillators is also read out by a C.AM.XC pattern unit. The trigger rate  is around 0.5 Hz. 
To measure the cosmic ray tracks there are two varieties of multi wire proportional chambers 
in the system : large chambers from experiment NA4 [143] and small 30 X 30cm chambers 
from N A l. There are six small chambers on the gallery above the petal which serve to 
define the incoming track. There are ten large multi-wire chambers in the system - three 
above the petal and seven below. W hen a trigger occurs a region of 5 X 5 pads around the 
reconstructed track is read out to tape along with the 45 wire plane signals. Following each 
event a pedestal readout of the same ix'gion is taken. Petal readout is by ADC modules
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F ig . 5.7.1: Cosmic ray test rig at RAL
in the FASTBUS crate. The ADCs are controlled by the sequencer module, which holds 
several readout configuration programs. The anode readout is controlled by the MUX45 
module. The petals were filled with an 80% .Argon /  20%, CO2 mixture at around 1020 mbar 
and run at a voltage of 1375 volts. Each petal was on the test stand for around 3 weeks, 
and over 100 000 events were taken. The number of cosmic triggers recorded for each petal 
is given in Table 5.7.1.
5.7.2 R esults o f C osm ic Ray Testing
D ata  were taken for both the pads and wires of each stack. The following histograms 
of da ta  are available for each petal :
• 45 individual wire planes energy deposition spectra
• pad energy deposition spectra for all three stacks
• wire energy deposition spectra for all three stacks
• pad/wire ratios for all three stacks
• pad data  for each of (38 regions in 3 stacks (as described in the next section)
• wire data  for each of (38 regions in 3 stacks (as described in the next section)
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Petal
Number
Number of 
Events
Petal
Number
Number of 
Events
Al 145245 B1 203367
A2 123676 B2 201117
A3 302635 B3 35677
A4 229474 B4 66866
A5 243985 B5 93831
A6 192045 B6 89974
AT 226178 B7 149348
A8 197390 B8 188874
A9 216377 B9 142050
AlO 175483 BIO 187616
A ll 301381 B ll 206458
A 12 243279 B12 180654
mean 180957
T a b le  5 .7 .1 : Number of Cosmics Events 
In each of the three stacks, a pad cluster is formed by taking the four highest energy storeys 
(any storeys with less than five counts are excluded) and summing the deposited energy. For 
each of the three stacks, the ratio of energy deposition on the pads and wires is calculated, 
and a cut is made on this (piantity. This cut helps to reduce any effects caused by missing 
storeys. For each cluster, tiie tower with the largest energy is found and is used to define 
the 4 x 4  region in which the event has occurred (these regions are described in the next 
section on uniformity.)
Several corrections are applied to the data  when the offline da ta  analysis job is run at 
RAL. In the case of the pads a 1 / cos(^ ) correction is applied (this is because an oblique 
track will traverse a greater effective tiiickiiess of t he gas layers and deposit more energy.) 
Detailed studies by S. Snow and T. Sloan [1 I I - 1-15] of the uniformity da ta  from the first few 
petals to be tested exposed several ell eel s which must be corrected for if a more accurate 
measurement of the uniformity is to be made.
As has already been discussed in 5.6 in the case of the end-caps the PC board track 
length has a significant contribution to the capacitance of some channels. There was found 
to be a correlation between the deviation in response of storeys in the petal and their 
capacitance to ground. The charge collected by a front end channel after time t is given 
by :
<1 {I) = % { i  (5.7.1)
where r  = CdRef j  aiid C,/ is the capacitance of the storey. The front-end electronics have 
Ref f  = 440fi. In the case of the barrel modules C d ^ ^ n F  and virtually all the charge is
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collected within 6 //s. A longer integration time, of up to 10 f.is. would be needed to collect 
all the charge from the channels in the ])etal which have a. high capacitance. A Monte 
Carlo study [144] also showed tha t  there are variations in the ionisation energy deposited 
by cosmic ray muons over the face of the petal due to:
• a rise in the mean muon momentum with azimuthal angle
• an enhancement of signal at the edges of the petal from the loss of lower energy 
muons via multiple scattering
Position dependent correction factors are applied to the pads to correct for these effects.
In the case of the anode wires, a l/cos(6^) correction is applied, the correction for 
the muon momentum spectrum and multiple scattering is made then sums of the energy 
deposition of the layers in each stack are taken. The stack 1 d a ta i s  divided by 10, the stack 
2 by 23 and the stack 3 by 12 to correct for the number of layers traversed. No corrections 
are applied for missing pads/wires or for gain variations with time. Finally, if the stack 
has a cluster pad energy greater than live counts the pad energy, wire energy and pad/w ire 
ratio are entered into histograms. .As an example. Fig. 5.7.2 shows the signals from all pads 
from stacks 1, 2 and 3 of petal .A6. and from the grouped wire planes of stacks 1,2 and 3. 
The mean for the stack 2 pads is greater as there are 23 sampling layers traversed by the 
muons here, as opposed to 10 in stack 1.
The procedure used to get a number proportional to the gain for each stack is simply 
to take the HBOOK mean. Studies were made of the possibility of fitting the spectra 
with Landau distributions or with bifurcated Gaussian functions (for a  thin gas layer, the 
distribution of energy loss approaches a Gaussian). Such a fit is shown in Fig. 5.7.3 for 
the stack 1 pads spectrum of petal .AO. It may be seen tha t  the distribution is not exactly 
given by a Landau. The shape of the distribution is altered at different track angles in the 
module, and also when there is a variation in the number of summed layers, making such 
fits less reliable. The a ttem pts  to find a suitable fit function proved to be no more useful 
than  the procedure of taking the truncated mean already adopted.
The mean values of the pads distribution for stacks 1, 2 and 3 of each of the petals is 
given in Table 5.7.2 and those for the wires in Table 5.7.3. The ‘overall’ figure given for 
the pads is found by weighting stacks I 2 and 3 by factors of 1, 10/23 and 10/12. The 
figure for the wires is a simple average. The pad-to-wire ratio figures in Table 5.7.4 are 
obtained from Gaussian fits to the pad to-wire ratio histograms for each stack (the stack 
2 value has been multiplied by a factor of 10/23 and stack 3 by 10/12 to again account for
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Fig . 5 .7 .2 ; Petal AG Cosmics
the number of layers traversed). It must be pointed out tha t  an inter-calibration among 
the petals is not possible using these data, as t he da ta  were obtained over a period of many 
months, the platine information is not used to correct for changes in gain and the running 
conditions (e.g. the front-end electronics) between the running periods for each petal may 
have changed.
5.7 .3  U n i f o rm i ty  f ro m  C o s m ic  R a y  R e s u l ts
The da ta  from the pad towers is grouped into 68 regions each of 4 x 4 pads, as shown 
in Fig. 5.7.4. The region numbering scheme chosen starts  at the lower left corner, increases 
up the left hand side, returns to the bottom of the right hand side and finishes with the 
68th region in the upper right hand corner. It would perhaps have been possible to analyse 
the petal da ta  on the basis of individual towers, but to get a  reliable calibration for each of 
the 1024 towers would have recpiired much larger statistics, and hence much longer running
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F ig .  5.7.3: Landau Fit to Cosinir l(a\ F norgy Deposition Spectrum
time, which was not possible as the pcUals had to be shipped to CERN and installed in the 
detector.
For each individual region, a similar s( Inune of cluster formation, correction and his- 
togramming to the one described in the previous section for the overall stack signals is 
applied. Again, the HBOOK mean of each disi ribution is taken.
A typical petal, viz. petal 6 of end-cap .\ (which was allocated 'build num ber’ 6 at 
RAL) is selected as an example. For each of the 3 stacks, the petal is split up into 68 
regions as described above. Fig. 5.7.5 siiows the values for the pad regions in each of the 
three stacks. Fig. 5.7.6 shows a similar plot for the anode wire regions of petal A6. The 
values are plotted as a colour code, wii h red shades indicating a higher value and blue lower. 
The black areas are those areas with too lew events: any region with less than  200 events 
is excluded from the analysis since taking a mean from such a small number of events is 
unreliable. If the uniformity maps for slack 3 are inspected, the row of regions at the broad 
end is seen to display low values. This is also s('en in the other petals. If the distributions
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Petal
Number
Stack
1
Mean
Stack
2
Mean
Stack
3
Mean
Overall
Al 69.7 152.7 80.3 67.7
A2 65.3 151.7 79.0 65.7
A12 83.9 191.6 95.9 82.4
AlO 65.8 155.8 77.6 66.1
A ll 62.1 140.0 72.7 61.2
A6 84.5 192.1 96.7 82.9
A9 85.5 193.8 97.2 83.6
AS 71.9 167.8 84.4 71.7
AT 78.0 180.5 90.8 77.4
A5 60.4 137.0 66.0 58.3
B ll 59.8 161.5 81.4 66.0
B12 71.8 163.6 8 3 ^ 70.8
A3 87.2 199.7 103.5 86.8
A4 65.1 111. I 72.7 62.8
B7 61.0 140.2 72.6 60.8
B6 80.8 187.3 95.8 80.7
B1 71.1 162.6 8 3 j 70.4
B4 62.8 142.3 74.3 62.2
B9 57.3 141.1 67.0 58.2
B8 70.6 160.4 83.2 69.9
B5 73.6 169.4 87.4 73.4
BIO 69.2 155.6 80.7 68.0
B3 58.0 132.1 68.5 57.5
B2 76.7 175.9 88.7 75.7
Table 5.7.2: Cosmics Pads
for these regions are inspected a change of shape is seen. It is assumed tha t  effect is due to 
the fact tha t  the projective geometry projects some of the towers in this region of stack 3 
out of the boundaries of the petal. The cosmic rays will therefore traverse fewer layers in 
these towers. For stack 3 only, this row of regions at the broad end is excluded from the 
calculation of the uniformi(v. ie. onlv I I regions are used for this stack.
For each stack, a mean value and rms is calculated for pads and wires. The rms values 
for each petal are given in Table 5.7.5. The overall' figure is found from a weighted average 
of stacks 1, 2 and 3 in the proportion 0.12 : 0.47 : 0.11 . These weights are derived from 
the relative energy depositions in each stack from an average shower profile. The average 
rms. of the pad uniformity is 1.71%. I'he a\ erage rms. of the anode wire uniformity is 
3.05%. The rms value for the wires is signilicantly larger than that for the pads due to
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Petal
Number
Stack
1
Mean
Stack
2
Mean
Stack
3
Mean
Overall
Al 87.3 84.9 81.8 84.7
A2 77.5 83.6 80.3 80.5
A 12 93.1 96.1 89.1 92.8
AlO 72.3 78.7 72.8 74.6
A ll 75.9 76.0 71.4 74.4
A6 101.0 100.5 101.3 100.9
A9 101.8 105.1 97.8 101.6
A 8 89.5 82 a 79.8 84.0
AT 94.8 92.7 92.8 93.4
A5 73.5 73.4 67.0 71.3
B ll 74.6 85.1 84.0 81.2
B12 91.6 87.4 87.9 89.0
A3 100.8 114.5 102.0 105.8
A4 79.4 79.0 75.0 77.8
B7 69.9 79.2 71.2 73.4
B6 93.9 108.7 94.0 98.9
B1 82.5 92.7 80.4 85.2
B4 73.1 80.2 71.9 75.1
BO 64.4 79.0 65.0 69.5
B8 82.1 91.5 81.0 84.9
B5 79.9 89.3 81.2 83.5
BIO 80.4 87.6 77.2 81.7
B3 64.4 70.5 64.2 66.4
B2 86.0 99.3 84.5 89.9
T ab le  5.7.3: Cosmics W ires
the so-called anode siep efjecl seen in the analysis of S. Snow. The results from uniformity 
maps of the wire data were seen to display a step of a few percent downwards in the wire 
response when crossing over into the third high voltage region at the right hand side of the 
petals. If the uniformity plots in Fig. 5.7.6 are inspected closely, the effects of anode step 
effect may be seen as low areas at the right-hand sides of the plots. As has already been 
described in section 5.2 and Fig. 5.2.3 the high \oltage supply to each multi-wire layer is 
split into three sections. These sections have erpial area, and it was therefore assumed that 
they will have equal capacitance. It may he surmised tha t  the anode step effect arises from 
a different capacitance of the third section. The last column of Table 5.7.5 gives the results 
from a calculation of the uniformity in which any wire regions in the affected third of the 
module have been excluded. The average rms. of the anode wire uniformity is now 2.53% .
5.7.4 Correlation betw een Pads and W ires
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Petal
Number
Stack
1
Ratio
Stack
2
Ratio
Stack
3
Ratio
Overall
Al 0.81 0.79 0.83 0.81
A2 0.86 0.79 0.83 0.83
A12 0.92 0.90 0.93 0.92
AlO 0.93 0.89 0.94 0.92
All 0.83 0.81 0.91 0.85
A6 0.85 0.84 0.80 0.83
A9 0.85 0.81 0.84 0.83
AS 0.81 0.92 0.91 0.88
A7 0.83 0.87 0.83 0.84
A 5 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.83
Bll 0.81 0.84 0.82 0.82
B12 0.79 0.82 0.80 0.80
A3 0.88 0.76 0.85 0.83
A4 0.83 0.80 0.82 0.82
B7 0.89 0.77 0.87 0.84
B6 0.88 0.75 0.87 0.83
B1 0.87 0.76 0.87 0.83
B4 0.87 0.77 0.87 0.84
B9 0.91 0.78 0.88 0.86
B8 0.88 0.76 0.86 0.83
B5 0.95 0.83 0.91 0.90
BIO 0.88 0.77 0.88 0.84
B3 0.92 0.82 0.92 0.89
B2 0.91 0.77 0.88 0.85
T ab le  5.7.4: Cosmics Pad to Wirr Patios
It was decided to investigate whet her or not the uniformity features of a particular 
stack were correlated with the highs and lows of the two other stacks, and whether or not 
any correspondence between the j)ad regions and wire regions of a  particular stack can be 
seen. Fig. 5.7.7 shows the pads da ta  for jpetal .-\(i as an IIBOOK histogram, with regions 
numbered 1-68. Overlaid on the plot are the signals from the same regions in stacks 2 and
3. The da ta  from stack 2 has been scaled by a factor 10/23 and that from stack 3 by 10/12 
to correct for the different numbers of layers in each stack. There is little correlation of 
values in each region between the three stacks. Fig. 5.7.8 shows the wires data, for petal A6. 
D ata  from stacks 1. 2 and 3 are overlaid. I here seems to be a better correlation between 
the 3 stacks. This plot clearly illustrates the anode step effect. The regions from about 
number 48 onwards have values clearlv lower than the mean.
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Fig. 5.7.4: Cosmic Hay Pad Regions
Fig. 5.7.9 is a comparison of i lie anod(' wire signals and the  pad region signals for 
stack 1. T he histograms have been noniialized to the a rb itra ry  value of 6000 to enable 
a comparison to be made. Tin' y-valne^ are t tunefore arbit  rary. T here  is no correlation 
between the values. Similar plots for >iacks 2 and 3 show no correlation.
5.7.5 C o m p a r i s o n  w ith  U n i f o rm i ty  f ro m  R a d io a c t iv e  G a s  M e a s u r e m e n t s
Comparisons of the results obtained from t he radioactive gas calibration  procedures 
and the  results from the cosmic ray testing lia\(' been made. T he m ethod  of radioactive gas 
calibration and the results obtained in tli(' radioactive gas calibration runs in the  sum m er 
of 1989 are discussed in section 5.9. The o\ (uall pad. wire and p ad /w ire  ra tio  figures for 
each of 24 petals were com|)ared with the radioactive gas calibration factors. No correlation 
was found.
It was decided to investigate wliei Inn or not t lu'ie is any correlation between the uni­
formity values obtained from the coMiiic ia\'  tests and tlu'  radioactive gas tests.
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In Fig, 5,7,10 a comparison of the miode wire uniformity regions and the d a ta  from 
radioactive gas uniformity regions is made. From a visual inspection it may be seen tha t  
there is a  good correlation between the radioactive gas da ta  points and the cosmic ray da ta  
for the anode wire regions, except in the regions corresponding to the broad end of the petal. 
The low values in the cosmic ray da ta  for these regions have already been explained above. 
This correlation is perhaps not surprising as the cosmic ray anode da ta  and the radioactive 
gas da ta  are obtained in a similar fashion: the pad da ta  are used to localize the region 
in which the ‘event’ took place, and a value is read out from the complete anode plane. 
Perhaps if it was possible to use the pad signals directly in the radioactive gas calibration, 
a  correspondence between the cosmics pad data and the radioactive gas pad da ta  could be 
found,
5.7.6 P lane Profiles
As will be introduced later, in section 5,9. a variation in the plane calibration factor 
from radioactive gas measurements was noted. This effect was also investigated in the 
cosmic ray data. For each of the -15 wire layer spectra of each petal the HBOOK mean of 
the distribution is taken as the characteristic point. The wire plane profile resulting from 
the addition of all petals is shown in Fig, 5,7,11, There is no evidence for any structure in 
the front-to-back profile. However, it may be conjectured tha t  the values for stack 3, i.e. 
planes 34 to 45, are slightly lower than the rest. This figure should be compared with the 
average wire plane profile from the radioactive gas measurements. Fig, 5,9,6,
5 .8 . B e a m  line T e s ts  o f  E C A L  M o d u le s
In the beamline tests the ECAL modules were exposed to beams of different types of 
particles whose energies and trajectories are well measured. Readouts were performed with 
equipment as similar as possible to t he final configuration in ALEPH, The aims of the beam 
tests were to :
• measure resolution
• measure linearity
• measure uniformity
• compare the different responses to electrons, photons, muons and pious
• measure the coefficients of response with pressure, tem perature and voltage
• look a t  pedestal stability with time
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Fig. 5.7.7: Petal A6 jjafl regions: 3 stacks overlaid
• look at the joint ECAL /IKhAL response to pions and muons
• look at the behaviour in the overlap region between barrel and petal
• test the DAQ system in a realistic situation
• test and develop the offline reconstruction program
At the same time as providing test da ta  on the modules themselves, the test beam work also 
provided a test-bed for the front-end electronics, the FASTBUS modules and the ALEPH 
data-a.cquisition software.
The ALEPH collaboration was given the use of test beam facilities in the CERN West 
Experimental Area. In 1982 and 1983 a series of tests were conducted on three small 
prototype ECAL modules [136]. 1 lie wire energy resolution was measured to be around
0.5% T 1 8 % /\ /£ ’. The prototy|)e tests confirmed that the design of the calorimeter would 
work before full-scale production was started. In 1986 the first complete barrel module was
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F ig .  5 .7 .8 :  Petal A6 wire regions: stacks overlaid
tested. In 1987 barrel and petal modules from t he ECAL were tested in beams of electrons, 
pions and muons (the end-cap module tested was number 4). Tests in the overlap region 
of an end-cap and barrel module togetliei' were conducted. Tests of the response to pions 
of an end-cap module together with a prototype IICAL module [147] were also conducted. 
The 1988 running consisted of individual petal and barrel modules being cross-calibrated, 
plus combined petal/barrel ECAL runs and combined petal/IICAL runs. Four end-cap 
modules were tested with electron and muon beams. (The modules tested were those with 
‘build numbers' 2, 3, 4 and 9. These numbers were allocated in chronological order at the 
time of construction. In some other sections of this chapter, the petals are referred to by 
the more usual numbering scheme as a certain petal number, 1-12, in end-cap A or B). 
The barrel modules tested were numbers 3 and 8. The author participated in the beam bne 
tests in 1987 and 1988.
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Fig . 5.7.9: Pad and wire region comparison
5.8.1 T es t  B e a m  S e tu p
The test beam used was the XT beam line from the CERN SPS accelerator. Protons 
at an energy of 450GeV/c^ are taken from the SPS by an electrostatic septum and strike a 
primary beryllium target. The primary beam is split into three secondary test beams which 
are directed onto a user-selectable secondary target. A series of collimators, stripping foils 
and sweeping magnets serve to select out the desired type and momentum of secondary par­
ticles which are delivered to the experimental area, at the end of the beam line. The particles 
used were gammas, positrons, muons and pions at energies up to 70GeV/c^. (Gammas were 
produced in a tagged photon beam: an electron beam passed through a thin foil. Electrons 
which lost energy by bremsstrahlung were deflected by a magnet and their presence trig­
gered by scintillators). During the 1988 running the beam line was specially configured to 
allow low energy running, with pion energy down to around 2GeV/c^.
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Fig . 5 .7 .10: Comparison of Cosmics and Radioactive Gas D ata
region
A telescope of plastic scintillators with an acceptance of approximately 2x 2 cm  provided 
a trigger for the module readout, A large scintillator with a hole for the beam was used 
to veto those events with beam halo muons. During the pion running, plastic scintillators 
placed behind a 40cm iron block after the calorimeters were used to identify muons passing 
through the calorimeters. Two threshold Cherenkov counters in the beam line provided 
particle identification. The particle momenta were measured by a magnetic spectrometer 
setup in the beamline consisting of a. bending magnet plus four multi-wire chambers. This 
has an accuracy of better than 1%. The impact point on the face of the calorimeter of each 
incoming beam particle was measured to ±2m m  by two multi-wire chambers, known as the 
Saclay chambers, in the experimental area. The information from the beam momentum 
spectrometer and the Saclay chambers was used to reject events with off-axis particles and 
beam halo muons. When tests were being conducted on ECAL modules only, the  modules
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Fig . 5.7 .11: Overall Wire Plane Profile (Cosmics)
were mounted on a large movement rig with movements possible on three axes which enabled 
the beam to be scanned across different towers. The modules were mounted in such a way 
tha t  the beam appears to originate at the nominal ALEPH interaction point.
For each event a region of 10 x 10 towers around the interaction point was read out 
using a Qf.is integration time. The 45 wire plane signals were also read out. Pedestal events 
were taken interspersed with the real events. Platine tem perature, pressure and peaks, 
beam spectrometer, Saclay wire chamber and Cherenkov counter da ta  were also read for 
each event. During each running period, the high voltage setting was normally adjusted 
such that there was 4 MeV of energy deposited per ADC count.
5.8.2 Energy R esolution
To measure the petal energy resolution da ta  were taken with a range of electron energies 
between 2.5 and 70 GeV. A factor of 1.93 was applied to the stack 3 da ta  to compensate for 
the different sampling ratio (this is the ratio of radiation lengths of the stacks). The off-line 
clustering applied was from the JULIA program, with an upper threshold of 500 MeV and
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a lower threshold of 30 MeV. No corrections were made for dead wires or missing pads. For 
each energy the width was measured by fitting to a Gaussian, cutting at 2cr and re-fitting. 
The da ta  from the 1988 running from petal 2, Fig. 5.8.1, give the energy resolution for the 
wires as:
and that for the pads as:
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Fig . 5 .8 .1 : Energy Resolution. From [111].
(5.8.1)
(5.8.2)
5.8.3 Linearity
At high energies the response of the calorimeter shows a small deviation from linearity. 
Electron test beam data, up to 70 GeV give the non-linearity as:
(5.8.3)
where: a  =  (9.0 ± 0 .7 )  X 10 ^GeV. The non-linearity arises from two effects: saturation, 
i.e. at the core of high energy showers spa ce charge builds up round the wires and the
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avalanches do not grow any bigger: and leakage of energy from the modules. Assuming tha t  
saturation is proportional to the gas gain data  taken at different high voltage settings gives 
the saturation coefficient (which is the dominant effect) as (7.8 ±  0.6) X lO'^^GeV.
5.8.4 D ependence o f  Gain on H T , Pressure and T em perature
If the gas volume and composition are constant, the gain of the module is dependent 
on the high voltage and on the density. During the 1988 running, the variation of the petal 
module response to electrons with these quantities was measured by changing the voltage or 
pressure in small steps. The platine peak response was also simultaneously recorded. 
As has already been mentioned the platine F F''' peak has a different dependence on the gas 
density as compared to the electron response. This effect must be taken into account if the 
platines are used to correct the calibrations of the modules during ALEPH running. The 
dependence of gas gain on density is an inverse ])ower law. given by (P /T ') “ . The indices a  
were measured to be:
" ( P / r ) . , = -5 .30  ± 0 .05
" ( P I T } , =  -M.84 ±  O.OG (5.8.4)
e \  f / (^ p l a l i I )  f — 0 . /  <
Similarly, there is a  power law dependence of the gas gain on the high voltage applied to 
the platine and the anode layers :
= 16.2 ± 0 .0 5
d ( = 17.6 ± 0 .01  (5.8.5)
Llipi„i,n, = 0.92
5.8.5 U niform ity Scans
The uniformity of response to electrons across the face of the modules was measured 
using an electron energy of 20 GeV ( which gi\es a reasonable signal in stack 3). The end-cap
modules were scanned on a grid of 40 points. A standard point’ was chosen near the broad
end of the petal under test. Repeat runs were taken at frequent intervals a t  this standard 
point to track gain changes with time and to enable cross-comparisons to be made with the 
platine data. No corrections were made for dead wires or missing pads, although any scan 
points near known missing channels were excluded from the analysis.
The results of uniformity scans in the petals were seen to display the anode step effect,
i.e. there is a step of about 5% in the wire response when crossing over into the third high
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Petal
Number
Build' 
N umber
^  r n i f
Pads Wires
A2 2 1.0% 1.9%
A12 3 1.7% 1.6%
A10 4 1.0% 1.6%
A7 9 1.0% 1.7%
T a b le  5 .8 .1 : Results of Uniformity Scans
voltage region. This effect has already been described in section 5.7.3 which deals with 
the results of the cosmic ray tests. After corrections to the wire da ta  have been made for 
this effect, the rms. deviations of the mean responses for the petal scans are as given in 
Table 5.8.1. These figures should be compared with the values obtained from analysis of 
the cosmic ray data , section 5.7.3. The values of the wire uniformity from the beamline 
tests are similar to the values of the pad uniformity from the cosmic ray tests.
5 .8 .6  M u o n  a n d  P io n  R e s u l ts
The response of the EC.A.L to minimum ionising particles was studied using muons and 
(non-interacting) pions. The ratio of signal per unit energy deposited by electron showers 
compared to mips was found to be 0.62 [133]. The ratio e / m i p  < 1 is as seen in other 
sampling calorimeters.
The response of the combination of an ECAL petal and an HCAL prototype module to 
pions was also studied [148-119]. Data were taken with pious at a  range of energies between 
2 and 30 GeV. A weighting scheme was used to minimize the resolution as a function of 
energy. The energy resolution of the combined device is 6 2 % / \ /Ë  at low energy and rises 
to S 2 % / \ Œ  at over 10 GeV. which is consistent with the energy resolution of the hadron 
calorimeter alone. The c/tt  ratio for the electromagnetic calorimeter is greater than  1 and 
depends on the pion energy: it was measured to be 1.7 at 2 GeV , and about 1.3 in the 
region 20 to 30 GeV.
The electron/pion discrimination of a barrel module was examined at 10 GeV and 
5 GeV. If only the ratio of energy deposited to particle momentum is considered, then at 
10 GeV the pion contamination is 1.5% for an electron efficiency of 99%. The discrimina­
tion between charged pious and electrons is very much improved by using the information 
available from the segmentation of t he calorimeter. .\s described in 4.5.6 ‘estim ators’ are 
constructed based on the shower shape which enable very good electron identification. Using 
cuts on the transverse compactness and longitudinal shape of the shower, and comparison 
between the barycentre of the shower and the impact point from the T P C  the fraction of
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pions at 10 GeV faking an election signal is (1.1 ±  0.5) X 10“  ^ and at 5 GeV is < 3 X 10“  ^
for an electron efficiency of 95%. It can he seen tha t  the granularity of the ECAL when 
combined with the tracking properties of the T P C  gives excellent particle identification, 
even within jets.
5 .9 . R a d io a c t iv e  G a s  C a lib ra tio n
The calorimeter modules are also calibrated by the tem porary injection of a  gaseous 
radioactive isotope into the gas circulation system. This provides an intercalibration among 
modules, and when compared with the 1988 test beam electron data , an absolute calibration 
with respect to known electron calibrations. In the summer of 1988 two petals were tested 
with radioactive gas in the same period as beamline tests were being run on these modules. 
Prior to LEP s ta r tup  in 1989 radioactive gas calibration was performed with aU modules. 
This was the primary method of intercalibration of modules before da ta  from Bhabha 
scatter events was available. The technifpie allows the anode wire output of a module to 
be calibrated directly, and may also be used to measure the uniformity of response of a 
module’s towers if the pad signal is used to locate the coordinates of the decay event.
5.9.1 M ethod
The radioactive source used is a mylar foil impregnated with (lifetime 80 days) 
which is made at the NBI cyclotron. Copenhagen. The rubidium decays to gas,
which has a  lifetime of 1.86 hours. The ■'■•’"'A'/- decays to ^^h'r  by emission of 9.4 keV and 
32 keV X-rays which by isomeric transition yield electrons of predominantly 1.8, 7.6 and 
32 keV. The quantities involved are of the order of 1//C/ of activity per module. The source 
is contained in a section of pipe and incorporated into the gas circulation system via a 
branch circuit. As the petal modules are coupled in pairs to the gas supply, it is usual to 
have radioactive gas in two petals at once. However, it. is also possible to arrange a  global 
circulation mode where the same gas flows through all the modules.
The wire spectrum from each layer (at a time before a trigger threshold has been ap­
plied) is shown in Fig. 5.9.1. It shows a peak at 9.4 keV and a higher energy plateau 
extending to 40 keV produced by internal conversion electrons in the gas. The trigger 
threshold chosen is indicated on this diagram. Since the background from residual radioac­
tivity is negligible above 20 keV a triggei threshold is set which is above the 9.4 keV peak, 
at around 20 keV. The trigger is an OR of the wire plane signals. Typical trigger rates are
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Fig . 5.9.2: Radioactive gas -  pads spectrum
% 100 Hz. The maximum rate of d a t a - taking is limited by pile-up effects and by those 
events with a multiplicity of separated ])ads above threshold, which cannot be used for 
uniformity mapping.
The pulse height spectrum obtained from the pad readout, channels. Fig. 5.9.2, shows a 
broad peak as the energy deposit depends on where the decay occurred in the gas volume 
relative to the anode wire. Therefore a diix'ct measurement of pad uniformity is not possible.
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The procedure adopted was to use 1 he pad signal to localize the decay and then to read out 
the wire signal for that |)ar1 iciilar region.
The anode wire sped ra are recorded for the whole of each wire layer (45 spectra in all), 
the combined layers 1-10. 11-34. 31-15 . i.e. stacks 1,2 and 3, and an overall spectrum from 
the sum of all 45 planes is also recorded. A typical spectrum of pulse heights from a plane 
is shown in Fig. 5.9.3. Each module will have a slightly different energy response, resulting 
in a shift of this calibration spectrum.
5 0 0
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200
100
200100 4 0 0 5 0 0 6 0 0
C o u n t s  (ADC)
signal  picne 9
Fig. 5.9.3: A typical radioactive gas calibration spectrum
.Attempts were made to lit complicated functions, such as double gaussiaiis, to the 
calibration spectra using the PAW package, but no satisfactory function was found. Rather 
than perform a fit to a function over the spectrum, the calibration algorithm devised by 
M. G. de Bouard looks for a unicpie point on each spectrum. The algorithm is given 
a starting |)oiut roughly on the |)lateau in the middle. From there it searches for the
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downward slope. The haif-lieight point o n  t h e  falling edge is chosen as the calibration point. 
Investigations using different starting points for the calibration algorithm have shown that  
this point is not sensitive to the choice of calibration start  point.
5.9.2 1988 R adioactive Gas D ata at Test Beam
During June 1988 when test-beam  work was being conducted in the CERN West Area, 
petals 3 and 9 (these are numbered as end-cap A petals 12 and 7 when installed in ALEPH) 
were calibrated with radioactive gas during the same period in which beamline tests were 
being run on these modules. These measurements enable the radioactive gas response to 
be related to the absolute calibration in an electron beam. For petal module 3, a  scan with 
20 GeV electrons was performed. The running conditions were: high voltage =  1365 V, 
pressure =  982 mbar. temperature = 'T2°C. We take the calibration constant of the module 
as Cm  (pC/GeV) and the electronic gain (T) (in fC /coun t) as defined in Eq. (5.5.1). The 
electron da ta  taken for the wire readout gave C\\i/{F)  =  4260counts/GeV. The ’^ ^ Kr  
param eter for this module, taken as the shower-weighted mean of 45 planes, was 506.8 ±  3 
counts, equivalent to an energy deposition of 119 MeV. The electronic gain was measured 
to be (F) = 4 .48 /C /coun t .  Therefore the r figure has an ‘equivalent’ of 2.27 pC. If 
a  1.5% correction is made for the ‘anode step' effect this is 2.30 pC. For the pad readout 
C m I{ F )  = 256counts/GeV. The electronic gain for the pads was measured to be { F )  = 
25.2/C /c o u n t .  The pad/wire ratio for this module is therefore C M(pads)JCM(wirea) =  0.338.
The radioactive gas technicjue was also used to check the uniformity of response over 
the surface of a barrel module. Fsiiig the wire spectra subdivided into 4x4 tower regions, 
an excellent correlation was seen with the barrel electron scan da ta  taken during the test 
beam running.
The radioactive gas data taken during I he beam line tests in 1988 were used to determine 
the dependence of the radioactive gas calibrai ion as a function of high voltage and P / T .  
These are power law dependences, similar to those found for the electron beam caHbration, 
section 5.8. Data taken at a series of pressures gives the dependence of calibration point 
on P f T  as axr  — -5 .5  ±  0.2. The dependence of calibration point on voltage is (3jir =
12.5 ±  0.2. In June 1989 a short series of runs at three voltages on petal A1 confirmed this 
result.
5.9.3 R adioactive Gas D ata Prior to LEP Startup
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During the period between the middle of June and the end of July 1989 the ECAL 
end-caps had been mounted in the ALEPII detector and the detector was open, prior to 
the first LEP collisions. This section concerns the analysis of the radioactive gas da ta  taken 
for the end-cap petals during this period. The radioactive gas technique was used to set 
the Operating conditions required to equalize the energy response from the wires of each 
module. The absolute energy scale was determined from the da ta  taken with two modules 
during the beam line tests described above. In the case of end-cap A, petal number twelve 
in end-cap A (one of the petals used in the beam line tests) was chosen as the ‘reference’ 
petal. After the calibration of each of the other petals was done, a short run on petal 12 
was carried out, so the short petal 12 runs track any gas gain fluctuations and enable a 
comparison of all petals with petal 12 to be made. It would have been more natural to use 
the platines to track any gain changes whilst the radioactive gas da ta  were being taken, 
however at this time reliable platine readouts were not available for all modules. In the 
case of end-cap B, a 'global’ circulation mode was arranged, so tha t  the same gas mixture 
was flowing in all petals. This should ensure that  all petals in this end-cap were being 
calibrated under the same conditions.
The petals were operated with a high \ol(age setting of 1350V; a trigger threshold of 
~  230mV; a pad cut of 8 ADC counts and an anode wire cut of 50 counts. Of the events 
which are above the trigger threshold, a round 70% are acceptable events, i.e. only one pad 
tower and one wire plane are above threshold. .Around 500 000 events were taken for each 
petal. An overall calibration figure for each module is taken by calculating the calibration 
point for each of the 45 individual plane sp('ctra. then averaging these 45 values.
In order to make an accurate comparison between the calibration values from each of 
the petals, the raw data points must be adjusted for the following factors:
P / T  the values of P / T  of the modules changed during the course of
the several weeks of data taking. For end-cap A, a. comparison 
with the fre(|uent petal 12 runs provides a normalization. For 
end-cap B. t he if' was global circulation of the gas to all modules.
h ig h  v o l ta g e  The slow control system was used to select a high voltage setting 
of 1350V foi' each petal. However, the true voltage delivered to 
the wire planes of a ]>etal may differ slightly from this set value.
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Petal Calibration Normalized Normalized Normalized
Number Point (P /T ) for electronic
(Raw Data) Petal 12 A C gain
lA 558 557 557 -
2A 561 556 543 542
3A 574 566 552 544
4A 530 568 563 559
5A 532 566 561 549
6A 525 541 543 544
7A 557 573 575 562
8A 510 504 509 514
9A 564 554 559 -
lOA 542 531 536 540
l lA 537 525 530 534
12A 541 511 541 541
T a b le  5 .9 .1 : Radioactive Cas Calibration Points End-cap A 1989
Petal Calibration Normalized Normalized Normalized
Number Point ( P / T) for electronic
(Raw Data) Petal 2 A C gain
IB 590 586 580 550
2B 561 561 559 538
3B 563 5 12 547 525
4B 569 555 570 529
5B 557 519 534 -
6B 582 564 572 544
7B 577 559 568 549
8B 575 539 557 539
9B 553 534 551 537
lOB 571 5 18 555 537
IIB 565 559 564 545
12B 611 571 576 548
T a b le  5 .9 .2 : Radioactive (las Calibration Points End-cap B 1989
The actual voltage at the output of each power supply* was 
measured manually, and the voltage drop over the supply cable 
due to the measured current drawn by each module was calcu­
lated and subtracted from this reading. This gives an actual
* The petals are connected in pairs to the high voltage' supplies, there are therefore six supplies for 
each end-cap.
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voltage differing by up to as much as four volts in the worst 
case.
e le c tro n ic  The wire readout electronics for most modules was calibrated at
g a in  the time of da ta  taking, and the gains are then normalized using
these factors. There are three runs for which these calibration 
factors are not available, and thus this correction cannot be 
applied.
The results for each end-cap are shown in Table 5.9.1 and Table 5.9.2. There is no reliable 
way of directly relating the end-cap A values to the end-cap B values. End-cap  B has been 
normalized to P = 991 mbar and T = 295 K. the same values as end-cap  A. The average 
calibration points for both end-caps are tlu'ii within 0.6% of each other.
Raw
Data
Normalized
( P / T)
Normalized for 
A V  and electronics
End-cap A 12% 13%, 9%
End-cap A w /out petal 8 9% 8%, 5%
End-cap B 10% 12% 4.6%
T a b le  5.9.3: Spread in Radioactive (las Data
Table 5.9.3 shows the spread in the calibration points for each end-cap. The second 
row is the da ta  for End-cap A omitting pf'tal 8. which was not considered to be in a good 
state  at the time of calibration*. The spread of values in the raw d a ta  is reduced when
* The log-book entries at. the time of dal a taking indicate that there were large variations in the 
pad amplifier pedestals from three of the front etid cards of this petal. The a  of the pedestals was 
% 4-5 counts, and as there is a a cut ol 3.8 applied i his meant that data taking for this petal was 
only % 60% efficient. As can lie seen frotii itispectioii of t he first column of Table 5.9.1, petal 8A has 
a calibration point of 510. This is significantly lower than the average value of 547 obtained from 
the other eleven petals. Inspection of tlie data taken for petal 8A shows that there were two planes 
disconnected from the readout. It is also seen that the values from the individual planes lie at two 
levels: twelve planes having a much higher calibration point (of around 580) than the others (which 
lie around 500). The spread in t he calil)ration points from the planes of petal 8A is % 5%, compared 
with ~  1-3 % for the other petals. The problems r('S|)onsible for this behaviour were dealt with 
before the start of LEP running.
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the corrections are applied. There appears to remain di(Terences associated with the power 
supplies. The maximum spreads between pairs of petals on the same power supply are 4.0% 
(end-cap A) and 2.4%, (end-cap B) compared with 5.2% and 4.6%, overall.
5.9.4 Setting  o f Running C onditions
The high voltage settings of the end-cap modules for the LEP pilot run in September 
1989 were based on the radioactive gas calibration described in the previous section. The 
pad / wire ratio found in the beamline tests for petal A12 was used for all petals. (This is 
justified as the pad/wire ratios found for all modules in the beamline tests were similar.) It 
was decided to set the module gains to be C'w = (l.dOpC/CeV for the pads (similar to the 
20 GeV electron running of the year before), therefore giving C m — 18.6pC/GeV for the 
wires. The ^^Kr  values above were then used to adjust the original high voltage setting of 
1350 volts by the following procedure:
1. the average r for the two petals on an IIT supply was taken
2. use the electronic, gain {F)  of the wire electronics to get the value in
equivalent pC.
3. adjust the voltage, using the dependence to the power 12.5 measured above, to 
get a calibration factor equal to petal .\ 12
4. correct for (p /T )  by adjusting voltage (using the power law dependencies found 
in 5.8). This gives a calibration of 250 counts/GeV,
5. make a. final adjustment to 250 counts/GeV
In the case of end cap B. all petals were normalized to petal B2. Petal B2 has a 
param eter of 538 counts when adjustc'd to the same (p /T )  as AT2, which has 541 counts. 
As the K r  parameters have an error of % 3 when the mean of 45 planes is taken, the two 
petals are taken as equivalent.
5.9.5 U niform ity from R adioactive Gas M easurem ents
As has been explained above, the pad data were used to localize the place where the 
decay has occurred, and the wire data wen' read out. Each stack is split into 4 x 4  tower 
regions, as already used in the cosmic ray analysis, see Fig. 5.7.4. This gives 68 regions per 
stack. A spectrum is accumulated for each of these regions.
The da ta  were taken with the primary purpose of performing an intercalibration among 
modules, and were also taken when there was some pressure on the amount of time available.
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The use of the da ta  for uniformity mapping was a. secondary goal. Consequently, in several 
cases there is either no uniformity da ta  available on tape for a petal, or not enough d a ta  to 
calibrate many of the individual regions. There are no uniformity da ta  available on tape  for 
end-cap B petals 5, 8, 9 and 12. In the case of end-cap B petal 3, insufficient da ta  exists 
to perform a uniformity measurement of stack 1 of this module.
The same method of calculating the uniformity as in the case of the cosmic ray analysis 
was applied, i.e. the mean and rms. of each of the three stacks was taken. However, all of 
the 68 regions of each stack are considered as candidates for the uniformity calculation (i.e. 
the broad end regions in stack 3 are not excluded, as was the case in the cosmic ray da ta  
analysis). Any region for which there are loo few entries for calibration (below 800 events), 
or in which the calibration algorithm abnormally terminates (is unable to find a reliable 
calibration point) is discarded from the analysis. The rms values for each petal are given 
in Table 5.9.4. The overall' figure is found from a weighted average of stacks 1, 2 and 3 in 
the proportion 0.42 : 0.47 : 0.11 . These weights are again derived from an average shower 
profile. The average rms. of the uniformity is 2.5 1 %. In the calculation of the rms. value in 
the last column of the table, the regions which lie in the third high voltage region, i.e. those 
likely to be affected by the "anode step' effect, have been excluded from the calculation. 
This improves the overall rms.. which is now 1.78%,. This is similar to the average rms. 
value of 1.71%) found for the pad uniformity in the cosmic ray tests.
5.9.6 W ire P lane Profiles
Fig. 5.9.4 shows the calibration points for the individual planes 1-45 of petal 1 of end- 
cap A. It may be seen that there the plain's have deviations of the order of a. few percent 
from the mean value. There may be several explanations for these variations:
• the calibration algorithm not working correctly
• variations in the gain of tIn' signal amplifiers for each wire plane
• differences in the high voltage decoupling capacitor for each plane
• genuine differences in the gas gain for each plane
The first explanation may be ruled out if a comparison of wire planes profiles from da ta  
taken a few months apart is made. Fig. 5.9.5 shows the wire plane profile of petal 9 of 
end-cap A with data  taken in .lune 1989 and September 1989. The upper plot shows the 
June da ta  as crosses and the Septemln'r data as circles. This plot shows tha t  there has been 
a global shift of 4% downwards in the calibration. In the lower plot, this factor has been
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Petal
Number
Stack 1
(T rm , (%')
Stack 2
(Trvia i%)
Stack 3
rma ( %)
Overall
(Trms (%)
third region
(Trms ( % )
A1 3.72 3.43 2.56 3.45 2.21
A2 3.03 2.78 2.61 2.86 2.02
A3 2.70 2.05 2.02 2.32 1.54
A4 2.53 2.52 2.11 2.48 1.93
A5 1.89 1.85 1.83 1.86 1.21
A6 2.53 2.71 2.33 2.59 1.58
A7 2.68 2.77 2.35 2.68 1.58
A8 2.70 2.96 2.67 2.82 1.81
A9 2.40 2.34 2.43 2.37 1.39
AID 2.46 2.79 2.40 2.61 1.68
A ll 2.13 2.39 2.32 2.27 1.25
A12 3.06 2.55 1.82 2.68 1.65
B1 2.50 2 j# 2.34 2.40 2.67
B2 2.91 2.35 2.16 2.56 2.74
B3 - 3.28 2.35 3.10 1.56
B4 2.27 2.31 2.18 2.28 1.55
B6 2.22 2.11 2.39 2.33 1.47
B7 2.88 2.28 2.06 2.51 1.58
BIO 2.88 2.80 2.11 2.76 2.28
Bll 1.83 2.14 1.71 1.96 2.24
mean 2.60 2.55 2.24 2.54 1.78
T a b le  5 .9 .4: Uniformity Results from Radioactive Gas Tests
corrected for in the September da ta  and the plots again overlaid. The plane calibration 
points may be seen to coincide within errors (except for planes 15 and 32). It may therefore 
be concluded tha t  the variations are a characteristic of the modide and /o r  its wire readout 
electronics.
For each module, the wire profile is plotted and the HBOOK package used to take the 
mean and RMS. These RMS values range from 0.94%, to 3.5% of the mean. On average, 
there is a 2%, spread in the plane calibration factors within a petal. When examining the 
plots of wire plane calibration factors, it was seen that there was a tendency for the value 
to increase with higher |)lane number, i.e. front to-back. The average over all available 
petals was taken for each plane, and is plotted in Fig. 5.9.6. The fit shown is to a straight 
line (the X~ of the fit is 0.4633). It may Ix' seen t hat there is a clear increase of 1.7% from 
front to back. The explanation for this el feet is unclear, but it may be noted th a t  pad size 
also increases from front to back.
5 .10 .  E C A L  C a l ib r a t io n  u s in g  ‘B h a b h a ’ E v e n ts
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The interaction — c+ r " provich's events which are very useful in calibrating the
calorimeter. This is because the events have a very well known energy distribution, as 
predicted by QED, up to a maximum en orgy for each electron equal to the beam energy. 
Also, if enough events are taken, energy deposits are recorded over the whole calorimeter 
with equal energies. A preliminary study by (1. D"Agostini [150] using simulated Bhabha 
events showed tha t  these events can be used to calibrate the modules. Bhabha events 
a t LEP are also used for luminosity monitoring, line shape measurements and forward- 
backward asymmetry measurements. The energy spectrum and angular distribution for 
these events is derived in [151] which also includes discussion of the radiative effects. The
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Fig. 5.9.5: ( ’oni])arison ol June and September 1980 Calibrations
reaction e+e" — e+e" can take ])lace by virtual photon exchange in the t-channel and 
by space-like photon or Z" exchange in the s-channel. It is possible to have both  elastic 
Bhabha scattering: c+c" — c + r"  and radiative Bhabha scattering, with the emission of a 
photon: e'^e" --- e'^c"7 . This section presents t he results of a short study of the wide-angle 
Bhabha events in the electromagnetic calorimeter for the events taken in the first ALEPH 
running period from September to Decxmiber 1989. This study was performed as a  check on 
the preliminary calibration made with tlu'  radioactive gas technique and to dem onstrate  the 
applicability of small-angle Bhabha ('vonts lor calibration. The results from similar, more
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comprehensive studies are used to (leteriiiiiie t he calibration constants for the reconstruction 
of the calorimeter da ta  in .JULLA.
5.10.1 B h a b h a  S e lec tion
The selection program made use of the ED Ills created for each ALEPH run, described 
in section 4.7. The Bhabha selection program was run on classes 1 and 3, which are those 
events with more than two EC.AL modules with wire energy over 2.5 GeV in each, those 
events with ECAL barrel energy over b ( io \ ' and those events with ECAL End-cap A and 
End-cap B both over 2 GeV. The Bhabha select ion program selected all those events with
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two or more ECAL modules with wire energy over 30 GeV. To reject energetic qq events, 
those events with more than  5 charged tracks were rejected. Fig. 5.10.1 shows a typical 
selected event which deposits energy in the end-caps. The calorimeter is shown in the 9 — cj) 
projection.
K  A LEPH  PALI 203F690
I -300cm 300cm
i21 .G ev  EC
200cm-200cm
Fig. 5 .1 0 .1 :  A Typical Wide- Angle llliahha Event
In the September to December rniis of LEE. ALEPH recorded an overall luminosity of 
1182 ±  7nb~^. From runs 4001 to 5000 there were 632-10 events in EDIR classes 1 and 3. 
The selection procedure identified 5708 iJliablia candidates from these.
5.10.2 M odule C alibrations w ith Bhabhas
If the Bhabha events taken when LEP was running only on the Z" peak during the 
1989 running are split up on a modiile-by-modiile basis, then there are too few events per 
module 50) to do a meaningful calibration. In order to make use of events from all the 
1989 running in the same calculation, tin' ratio of module energy to beam energy was used. 
This means tha t  there are approximately 100 useful events per module. The LEP beam
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energies in question lie between 44 and 48 GeV. Only wire and pad energies between 30 
and 60 GeV were included in the analysis.
A typical plot of the ratio of pad to beam energy (in this case for module 1 of end-cap 
A) is shown in Fig. 5.10.2. The fit is to a Gaussian function. The same analysis was carried 
out for the wire energy in each module.
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Fig . 5.10.2: Ratio of Pad to Ilea in Fnergy for Module 1
On 14/11/89. between runs 5301 and .3302. an adjustment of the high voltage settings 
of the modules was carried out. in order to bring t he calii)ration points of the modules closer 
together. The analysis of the results is t he re foie split into two parts viz. those events before 
run 5302 and those after. An attempt was made to measure the effect of re-tuning the high 
voltages after run 5302. The results of the Gaussian fits to the pad energy distributions are
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Module 
Nu mber
Mean
before
5302
Sigma Mean
after
5302
Sigma
A1 1.04 0.06 0.96 0.05
A2 1.01 0.04 0.93 0.04
A3 1.00 0.05 0.93 0.05
A4 1.01 0.06 0.94 0.04
A5 1.02 0.05 0.94 0.04
A6 1.06 0.05 0.94 0.04
A 7 1.11 0.04 0.98 0.04
A8 1.11 0.05 0.97 0.04
A9 1.11 0.09 0.94 0.05
AlO 1.10 0.10 0.92 0.05
A ll 1.12 0.06 0.96 0.06
A12 1.05 0.06 0.94 0.06
B1 0.94 0.01 0.93 0.06
D2 1.03 0.04 0.89 0.04
B3 1.07 0.05 0.93 0.04
B1 1.05 0.05 0.95 0.05
B5 1.01 0.10 0.92 0.04
B6 0.99 0.06 0.92 0.05
B7 1.00 0.05 0.92 0.05
B8 1.07 0.04 0.89 0.04
B9 1.06 0.06 0.93 0.07
BIO 1.00 0.06 0.91 0.08
B ll 1.03 0.06 0.91 0.06
B12 0.94 0.04 0.90 0.06
mean 1.04 0.06 0.93 0.05
T a b le  5 .10.1: Pad Energy /  Ilea in Energy in Bha.bha Events
given in Table 5.10.1 and to the wire energy distributions in Table 5.10.2. The spread in 
the pad calibration points is reduced from I 7% to lO^ X after the high voltage adjustments 
have been carried out: the s]>read for the wires is reduced from 15% to 6%i.
The 'sigma' value given is the width of the Gaussian fit. For both pads and wires, this
gives an energy resolution of ~  5.5%. Eioin tlu'  electron energy resolution measured at 
the beamline, Eqs. (5.8.1 )and (5.8.2). the ('xpc'cted A £ ’/ £ ’ = 3.2%. at 45 GeV for the pads, 
and 3% for the wires. It must be stressed that  the da ta  here is of a low statistics sample, 
from the very start  of the ALEPH running.  Later studies with more statistics [111], and 
more u p - to -d a te  calibration constants for tin' modules have found energy resolutions of
1 7 % /v / I  4- 1.6%i for the wires and 19%/\/77 4- 1.7% for the pads.
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Module
Number
Mean
before
5302
Sigma Mean
after
5302
Sigma
A1 0.91 0.07 0.93 0.06
A2 0.99 0.06 0.94 0.05
A3 0.90 0.05 0.95 0.04
A4 0.88 0.05 0.92 0.05
A5 0.88 0.06 0.94 0.04
AG 0.92 0.04 0.96 0.04
AT 0.96 0.07 0.96 0.05
A8 0.89 0.03 0.94 0.04
A9 0.95 0.08 0.97 0.04
AlO 0.90 0.06 0.92 0.06
A ll 0.93 0.06 0.94 0.04
A12 0.91 0.04 0.95 0.05
B1 0.85 0.03 0.95 0.07
B2 0.92 0.04 0.93 0.03
B3 0.88 0.04 0.91 0.04
B4 0.94 0.04 0.94 0.06
B5 0.89 0.07 0.95 0.05
BG 0.87 0.04 0.93 0.05
B7 0.89 0.04 0.91 0.06
B8 0.96 0.04 0.92 0.04
B9 0.93 0.01 0.95 0.06
BIO 0.91 0.05 0.95 0.04
B l l 0.90 0.05 0.95 0.05
B12 0.86 0.04 0.94 0.04
mean 0.91 0.05 0.94 0.05
T a b le  5 .10 .2 : Wire Energy / lU'ain Energy in Bhabha Events
Chapter 6. 
Inclusive Cross-Section in Decays
6.1. Introduction
An im portant function of electrom agnetic calorim eters is their ability to  identify 7r°s. 
This chapter is concerned with a measurement of the inclusive cross-section for the produc­
tion of neutral pions in hadronic events. The pions are reconstructed from combinations of 
pairs of photons m easured in the electrom agnetic calorim eter. Their d istribution as a  func­
tion of the Feynman variable Xp is measured, where Xp is defined as the  ratio  of the particle 
m omentum  to the beam  energy s/sj'l. This distribution is com pared to  the distribution 
from M onte Carlo events, and is compared to m easurem ents made by the L3 collabora­
tion [152]. As discussed in 1.5.7 the measurem ent of inclusive particle distributions are 
an im portant part of studying the had ionisation process and testing the validity of Monte 
Carlo models.
6.2. Event Sam ple
Using samples of Monte Carlo generated data , the ALEPH QCD group has agreed upon 
a standard  set of cuts to select qq events. There are two selection procedures: one based 
on the ECAL information and one on TPC  information. The former, which selects both 
hadronic and r  events, requires more than  20 GeV to be deposited in the calorim eters, with 
> 20GeV in the ECAL barrel or at least 1.5 GeV in each end-cap. Large angle Bhabhas are 
rejected on the basis of their tight energy clusters. For events with no tracks, the PASTIS 
timing information is used to reject out of time events, and also more than  2 clusters above 
3 GeV are demanded in ECAL. This selection has an efficiency of 0 .974±0.006 for hadronic 
and r  events.
The charged track selection requires at least five charged T P C  tracks in the event. Each 
track must have a polar angle of more than 18.2°, a t least 4 T P C  hits, and an origin less 
than 2cm in radius and less than 10cm in z from the vertex. In addition the to ta l energy 
of all TPC  tracks satisfying the above cuts should be more than  10% of the centre-of-m ass 
energy. Comparison with M onte Carlo data shows tha t this m ethod has an efficiency for 
selection of qq events of 97.4%,. The background from t t  events is 0.26 ±  0.03%. The
[ { ) ]  -
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background from tw o-photon events* is 0.39 ±  0.07%. The EDIR facility introduced in 
section 4.7 was used to select qq events for the analysis described in this chapter. The 
events used are EDIR ‘class 16’ events which are the ALEPH qq events selected on the 
basis of T P C  track inform ation. For this study, events were selected a t the  peak only,
i.e. a t LEP energies of 91.250 ±  0.1 GeV.
The selected da ta  sample consists of all the qq events a t the Z® peak taken by ALEPH 
in 1991. The sample contains 225951 hadronic events, equivalent to  231744 events when an 
efficiency correction is applied. The corresponding integrated luminosity was 7556±17n6“ % 
where again only the sta tistical error is quoted.
The M onte Carlo d a ta  sample used was a sample of 337638 events, produced by JE T S E T
7.3 and the HVFL02 event generator, described in section 4.2.1. The detector simulation 
was performed on these events by G ALEPH version 242 (and GA LEPH version 250 for 
a  small proportion of the events), using the 1991 detector geometry. The events were 
reconstructed by JULIA version 258.
It should be noted th a t there are some differences in the treatm ent of M onte Carlo d a ta  
and real d a ta  a t the reconstruction stage. W ithin the detector sim ulation G A LEPH , the 
readout thresholds on all storeys are set to 30 MeV. In the reconstruction program  JULIA, 
a clustering correction is applied to all clusters which takes into account energy losses due 
to  the online threshold values. The online thresholds are held in the database bank EZTH 
and are 20, 28 and 42 MeV for stacks 1.2 and 3 respectively for the runs dealt w ith in this 
analysis. Also, all storeys are considered to be perfect in GALEPH: th a t is to  say, there 
are no ‘dead’ or ‘killed’ storeys in the Monte Carlo. See section 4.4 for a  description of the 
dead storeys in the real data .
6.3. T he G A M PE K  package
The GAM PEK package is used to  reconstruct photons in the electrom agnetic calorime­
ter a t the  JULIA reconstruction stage, for both real and M onte Carlo data . During re­
construction, the GAM PEK package is called for each Ecal calorim eter cluster (PEC O ). 
The input is the cluster num ber of the PECO and a minimum energy -  each reconstructed 
photon will have an energy greater than  this number. The package returns the  number
* These are events in which two virtual photons, radiating from the incident electron and positron, 
scatter from each other.
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of photons found in the cluster and a list of the photons. For each photon the following 
inform ation is returned and stored in the bank EG PC ;
• the  three-vector of the photon
• the  proportion of energy in stack 1 and in stack 2
• the  F4 estim ator: the energy fraction in the 4 central towers
• num ber of storeys in stacks 1, 2 and 3
• distance to  the nearest charged track
• flag if photon is in ECAL crack region
• num ber of dead storeys in each stack
• num ber of the PECO cluster containing the gam m a
The param eters used by GAM PEK are stored in the database in the bank EG RP. The 
param eters used when these data were processed are:
• minimum distance of charged track to stack 1 energy deposit > 2 cm
• minimum gam m a energy =  250MeV
• minimum storey energy = 30MeV
• threshold in stack 1 to s ta rt forming cluster =  75MeV
• threshold in stack 2 to s ta rt forming cluster =  150MeV
• threshold in stack 3 to s ta rt forming cluster =  200MeV
• minimum energy in stacks 1 and 2 for a gam m a =  150MeV
• a cluster with energy deposits only in stacks 1 and 2 may be accepted as a 
photon
• a cluster witli energy deposits only in stacks 2 and 3 may be accepted as a  
photon
The default values of the GAM PEK param eters, chosen following studies of M onte Carlo 
d a ta  and d a ta  from well-defined final states, were used in this analysis.
6.4. 7r° R econstruction
The selection criteria for the gam m a pairs used to reconstruct tt® are discussed below. 
The cuts were decided on the basis of studies of small M onte Carlo d a ta  samples.
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6.4.1 C ut on A ngle B etw een  7 s
A sample of 2000 M onte Carlo events was used to  study the effect of cutting on the 
angle 6 between the decay gamm as of the 7t° , The study was done solely a t the Monte Carlo 
tru th  level, before reconstruction. No cuts, o ther than  the decay angle cut, were m ade on 
the da ta . At the  tru th  level, there are 19845 pairs of gam m as which are the daughters of 
7 r ° ,  and 606826 combinations of gamma pairs overall (this ‘background’ figure includes all 
pairs from 7r°). Fig. 6.4.1 shows the distribution of cos(0) for the background pairs as a  
solid line, and the real pairs as a dashed line.
24000
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12000
8 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
0 .4 0.6 0.80.2— 0 .8  —0 .6  —0 .4  —0.2
F ig . 6 .4 .1 : Angle between decay gamm as -  background and real
Table 6.4.1 gives the percentage of pairs rem aining as a function of the cut on cos(^), 
and gives a ‘theoretical’ signal/background ratio, which is simply the ratio  of the pairs 
remaining to the background pairs. It was decided to make a. cut of 0.5 on cos(^). This
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cut on 
cos {6)
7r"
remaining (%)
background 
remaining (%)
signal/background 
ratio (%)
-0.75 9&9 77.6 4.2
-0.50 9&8 67.7 4.8
-0.25 95.3 59.8 5.2
0.00 9Z8 52.7 5.8
0.10 91.6 50.0 6.0
0.20 90.3 46.8 6.3
0.30 88.7 43.8 6.6
0.40 86.4 40.6 7.0
0.50 8&8 37.3 7.4
0.60 80.7 33 6 7.9
0.70 76.5 29.3 8.5
0.80 70.0 24.1 9.5
0.90 5&2 17.1 11.2
0.95 46.9 11.7 13.1
Table 6.4.1: Effect of decay angle cut
is a very loose cut. A tighter cut would improve the ‘signal/background’ ratio , bu t would 
reduce the statistics of the 7r" signal.
6.4.2 G am m a E nergy Cut
Two samples of 20000 real and 20000 Monte Carlo events were compared. The effect 
on the invariant mass spectrum  of changing the minimum gam m a energy was studied. 
Fig. 6.4.2 shows the invariant mass spectrum as the minimum gam m a energy is varied. The 
real d a ta  is shown as a solid line, and the Monte Carlo as dashed. On the basis of this 
comparison it was decided to make a cut of 500 MeV on the minimum gam m a energy.
This cut may also be justified on the basis of the low energy M onte Carlo simulation 
of the calorimeter at low energies, as discussed in 6.6. It could be argued th a t a  higher
energy gam m a cut, perhaps around 1 CeV. would give a be tte r agreement between da ta
and Monte Carlo. However, it was desired to extend the range of Xp studied to  the lowest 
values possible. Therefore, the lowest acceptable gam m a energy cut was chosen.
6.4.3 Quality Cut
It was decided to  remove all those gammas which are flagged as having had corrections 
made to them  for missing storeys in the cluster etc. and to  remove all those gam m as which 
are near to cracks in the calorim eter. (In technical term s, only those GA M PEK gammas 
with a 'correction code' of zero are accepted). This cuts the average num ber of GAM PEK
gammas per event from 10.9 to 9.3. i.e. by 15%.
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F ig . 6 .4 .2 : Effect of changing minimum 7 energy on 77 mass distribution 
6 .4 .4  A n g u la r  C u t
It was decided to perform the analysis with d a ta  from the barrel section only, i.e. to  cut 
out the angular range with 9 < 40° and 9 > 140°. which effectively removes the end-caps. 
The barrel modules have a more uniform cell size and a simpler geometry. The clustering 
of calorimeter energy is therefore more complicated in the end-caps. Any background from 
synchrotron radiation and off-axis particles will also be concentrated in the end-caps.
6 .4 .5  R e s tr ic t io n  o n  g a m m a s  to  b e  m e m b e rs  o f  s a m e  c lu s te r
The effect of restricting the two gammas combined to make a 7r° candidate to  be mem­
bers of the same PECO cluster was studied. .A. sample of 10000 events from the 1991 
d a ta  in DST form at was used. The lower plot in Fig. 6.4.3 shows the invariant mass of all 
GAM PEK gamma pairs, where the restriction is made th a t the gam m as are m em bers of
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F ig . 6 .4 .3 : Effect of having both gamm as in same cluster
77 mass
the same PECO  cluster. The upper plot has no restriction. No other cuts (i.e. no angular 
cut, no energy or quality cuts) have been made on these data .
The to ta l num ber of combinations in the case where the gamm as are unrestricted is 
218132 and in the case where they are restricted to be members of the same cluster is 34592, 
thus substantially cutting down the com binatorial background. While this restriction cuts 
down the num ber of combinations considered, the number of in the peak of the 77 
mass distribution is also reduced. It may be seen th a t there is a significant num ber of low 
invariant mass combinations in the case where the restriction is made th a t the gam m as are 
m em bers of the same cluster. Fig. 6.4.4 shows the effect of raising the gam m a energy cut 
on the invariant mass peak in this sample.
It is clearly seen that the low energy shoulder in the 77 mass plot of Fig. 6.4.4 is 
associated with low energy gamma pairs, such th a t when a gam m a energy cut of 1 GeV is
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F ig . 6 .4 .4 : Gam m as in same cluster -  effect of energy cut
reached it has been eliminated. It was decided not to use the restriction on the gam m as 
being members of the same cluster as a cut in this analysis, in the light of the low gam m a 
energy cut of 0.5 GeV which is being used.
6 .5 . R e s u lts
Fits are m ade using the PAW' program to the histogram s of each Xp interval. The 
functions used are a gaussian for the peak, plus a fifth degree polynomial for the background. 
The errors on the fit param eters are those given by the MINUIT package.
6 .5 .1  O v e ra ll  p e a k
Fig. 6.5.1 shows the invariant mass spectrum  resulting from the 1991 data . All pairs 
of gamm as, subject to the cuts defined in 6.4 are included. The d a ta  are well fitted  by a
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gaussian plus polynomial background. The param eters P I  to  P9 given in the diagram  are 
the fit param eters reported by PAW: there are nine param eters as the  fit is to a gaussian 
plus a  fifth-degree polynomial. The peak is a t 134 MeV and has a  w idth of 18 MeV. The 
peak contains 179200 ±  1200 7t°.
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The average num ber of tt'^s per event in tlie .17 range from 0.02 to 0.4 is then ( np,o) = 
6.68 ±  0.06. The num ber of tt^s generated by .JETSET 7.3 in the corresponding range is 
( tip.o) = 5 .4 .
6 .5 .2  Xp D is tr ib u t io n
For each 77 pair, the ;r,, value of 1 lie supposed tt'^  which is their parent is calculated as
tp — ZT., 1 +  /'.-•J ) — / u ' ü ^  ' X 2 / E l E P (6.5.1)
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Larger bin widths were chosen at higher Xp due to the lower statistics a t these values. 
Fig. 6.5.2 shows the 77 invariant mass distributions for four of the Xp bins selected, and 
shows th a t the da ta  are well fitted by a gaussian plus polynomial background over the  whole 
Xp range.
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F ig . 6 .5 .2 : Invariant mass for different ranges of :i'p
Table 6.5.1 gives the results for the cross-sections for the various Xp bins. The results 
are normalized as l/(Ti,d(jfclxp.
6 .5 .3  C o m p a r is o n  o f  D a ta  a n d  M o n te  C a rlo
Fig. 6.5.3 shows a comparison of the 1991 da ta  and the Monte Carlo sample. The 
M onte Carlo is the solid lines, and tiie da ta  points are shown as diam onds. The lower plot 
is the same comparison, with a logarithmic scale on the y-axis. It may be seen th a t there 
is good agreement above Xp % 0.04 i.e. above a tt*' momentum of 1.8 GeV.
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Xp interval (Thda ! dxp 
91 d a ta
0.02-0.03 67.7 ±  3.5
0.03-0.04 38.5 ±  1.2
0.04-0.05 34.2 ±  1.1
0.05-0.06 26.0 ± 0 .9
0.06-0.07 20.1 ± 0 .6 5
0.07-0.08 17.2 ± 0 .6
0.08-0.09 12.3 ±  0.4
0.09-0.10 10.2 ±  0.35
0.10- 0.11 8.7 ± 0 .3
0.11- 0.12 7.3 ±  0.3
0.12-0.13 6.3 ±  0.3
0.13-0.14 6.0 ± 0 .2 5
0.14-0.15 4.7 ± 0 .2
0.15-0.20 3.09 ±  0.07
0.20-0.25 1.67 ± 0 .0 5
0.25-0.30 1.07 ± 0 .0 4
0.30-0.35 0.48 ±  0.03
0.35-0.40 0.33 ±  0.025
T a b le  6 .5 .1 : Differential Cross-Section 
No comparison of the 1990 d a ta  sample with Monte Carlo is presented in this analysis. 
At the tim e when the analysis was l>eing performed, no suitable large sample of Monte 
Carlo d a ta  with the 1990 geometry was available. Such a sample has recently been made 
available, and it would be of obvious interest to perform a. similar comparison with the  1990 
data .
6 .5 .4  C o m p a r is o n  w ith  th e  L3 E x p e r im e n t
Table 6.5.2 gives the inclusive tt" cross-section as measured by L3 [152]. This table 
gives both system atic and statistical errors. It may be noted th a t the ALEPH d a ta  analysed 
above covers a  somewhat different energy range. The L3 d a ta  is compared with the 1991 
ALEPH da ta  in Fig. 6.5.4: the solid crosses are the L3 results and the dashed crosses are 
ALEPH results. The error bars in this plot are a quadratic combination of the  statistical 
and system atic errors given by L3. In the L3 analysis, the system atic uncertainties were 
estim ated by using sets of Monte Carlo da ta  with different detector calibration constants 
and JE T SE T  fragm entation param eters. Unfortunately, a large sample of similar Monte 
Carlo d a ta  relevant to the ALEPH detector was not available to the au thor a t the tim e the 
analysis was conducted. Therefore, in the case of the ALEPH da ta , as indicated above, only
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F ig . 6 .5 .3 : Comparison of 1991 data with Monte Carlo
the statistical errors are shown, resulting in error bars which should not be directly compared 
to the  L3 data . It would be desirable in any future analysis to study the system atic effects 
with ALEPH data . The d a ta  are seen to agree above .t„ =  0.04.
6.6. G am m a Energy in the M onte Carlo
If the Xp distribution of Fig. .3 is inspected, there is clearly a discrepancy 
between da ta  and Monte Carlo at low energies. As the tt*^  candidates for this study are 
found by combining gam m a pairs, and the final cross-sections obtained depend on a Monte 
Carlo calculation of the detector efficiency, it is o1)vionsly of interest to  compare the gammas 
in real d a ta  with the gam m as in a Monte Carlo sample. The low energy behaviour of the 
gam m as in the Monte Carlo was studied using a sample of 100000 class 16 events in DST
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Xp interval lIcThder/dXp
0.0075-0.010 304 ±  35 ±  20
0.010-0.015 283 ±  16 ±  30
0.015-0.020 207 ±  10 ±  20
0.020-0.025 153 ±  7 ±  15
0.025-0.030 121 ± 6 ±  10
0.030-0.035 94 ±  5 ±  10
0.035-0.010 74 ±  4 ±  10
0.040-0.045 54 ±  3 ±  10
0.045-0.050 46 ±  3 ±  10
0.050-0.055 3 9 ± 3 ± 1 0
0.055-0.060 31 ± 3  ± 9
0.060-0.065 24 ±  4 ±  7
T ab le  6 .5 .2 : Cross-Section Iroin L3
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form at from the 1991 d a ta  sample. The Monte Carlo sample used for comparison was 
100000 events in PO T form at, generated using JE T SE T  and the HVFL02 generator.
Fig. 6.6.1 is a comparison of the energy distribution of gam m as in the d a ta  and Monte 
Carlo. There is an obvious excess of gammas found by GAM PEK at low energy in the real 
da ta . This discrepancy at low energy then reflects the lack of knowledge of ECAL behaviour 
a t extremely low energies. For the analysis of inclusive tt® production detailed above, a  cut 
on the gam m a energy was therefore applied a t 0.5 GeV, as already discussed above.
The discrepancy between the number of photon clusters produced in the  M onte Carlo 
and in the da ta  has already been noted in the early 1989 da ta  sample by other researchers 
in ALEPH [15.3]. As the GAM PEK package was not in use a t this tim e, their study used 
neutral calorim eter clusters which were identified as photons using the cluster estim ators.
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These au thors conclude th a t the excess of electrom agnetic clusters in the M onte Carlo can­
not be explained by the detector effects discussed above (the thresholds applied in GALEPH 
and the lack of dead storeys). The excess can be a ttribu ted  to  a failure of the M onte Carlo 
sim ulation to  reproduce exactly the fluctuations and shapes of electrom agnetic showers in 
the  calorim eter, or possibly to an inadequacy in the clustering algorithm s used for neutral 
calorim eter clusters.
6 .7 . C onclusion
Above a 7r° energy of around 2GeV, the .JETSET Monte Carlo cross-section for inclusive 
production is in good agreement, with the ALEPH data . It may be concluded th a t the 
m easured d a ta  are well described by LUND string model.
At low energy, in the case of the charged particle distributions [33], a system atic 
discrepancy of around 5 % between the .JETSET parton shower prediction and the d a ta  a t 
values of .Tp between 0.1 and 0.2 has already been reported by ALEPH. As described above, 
this study has also found a similar disagreement at low energies.
The reason for the disagreement are 1 hought to lie in the M onte Carlo sim ulation 
of the  low-energy behaviour of the calorimeter. There are slightly different thresholds 
applied in the Monte Carlo compared to the real online system; the m aterial used in the 
G EA N T simulation is a homogeneous composite, rather than  a series of layers; there may 
be shortcom ings in the param eterization used in GALEPH,which is based on testbeam  
d a ta  which did not extend to very low energies. It is recommended th a t the low energy 
behaviour of the calorim eter is examined in detail in the future, perhaps by using isolated, 
low-energy charged tracks which are w e l l  measured in the T PC . or possibly in further test 
beam  work if this is ever possible. It may w e l l  piove worthwhile to investigate the possibility 
of implem enting a more detailed Monte Carlo simulation.
It would also be desirable to repeat the above analysis with the 1990 ALEPH d a ta  
sam ple, and also with the end-cap '} clusters accepted in the analysis.
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C onclusions
The careful a tten tion  paid to the design, construction and testing of a  complex device 
has enabled the collaboration to  have a highly granular calorim eter with an energy resolution 
of 17% /y /Ë .  The device has been successfully operated at LEP for three years.
The wire pulsing technique is used for finding and m apping faults in the modules and 
for confirming the correct operation of the electronics readout chain prior to d a ta  taking. 
W ire pulsing values are used in addition to other inform ation to  provide uniformity m aps of 
the  barrel ECAL modules. Due to the effects discussed, and despite a ttem p ts  to  correct the 
d a ta  by several m ethods, the wire pulsing d a ta  are not as yet used to  m ap petal uniformity.
D a ta  were taken on the response of each module to many thousands of cosmic ray 
muons. A fter careful corrections have been applied to  the uniformity d a ta  collected a t the 
cosmic ray testing stand , the average rms. of the pad uniformity is 1.7%. The uniformity 
values obtained by this m ethod are in agreement with the values obtained from electron 
test beam  running.
B eam -bne tests have been used to obtain an absolute calibration for three of the m od­
ules. T he energy resolution, linearity and uniformity of response to  electron beams has also 
been m easured. The uniformity of response for the anode wires readout is similar to  th a t 
m easured by the cosmic ray technique.
The m ethod of inter-calibration of modules with radioactive gas has been pre­
sented. This m ethod gives a mean nniformil of 1.8% (if the regions affected by the ‘anode 
s tep ’ effect are excluded), which is similar to the value for the pad uniformity m easured 
w ith cosmic rays. The uniformity distributions obtained from radioactive gas testing agree 
closely w ith the d a ta  obtained from the anode wire uniformity distributions in cosmic ray 
tests.
F urther studies of the operation of the calorimeter were m ade using the ALEPH da ta  
sample of hadronic events at the Z" peak. The calorim eter was found to resolve easily 
the  7T° mass peak. When the x,, distribution of 7t° was examined, it was found to  agree 
w ith the Lund Monte Carlo prediction, and the d a ta  from the L3 experim ent, a t high Xp 
values. However, a t low energy there is a disagreement. This is due to  a. lack of detailed 
knowledge of the calorim eter at very low energies, to the simulation m ethods used in the 
M onte Carlo and to the slightly different clustering thresholds used in the Monte Carlo. It 
m ust be stressed th a t the electron beam line test da ta  upon which the param eterizations
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used in the Monte Carlo are based had a lowest energy of 2.5 GeV, and also th a t studies 
are under way in the collaboration into tt*’ identification using more sophisticated methods.
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